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Grand Tale 

Carlisle Colucci (Boss) – Ed Maisano (Consigliere) 

Felix Colucci (Underboss) 

Edward Maisano (Capo) – Alec Maisano (Capo) – Emmett Colucci (Capo) 

Carlisle and Ed are cousins, both with a brood of children each. Carlisle and Esme are 

parents to Felix, Emmett, and Alice. On the side, Carlisle also has two sons—Michael and 

Peter—with his mistress. Michael and Peter don’t have their father’s last name but are 

still involved with the family as soldati. 

Ed and Elizabeth are parents to Edward Junior, Alec, Brianna, and Victoria.  

 

 



Las Vegas Sun ~ Saturday, Nov. 22, 1980 | 6 a.m. 

"...At least ten MGM Grand Hotel guests were reported killed in a raging fire 

that engulfed the 2,000 room hotel shortly after 7 a.m. Friday. More than 100 

injuries were initially reported but exact figures weren’t available at press time. 

Officials said others may be dead inside the hotel. 

The MGM’s casino was destroyed. Damage could run into the millions of 

dollars, witnesses guessed. It started in the west casino basement and swept 

through the giant hotel, blocking off all exits. 

Witnesses said at least 2,000 hotel workers and guests fought their way through 

smoke and flames to the MGM’s roof..."   

Las Vegas – 1975 

EPOV 

~1~ 

When I enter Felix’s club, I’m thinking another day at the office sounds 

pretty damn good. Only…it’s night, but you know what I mean. The 

bunnies on the stage are looking fine, the drinks are flowing, the dough’s 

rolling in, and I can leave my personal life behind for a while. God knows I 

need it. 

“You’re too fuckin’ tense, Junior,” Felix tells me over the music with a clap 

on my shoulder. “Want something to take the edge off?” I nod, sighing. I 

could’ve gotten some myself, back at my own club, but I forgot. “All right. 

Let’s go to my office. My brother should be here soon, too.” 

Emmett. I’m a little surprised he’s not here already. It’s the day we meet 

up to talk shipments and money, and Emmett, who can’t stand his wife, is 

usually the first one to arrive.  



Arranged marriages to bring families together or to make other alliances 

are too damn common.  

Next week, it’s my turn. 

“You got some new dancers?” Alec, my younger brother, asks Felix.  

Felix grins widely and jerks his chin in the direction of the stage. “Oh 

yeah, you should see ‘em up close. I’ll send some in later. We could all 

use some downtime.” 

He couldn’t be more right.  

Emmett arrives, and we talk business. 

~2~ 

Sitting in one of Felix’s leather chairs, I lean forward and snort a line of 

blow as he talks about next week’s shipment from Miami. Drugs aren’t my 

job; that’s my brother’s. Emmett’s mostly in charge of the gambling, and 

Felix usually assign contracts to me, ‘cause hits are what I do best. The 

desert is big, and finding bodies is impossible. Plus, I love the money. But 

aside from that, we all have smaller businesses we’re in charge of.  

I sniff and swallow a few times, suddenly not feeling so tired and 

melancholy anymore.  

I loosen my tie. 

“Ey, Junior,” Emmett says. I cock a brow at him. “When does Jane’s family 

get here?” 

“Don’t fucking remind me,” I mutter, dragging a hand over my face. “I 

don’t know. A couple days before the wedding, I guess.” 



That’s the only positive thing about all this; with Jane still living in New 

York, I haven’t been forced to be in on the wedding planning. No fake 

smiles, no pretending. I’ll be there to say “I do”, and that’s it. It’s 

business—Carlisle’s way of tying the Coluccis and Maisanos together with 

a family full of crooked politicians. We’re all New Yorkers, but Carlisle saw 

big money in Vegas, so we moved out, but that doesn’t mean he doesn’t 

want to keep making scratch in New York. By having Jane’s dad on our 

side, Carlisle will have it easier out East. 

“Junior’s lucky,” Felix huffs, and I flip him off, ‘cause I’m not. “Oh, come 

on, cousin! At least you won’t have your in-laws here. They’ll be here for 

the weddin’, but that’s it.” He wipes his hands clean. 

True. I only have Jane moving here, but that’s enough. I don’t fucking 

want a wife. 

Emmett laughs. “You fanook. Man up, Junior; we all get married.” 

“Vá all’inferno,” I tell him with a flip of my hand under my chin.  

“OH!” the guys shout. 

I shake my head. “I’m gonna book it.” I’m so fed up with this. Might as 

well go home if this is the talk of the evening. “Gimme my cut and I’ll be 

on my way.” 

“Nuh-uh,” Alec responds and pushes me down in my seat again. “Chill out, 

big bro. Have a few drinks, do another line, see some bunny.” 

Well, it has been a while since I got my dick wet. 

“Alec’s right,” Felix says, nodding at my brother. “Wanna see one of the 

new ones?” 

I shrug. “Send ‘em in.” 



Soon, we have four scantily clad women walking in, ready to dance for us. 

The last one to walk in, the brunette, is smoking hot. 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Vá all’inferno = Go to hell. 

Fanook = Derogatory. Fag/Homosexual.   

~3~ 

“Isabella, honey, you go show Junior over there a good time,” Felix says, 

touching her cheek. 

She nods and walks over to me, wearing some sexy getup and a seductive 

smile. 

Now, this is what I’m talking about. 

“Hey, ciccino.” She smiles and straddles me. I groan under my breath, 

refraining from touching her. I never do until the dancer gives the green 

light. “You’re lookin’ sad.” 

I chuckle, my head resting on the back of my chair. This girl is not only a 

New Yorker, but she’s got Italian in her. That’s good. And I hope she’ll 

have even more Italian in her soon. 

I smirk lazily. “I’m sure you can, uh, cheer me up.”  

She hums. 

I reach up and twirl a strand of her hair between my fingers. ‘Cause I had 

to.  



She’s fucking gorgeous. 

Leaning in, she drops a soft kiss on my neck. Her hips are grinding, 

swiveling, rolling onto my stiff cock. 

She hums again, softly, and I break out in gooseflesh. It’s that little 

sound—it does something to me. Heh, she’s like a little hummingbird. 

“Strip for me.” 

“A man who knows what he wants,” she muses, eyes fuckin’ twinkling. 

“How about we up the ante?” 

I like how this girl thinks. “Private room?” 

She nods. 

I give her ass a smack. “Lead the way.” 

~4~ 

When my ass hits the couch in one of the private rooms, Isabella 

straddles me again, and this time I touch her. 

Roughly. 

“Kiss me.” 

She obeys and kisses me forcefully as I knead her sweet ass. 

She pulls my hair; I tug on hers, causing her head to tilt back. I kiss her 

neck, tasting her. She never stops grinding against my cock. Fuck. This is 

what I love about Italian women—all that fire, all that passion. I never 

wanted a fucking princess, which I know Jane is. She’s Daddy’s little girl. I 

want the hotheaded crazies. 

I’m fucked in the head, I know this. 



“Strip.” 

She moans and leans back. I watch hungrily. She removes her bra, 

quickly followed by her panties. 

Fuckin’ Christ. 

“Felix told me you’re getting married next week.” She hums and scoots 

closer, pushing her gloriously naked body against mine. “Is this your 

celebration, honey?” 

Now she just needs to shut up. 

I don’t wanna hear a thing about next week. 

After sliding my tongue up her neck, I reach her ear and whisper my next 

words. 

“Blow me, hummingbird.” 

~5~ 

 

With my pants pulled down, Isabella kneels on the floor between my 

parted legs and puts her mouth on me. I groan and guide her with my 

hands in her hair, my head lolling back. Fuck. The pleasure… She can suck 

dick. 

She hums around me, causing me to both laugh and moan. It feels so 

damn good, but that little humming noise she makes is just too cute. 

"Oh, yeah," I grunt when she tugs on my balls. 

She sucks me hard and deep, making me moan some more. 

But I don't want to come like this. 



"Sit on my dick," I pant. She releases me with a pop, and I reach for a 

rubber. "Roll it on for me." Which she does. It's a smoking hot sight. 

Then she sinks down on me. 

"Oh, Madonna mia," I breathe out, squeezing my eyes shut. She's hot; I 

slide in and out with ease, and she feels so goddamn good. "Fuck, 

amazing." She starts moving faster. I cup her tits and enjoy the ride. She 

should eat more, though. She's without a doubt the sexiest chick I've ever 

seen, but she's on the slim side. "Kiss me again." 

"Are you a kisser, ciccino?" she chuckles breathlessly and leans forward. I 

catch her pouty lips with mine, my hands sliding down to her ass. 

And no, I'm not really a kisser. But this bunny…yeah, she's… 

"Cazzo," I curse, trying to catch my breath. With our foreheads touching, 

we both look down to where we're joined. What a sight. In and out of her 

pussy. My cock is greased, slick, which makes me hate the glove, 'cause 

I'd like to hit it raw, but no matter. It's still good. Hot. Wet. Oh, shit. No 

warning. "I'm gonna come, hummingbird," I grit out. 

My head falls back as I explode. I pull her down on me roughly, thrusting 

upward hard and just as rough. 

Isabella cries out, grinding to take me even deeper. 

I'm fucking gone. 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Faccia di merda = Bastard, shithead, asshole...  

~6~ 



A week later, I say "I do" to Jane Wilkins. 

It's the third time I've ever met her. 

I get wasted at the reception while Jane is with her parents. 

Dad says it's for the best—this union—and that it's not like I can't get 

pussy elsewhere. 

That makes me think of my hummingbird. I haven't seen her since that 

one time last week. The last thing she gave me was a big smile when I 

tipped her five hundred. What? She earned it. 

"You fuckin' around on Ma?" I slur to my pops. I know Carlisle has a 

couple broads on the side—he even has two bastard kids—but my old 

man's always seemed devoted to Mom. I don't know. Shit like that 

happens. Especially when you don't marry for love. Pshh. Love. That's 

bull. It's all about business. Paper.  

Emmett has a mistress in Reno. Rosalie doesn't know. Felix fucks one of 

my dancers—Heidi—twice a week at my club. His wife has no idea. 

"Watch that mouth, Junior," Dad chuckles and takes my drink. "Time for 

you to cut the cake." 

Fuck the cake. 

"Ay, Felix!" I shout across the restaurant we're at. "Get on ova' hea'!" 

Felix walks over, two drinks in his hands. Both his. Faccia di merda. 

"How's married life, cousin?" he laughs. 

He should mind his fucking business, which I tell him. "Fatti i cazzi tuoi." 

He takes a seat next to me, and I throw my arm around him and lean in. 

"Listen," I say, keeping my voice low, "remember Heidi at Dawn?" He 



nods. "Yeah, well, you have a dancer in your club that I like. The new 

one? Italian and gorgeous." 

He chuckles. "Isabella?" 

"Yeah." I nod. "How about a trade? You take Heidi to Twilight, and I take 

Isabella to Dawn." 

Apparently, my voice isn't low enough for Dad to not hear, though. "The 

German whore, Felix? Really?" 

"Stay out of it," Felix tells him, pointing a finger. "And don't call her a 

whore." 

I laugh, I take Felix's drink, I down it, I laugh some more, my life sucks. 

And Felix tells me we have a deal. He'll take Heidi, I'll take Isabella. 

"We'll get that sorted next month when—you know," he adds pointedly, 

and I do know. I won't be in town, because Felix is sending me to Los 

Angeles to handle some business. 

~7~ 

I don't want a damn honeymoon—I don't want to leave Vegas for that—

but it'd be rude to decline my father-in-law's gift to us. Well, one of the 

gifts. A night at the biggest hotel in town. The MGM Grand. And that's 

where we are now. I'm still drunk. A little coked up, too. My brother and I 

snuck out earlier and did a few lines. We also had a brotherly chat—

something he needed, because he's next. At twenty-three, I'm only a year 

older than he is, and I know our parents won't wait long before they start 

searching for his future. Though, I suspect Carlisle will be just as involved 

in that. 

"I need a drink," I sigh heavily and walk over to the bar in our suite. 



I hear Jane shuffling nervously near the bed. 

As I take a swig of my gin, I watch her. The wife. 

I shudder. 

She's pretty, I suppose, but…no. Young. Only eighteen. Blonde. Pale. Ugh. 

Blue eyes. So far from Italian. She's also skinny and too girlish in her 

appearance. I want a woman. A real one. This one hardly has tits. No ass. 

No hips. No goddamn curves. 

"Are you a virgin?" I ask, leaning my elbows on the bar top behind me. 

"What?" she gasps and looks appalled. I just raise a brow at her. "Of 

course I am!" 

I shrug. 

"Wouldn't you…" She hesitates. "…care if I wasn't? Or was…or am…" Now 

she's confusing herself. 

"Why the fuck would I care?" I chuckle then shake her head. "No matta'." 

Soon, she's not a virgin anymore. 

Hey, I told her we didn't have to do anything, but she said she wanted it. 

I've made the decision not to be with her again for a long, long time, 

though. 

She's a kid! 

"Goodnight, Edward," she mumbles as I turn off the lights. 

"Night," I yawn before passing out. 

The next morning, I write her a note before I leave. 



I'm going away on business. Move into the house while I'm gone. 

There's money in my office. Any questions, talk to Mrs. Coppoletta. 

I'll be back in a few weeks /E.M. 

~8~ 

I give Peter a nod, and he orders the two men to kneel. 

After three weeks of tracking down these idiots, escaping the fuzz twice, 

and getting all the information I needed, I'm so ready to return to Vegas. 

I laugh to myself, 'cause I like that desert better. This one, outside of 

Palm Springs… It's just not home. It will, however, be the final resting 

place for these guys. 

"You ready, Button?" I ask Michael. He's in my crew. Thinks he's special 

just because he's Carlisle's bastard. Peter's also Carlisle's kid, but he 

knows how to watch his fucking mouth. They're a few years younger than 

I am, and they have a lot to prove. 

He wipes sweat off his forehead, no doubt exhausted after all that digging. 

I could've told one of the two others to dig the pits, but I don't like 

Michael, so… 

"Yeah, done," he pants. 

I nod and take a pull from my cigarette. Eyes on the soon-to-be dead 

men. Let's just say Vegas is off limits. They tried to weasel themselves in, 

knowing that the Coluccis and the Maisanos are the biggest families in 

Nevada. We rule that fucking city. Now they're gonna pay. 

"You shoulda' stayed away from Nevada, minchioni," I tell them, raising 

my Smith & Wesson. Okay, so it's not really mine. I clipped it from the 



man to the left. I'm not gonna get caught with my own piece here. "You 

had your shit in LA, but that wasn't enough for you, was it?" 

I don't wait for answers. 

Two shots ring out in the desert. 

Two thuds as they fall to the ground. 

Another job well done. 

~9~ 

As soon as I return to Vegas, I stop by Twilight. 

"Felix in?" I ask the bartender as he gives me a drink. 

"Yeah, I think I saw him enter his office a few minutes ago." 

I'm not in a rush, so I take a seat near the stage, hoping I'll get to see 

Isabella. It should be her last night here tonight, and then she'll work for 

me over at Dawn. It's just a few blocks away. Plus, I have a proposition 

for her. 

Halfway through my drink, she finally appears on stage with two other 

bunnies. 

I've clearly forgotten how irresistible she is. 

Men around me ogle her shamelessly, and I wonder—with anger surging 

through me—how many she's…entertained…since my last visit. 

"Cazzo, she can dip low," I mutter into my glass. 

 



I notice that she's on the pole farther away, so I make my way across the 

room and find a seat near her. Right there. By the stage. Much better. 

The corners of my mouth turn up when she spots me. 

Her smile is seductive, and I chuckle—a fifty in my hand—'cause money 

just makes people come. Crawl, in her case. 

"It's been a long time, stranger," she says in my ear, and before I know it, 

she's off the stage to straddle me. That works for me, and the complaints 

ringing out around me only fuel my satisfaction. 

"How are ya, my little hummingbird?" I ask and nip at her neck. 

My hands cup her ass. 

Which earns me one of her little humming noises. 

"I'm good." She rolls her hips over my hardening dick. "How's married 

life? Long honeymoon, ciccino?" 

I laugh through my nose, shaking my head. "I was gone on business. But 

now…" I pull her closer and kiss her soft lips. "I'm back, and I have 

something I wanna ask you." 

She kisses me deeply, with so much passion… "Mmm, I like where this is 

going." 

Mary, mother of… 

"Stop moving," I moan when she grinds against my erection. "Woman, I 

can't think when you do that." 

She laughs into the crook of my neck, which makes me smile, and then 

she straightens—thank God—allowing for my thoughts to clear. What a 

woman. 



"I'm listening," she says, amused. That's the first time I notice how 

gorgeous her eyes are. Dark, rich brown. "What's the question?" 

Right. I shake my head, clearing it. "How much do you make here?" 

"Not enough," she replies, not missing a beat. "I got two kids at home to 

support. It ain't easy. Why?" 

My eyes widen. "You got kids?" Shit, she can't be older than I am. I 

narrow my eyes. "Quanti anni hai?" I go on, asking how old she is. 

Admittedly, it's also to see if she understands when I speak Italian. 

To my surprise, she laughs. It's beautiful. "They're not mine, but yeah…" 

She sobers and bobs her head slowly. "I take care of them. They're my 

brother's. And…I just turned twenty-one." 

I nod slowly, processing, and I figure this isn't the best place to have this 

conversation. 

What I want is her. 

So, I decide to just show what I can give her. 

"Come with me." 

She chuckles, confused. "What? Come where? Private room?" I shake my 

head no. "My shift just started." 

"You won't work here after tonight," I inform her. "Didn't Felix tell you?" 

The thing is, I don't want her to be a dancer at all anymore, though I still 

want her at my club—only, as a waitress. And I intend to make it worth 

her time. Over and over. 

"Um, he mentioned your club—Dawn." 



"Yeah, listen," I clear my throat, "I'm just gonna have a quick talk with 

Felix, and then we're outta here, all right?" 

"Okay." 

~10~ 

"What's so special about Isabella?" Felix chuckles as I count my money. 

A smile plays on my lips, and the truth is that I don't know what's so 

special about her. Or if there is. But I want someone who I find sexy 

enough to get me hard. The ten minutes with Jane…shit, I had to think 

about my hummingbird in order to come, and I couldn't even kiss her. 

One look into Jane's eyes tells me that she wants flowers and rainbows—

something I can't give her. Plus, I don't think she's ready for more sex. 

She's too juvenile and innocent. I don't find her very attractive at all. 

"There's just something…" I trail off, still not able to answer properly. 

He nods. "I know what you mean. I've been thinking about setting 

something up for Heidi." 

"That's my plan for Isabella," I say and slip the envelope with my cut into 

my jacket. "But first I want to know everything about her." 

Name, history, family, criminal record… 

Felix laughs and walks over to a cabinet, swiftly pulling out a file. "Isabella 

Marie Savona: twenty-one years old, parents from Sicily—both deceased. 

Her mother in cancer, her father had a stroke." He sits down in his chair 

again, and I nod to myself as he goes on. "She left New York last year 

when her older brother was incarcerated out hea'." My eyebrows rise, but 

Felix gives me a dismissive wave. "Jasper Sonny Savona: twenty-five 

years old, moved to Las Vegas for a job. Petty crimes, in my opinion. 

Some stealing…" He shrugs. "It wasn't the first time he got pinched, 



though, so he got two years. Anyway, there's no woman involved in his 

life, as far as I know, so Isabella moved out here to take care of his kids—

one son and one daughter." I nod again, listening. "He'll be out next 

year—September, I think." So, eleven months from now. "And the reason 

I hired her on the spot," he smirks, "aside from her amazing body, that 

is… The Savonas are linked to the Mallettas in Jersey. At least her father 

was. Not sure about Jasper." Interesting. Carlisle's always disliked 

Jersey—mainly the boss, Vinny Malletta—so the few times they've done 

business together, Dad has been forced to let his smooth talkin' lead the 

way. And I happen to know that Felix has suggested doing more shit with 

the Mallettas, but Carlisle has shut him down each time. "So…" Felix lets 

out a breath. "I'd say you've got a good thing going on…if Isabella 

agrees." 

Oh, I definitely hope she agrees. 

"I'll make sure to let Heidi know her new workplace's address," I say with 

a smirk of my own. 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Goomah/comare = Mistress 

~11~ 

After settling things with Felix, I drive Isabella over to my condo. To me, 

this is home. The house outside of town ain't. Just the thought of that 

house—not to mention Jane—makes my balls shrivel. 

"You want me to be your goomah, don't you?" she asks as I open the door 

for her. I grin and usher her into the condo. "I'm not sure whether to be 

flattered or insulted." 



I chuckle at her bluntness. "I'm hoping for flattered." 

She sniffs, trying to look indifferent, though I see the corners of her 

mouth turning up. "We'll see, Juniuh. We'll see." Hearing her accent is like 

being out East again. Love it. Then she tilts her head, looking up at me 

with a pensive expression. "Or do you prefer I call you Edward?" 

I shake my head no and touch her soft cheek. "Junior's good." 

"Hmm, so far so good, yeah." 

My God, this is a dangerous woman. 

"Come on," I snicker, "let me show you the place." 

And I do. Hand in hand, I show her the two-story condo that I'm willing to 

sign over in her name. Downstairs we have a large living room adjoined to 

the dining room, then the kitchen, a guest bath, and a room for 

recreational activities. Upstairs is where we have the bedrooms—four of 

them—and two more bathrooms. 

"This," I open the door to the master suite, "is where I want you to share 

my bed." 

She steps in, not shy at all, and appraises the room—the big bed in cherry 

wood, the matching furniture, the large windows. 

Then she turns to me, hands on hips, looking so mouthwatering. 

"So, Junior…what's expected of me? And…" She smiles. "…what do I get in 

return?" 

~12~ 

What's expected of her? 

Well… 



My eyes roam over her sexy body, and I feel the need to loosen my tie. 

"Aside from my body, tesoro mio," she laughs softly with a wink. 

Madonn'. 

Time to get it together. "Can you cook?" I ask, clearing my throat. 

I work late all the time, and I'm sick of going out. Want I want is a nice 

meal every now and then, some peace and quiet, and some sexy 

entertaining. This condo is only a few blocks away from Dawn, so I'm 

pretty sure I will be here often. I can always tell Jane that I'm sleeping in 

my office or something. 

"Is the sky blue?" she shoots back, cocking a brow. "What kind of 

question is that, Edward?" She actually sneers at me. "Of course I can 

cook!" 

So much fire. 

I grin broadly, hands stuck in my pockets. Otherwise, I'd just attack her. 

"Mi scusi, signorina," I apologize politely. "What I want isn't much more. 

Just…you…and a home-cooked meal a few times a week. Commitment, of 

course." I point at her. "Don't fuck around on me." The thought of her 

with another man… I'd kill that motherfucker. "I also want you to work at 

Dawn, but only when I'm there—I want access to you at all times—and no 

more dancing. You'll be a waitress from now on." I pause. "In return, I will 

give you what your heart desire-" 

She holds up a finger. "Don't bring up my heart, ciccino." She shakes her 

head. "I want to be taken care of, but we know hearts have nothing to do 

with this." 



I nod once, just a dip of my chin, because what she said sounds fair. This 

isn't about feelings. 

Though, I can't deny that I feel a pang of disappointment. For some 

reason. 

"You're right," I concede then get back on track. "This condo will be yours. 

I will make sure you and your niece and nephew are provided for. Clothes, 

cash, food, jewelry…" 

She nods slowly, eyes downcast. "And when the arrangement doesn't 

work anymore?" 

"If…" Jesus Christ. Anger flares inside of me, but I manage to keep it to 

myself. "If it doesn't work, you walk away. The condo is yours, the cash in 

your purse at that point, the clothes, jewelry. It's yours." 

She grins at me, an eyebrow raised. "What if I decided it didn't work out 

next week?" 

She's good. 

But I'm better. 

"I'll make your life difficult if you rip me off," I tell her bluntly. The 

warning is as clear as day. With her upbringing—in New York, no less—her 

brother's activities, her father's connections… She must have at least 

heard of my family. Or rather, my name. 

"You betta' give me a time limit," she says pointedly. "I wasn't born 

yesterday, Mr. Maisano. And I refuse to have you rip me off. In fact, let's 

get this in writing, yeah?" 

"The mouth on you…" I laugh, both amused and impressed. "Fair enough. 

You have a couple witnesses?" 



"Yeah. Shouldn't be a problem." She smiles smugly. "I'm pretty close with 

a girl named Heidi Rügg." Okay, so she's really smart. By involving 

someone who Felix cares for, it's not like I can ice Heidi to make the 

contract void. Felix would be pissed. "There's also my friend who is 

currently watching my brother's children." I raise a brow, 'cause her 

smugness is still very much present. "I'm sure you've heard of her. 

Brianna Maisano?" 

My eyes go wide. "You know my fucking sister?!" I shout, holding out my 

arms. "How is that even possible?!" 

Isabella just laughs. "We're the same age." I'm aware. That doesn't 

explain- "We met at a party a few months ago." Oh. "That's also how I 

met Felix—at a party; not the same as where I met Brianna—but I was 

still at my old job back then and had no reason to quit…" She trails off. 

Well, I'll be talking to Brianna about this, that's for sure. I need to get my 

facts straight. And there's no way my sister and Isabella are gonna remain 

close. Out of the fucking question. I'll just pay someone else to watch the 

kids while Isabella works. 

"No matta'," I spit out, trying to clear my head again. "Heidi can sign, but 

we're leaving my sister outta this. We good?" 

"Yes." Now her smile is sweeter than sugar. "We good, Junior." 

~13~ 

The day after, when we sign that contract, Felix and Alec—my witnesses—

call Isabella a smart cookie. I suppose she is. She's also a sin. A coveted 

one, on my part, and I can't wait to be with her again. We did fuck last 

night before she had to go pick up her niece and nephew—whom I've 

learned are named Nicola and Lucia—but that doesn't count because she 



had to leave afterward. And what I want is a routine. I want to have her 

all night, going to bed, waking up…she will be there when I'm there. 

I've already thought of it all. 

I will have weekends at the big house with the missus, which includes 

family dinners at my parents' house—unless I'm working, of course—and I 

will tell Jane that the commute will be too much. Hence my staying at the 

condo in town from Monday to Friday. 

Felix envies me…for about five minutes…before he decides to buy a condo 

here in town for Heidi. 

Everyone's happy, eh? 

Yeah. 

I grin crookedly as Isabella hands back the pen to Felix. 

Our names are on there now, in ink. 

"You're stuck with me now, hummingbird," I say, drawing her close. Two 

years. That's what I put down as time limit if she wants to walk away with 

the condo. I nuzzle her cheek and ignore the guys behind me. "We should 

celebrate. On Monday when I get back to town. All of us." 

As much as I hate it, it's Friday, and I have dinner tomorrow with my 

parents, brother, sisters, and the wife. Carlisle, Esme, and their children 

will be there, too. 

"I can make dinner," she offers as I kiss her neck. And that right there? 

Cooking dinner? Yeah, that's what I'm talking about. The way into a man's 

heart. Fuck. No hearts. Forget I said that. "That'll give me a couple of 

days to finish up things at my old place." 



"You need any help?" I ask, standing at full height. "I can send a few guys 

ova'." 

She shakes her head. "It's literally just some clothes, the kids' toys, and 

photo albums. Then cleaning." 

I nod. "And you have a car?" I go on without waiting. "No matta'. You'll 

get a new one." 

Behind me, I hear Heidi tell Felix, "You give me new car, too, yes?" 

German fuckin' accent. It does something to Felix. I never saw the appeal. 

Isabella smiles up at me, indicating that she wants to speak for only me to 

hear, so I dip down to her level. "My car works fine, you know." 

I smile back and shake my head. "I want to buy you a new one." 

End of discussion. 

With Isabella still in my arms, I face the guys. "Dinner at Isabella's place 

on Monday." Then I look back to Isabella. "What time should we say?" 

She shrugs. "Seven?" 

And back to Felix. I raise an eyebrow, silently asking if we have anything 

planned. Things often come up, but usually only for Emmett and Alec. I 

have my club, my legit business, and then what Felix hires me for—taking 

people out. Only, that isn't a weekly occurrence. Just every once in a 

while, and mostly it's when others try to move in on our territory. 

"Seven sounds good," Felix says with a nod. "And no wives." 

Hell no. "No wives." 

Which means Emmett will probably bring his girlfriend—something that 

explains the smile on his face right now. 



Before leaving, I tell Emmett, Felix, Alec that I'll see them for dinner 

tomorrow, and then I spend a few minutes outside, kissing the daylights 

out of Isabella. 

~14~ 

By the time I arrive at the house, Jane's asleep in her bed. Our bed, I 

suppose, but I "accidently" fall asleep on the couch in the living room after 

my shower. I sleep well, waking up rested and refreshed to the smell of 

coffee. That kinda makes me smile. Maybe, if Jane at least knows how to 

manage a household, I don't have to be completely miserable here on the 

weekends. 

However, when I enter the kitchen, wearing pajama pants and an 

undershirt, I notice that Jane isn't there. It's Mrs. Coppoletta. 

"Good morning, Edward." She greets me with a motherly smile then 

rushes over to pour a cup for me. "Hungry?" 

I nod and accept the coffee. "Grazie mille. Jane's not up?" At that, she 

frowns and busies herself with the waffle iron. Now, I've always been good 

at reading people, but that's not a skill you need with Mrs. Coppoletta. Her 

husband used to work for Carlisle but got clipped a few years ago when 

we were new out here. I tracked down the killer and popped one in his 

head. Since then, I've taken care of Mrs. Coppoletta. She's like a 

grandmother—one who wears her heart on her sleeve—and you don't ever 

want to see your grandmother upset. She's been around since I was a kid; 

I know her. 

"Tell me, Carmen," I say quietly, sipping my coffee. "What's wrong?" She 

shakes her head, avoiding eye contact, but sighs as if she's ready to throw 

down the gauntlet. I repeat my question. "Che cosa?" 

She sighs again, facing me slowly. Hesitating. "Your wife…" 



"What of her?" I raise a brow. "Out with it." 

A third sigh, this one drawn out to the point where I don't know if I'm 

frustrated or amused. 

Maybe both. 

"Jane is…very used to having everything…handed…to her, sí?" 

I snort a laugh into my mug and take a slow sip as I try to come up with a 

polite answer. 

Oh, she's used to being a princess, all right. 

"How has it been?" I ask, scratching my chin. "These past weeks—has she 

settled in?" 

Carmen huffs and places her hands on her hips, at which I grin. "She's 

met some friends." I nod at her, remembering that Mom promised to 

introduce Jane to some friends' daughters. "They've been here a lot." 

"Ahuh…? Go on." 

Umpteenth sigh. "I didn't expect to be their slave." The fuck? "When 

they're here, they ring that little bell-" 

"Whoa, whoa, whoa. What fucking bell?" I shake my head. "No matta'. 

You're not supposed to obey her commands." That is just ridiculous. Mrs. 

Coppoletta's tasks don't go beyond cleaning and cooking, and…to be 

honest, I expected Jane to take over the latter. 

I mean…she's a woman. 

"I'll talk to her," I tell her. 

~15~ 



When Jane enters the kitchen, I've already eaten breakfast, showered, 

and dressed for the day. I was really just waiting for her, while reading 

the paper and drinking more coffee. 

Since I married her a little over three weeks ago, this is the first time I've 

seen her—not counting the morning after when I took off for Los Angeles. 

She still looks too young for me. Too doll-like. 

"You're home," she says, surprised, then smiles widely. She doesn't 

approach, though, for which I'm thankful. Maybe my expression tells her 

not to come close. Instead, she sits down across from me at the table and 

digs into the breakfast Carmen made her. 

"You usually sleep this late?" I ask, checking my watch. It's past noon and 

we're supposed to drive over to my parents in two hours. 

She shrugs. "Sometimes. How was work?" 

"Good." 

"Where were you? You only said 'out of town'…" 

I nod. "That's where I was—out of town." 

"Oh." 

Yeah, she stops there. If there's one thing she knows, it's to shut up about 

work. That's how she was raised—prepared by her father. Don't ask, don't 

tell, and pretend you don't see or know anything. 

"Listen…" I clear my throat. "We live about forty minutes outside of town, 

so I'm gonna stay in my old condo during the week. Then I'll be here on 

Friday night for the weekend." 



"Um…" Judging by the look on her face, I'd say she's both relieved and 

disappointed. That's good. It only proves that she's not fully ready for 

this. "You'll be here Saturdays and Sundays, then?" 

"Yes. On Saturdays we have dinner with the family, and then on Sundays 

we go to church before we get together at Carlisle's house." 

She nods in understanding. 

"Another thing," I continue, "Mrs. Coppoletta is only here to make sure 

the house is clean. She cooks, too, but…" I stare at her. "Can't you cook?" 

She gives me the same look she did when I asked her if she was a 

virgin—she's appalled. "Me? Cook?" She shakes her head furiously. "Oh, 

no. I don't cook." 

Well, isn't that just great. 

"What the fuck do you do, then?" I ask impatiently. 

She shrugs. Again. 

I wanna shoot myself. 

Or her. 

~16~ 

"Edward!" Mom exclaims after opening the door. "It's been too long; get 

over here." 

I obey and let her hug the shit out of me, and then I kiss her on the 

forehead, quickly followed by polite small-talk about…nothing, really. Then 

it's Jane's turn, and Mom gives her a light hug, asking her how she is as 

we remove our jackets. For Las Vegas, it's damn cold. 



The house, as Mom ushers us into the dining room, is loud and lively. Kids 

running around, babies wailing—Felix and Emmett each have two 

children—women gossiping while setting the table, and men talking about 

politics. There's shouting, plates clanking, laughing, words exchanged in 

both English and Italian, and…I wonder how the hell Jane is ever going to 

fit in. Luckily, Emmett's wife—Rosalie—is also a politician's little princess. 

Emmett married her five years ago, when he was twenty-one and Rosalie 

was nineteen. She's the daughter of a Florida Senator—a man who will 

soon begin his campaign for his third term. We fund his campaign and 

give him a small cut of the profits, and he makes sure we have smooth 

sailing when our shipments come in from Miami. Whenever we run into 

trouble with the fuzz down there, he makes it go away. 

It's an alliance that has resulted in millions. 

It's all business. 

Speaking of business…we leave all that out on weekends. As we take our 

seats around the table, it's insignificant bullshit all 'round. Rosalie talks to 

Jane about shopping, Alice—Felix and Emmett's little sister—speaks to my 

sisters about school, Mom and Esme are fussing over the children… I'm 

not really paying attention. I barely even listen to Carlisle and Dad who 

are talking about the race tracks. 

I tune it all out, wishing I was in town. 

With a certain Italian bunny. 

~17~ 

On Sunday after church…and a good meal at Carlisle and Esme's, I drive 

us back to our house. 

Jane is silent, and so am I. 



But I'm pretty certain our thoughts are aligned. At least I hope so. 

Mrs. Coppoletta rarely joins my family on Saturdays, but she's there on 

Sundays, and today… 

I sigh heavily. 

The topic as we ate was children. 

Carmen started it, though she definitely didn't mean for us to hurry with 

having kids, but Mom and Esme thought differently. They told us 

repeatedly that they can't wait for Jane to get pregnant. Carlisle was 

smiling in approval, and I'm sure he feels the same. Children would only 

strengthen the godforsaken union I now find myself in. The only family 

members I have on my side, really, are Alice, Victoria, Brianna—the three 

seem to have something against Jane, which I can't fault them for—and 

Felix and Alec. The rest pretty much want us to start trying right away. 

Technically, Jane can be pregnant, since we were together on the wedding 

night, but… No way. I don't want that to happen, and I have no desire to 

be with her again. Ever, really. But definitely not now. 

I plan to avoid sex with her for as long as I can. 

"I'm not ready to be a mother," Jane whispers, breaking the silence in the 

car. "But…I guess it's not really up to me." 

No. It's up to me. I'm the man. Lucky for her, I don't want children, 

either. At least not with her. 

"A friend of mine in New York…her husband uses condoms." 

I laugh under my breath. "We're Catholic, Jane. We won't use condoms." I 

use condoms—well, I have in the past. But that's different. 

Besides, it doesn't matter, because we won't have sex. 



"I know," she swallows audibly, "and all of my friends are Catholic, too. I 

wouldn't tell anyone, Ed-" 

"Save it," I tell her. "We won't use anything." I give her a sideways glance 

and decide to be honest. "And we won't have sex. 'Cause we're not 

attracted to each other." 

"Oh," she breathes out. "Well, I wouldn't go that far-" 

"I would." I chuckle. "Hey, I can only speak for myself, but this…" I wave 

a hand between us. "…it's business. All right? So, let's just…forget it." 

She doesn't speak again. 

And that night, I go to bed in a guest room. 

When I leave the house on Monday morning, there's a smile on my lips. 

'Cause I'll see my hummingbird soon. 

~18~ 

As soon as I arrive at Dawn, I tell my bartender to send Isabella to my 

office when she gets here. Then I make my way out back and spend a 

couple of hours going through my books and, in my opinion, I have it 

easy. Whereas Alec and Emmett have countless balls in the air at the 

same time—scams, robberies, frauds, shipments—I don't. I have my legit 

business, I have a small crew—just Michael and Peter, Carlisle's bastard 

sons—and I have my contracts. I answer to Felix—the underboss—and 

that's it. No worries about the Gaming Commission, crooked higher-ups, 

dealers… 

Knock, knock. 

With a ridiculous smile on my face, I'm quick to check the mirror and run 

a comb through my hair. 



"Yeah, come in," I say, placing my wedding band in the top drawer. And 

there she is, looking amazing. "Isabella." Her smile is seductive as always, 

and fuck, I can't wait to get inside of her tonight. "You're looking 

gorgeous." 

"Grazie, ciccino," she responds softly as she rounds my desk. I push out 

my chair, and she ends up in my lap. She also drops a bag on the floor, 

and then slides her hands up my arms. "Have you eaten lunch yet?" 

I shake my head, watching my hand as it moves up her body. Over her 

smooth thighs, across the flimsy fabric of her black little dress, up her flat 

stomach, and I don't stop until I cup her breast in my hand. I smile when 

I spot the Dawn logo on her dress. It makes her feel more…mine. 

"Well, are you hungry?" 

My eyes find hers, and I cup her cheek. "Yeah, I am," I answer honestly, 

though I wouldn't mind waiting. "I just need a little something first." I 

lean in and brush my lips over hers. She hums softly, 'causing me to 

smile. "Hummingbird," I whisper, chuckling. 

"I don't…" She nibbles on my bottom lip. "…think hummingbirds actually 

hum. Or…you mean the wings? Is that—do they make that noise?" 

I have no idea, and I couldn't care less. The name fits her. 

I shrug then deepen the kiss, pushing my tongue into her mouth. She 

moans quietly, spurring me on, and I let my hand disappear under her 

dress. Fuck. I reach her panties and cup her pussy, which makes her 

whimper. It also makes my cock throb. 

What this woman does to me…  

~oOo~ 



Translation: 

"Ti piace il mio cazzo, bella ragazza?" = You like my cock, beautiful girl? 

"Ti piace quando ti sfondo tutta? Si che ti piace." = You like it when I fuck 

you hard? I know you do. 

"Mi fai godere così tanto." = You feel so good. 

~19~ 

"I want you," I groan, pushing her panties aside. With my thumb, I 

massage her clit while two fingers slip inside of her. Her breathing hitches, 

and I realize that things have changed. I'm not looking for a quick release 

at this moment. This woman does something indescribable to me, and I 

find myself wanting to kiss her damn feet. I want to pleasure her, make 

her scream, and watch her face as she comes. 

I want to tie her to me. 

"Get up," I say, breathing heavily. "Hands on the desk. And pull down 

your panties." 

She obeys, giggling, and I give her ass a smack…just because I wanted 

to. 

It's a fine fucking ass. 

"We can go get some lunch across the street," I mutter, pushing down my 

pants and underwear, "but I need to fuck you first." 

I don't put on a rubber. 

Like I said: I want to tie her to me. 



"No need to leave, Junior," she moans as I finger her. I spread her 

wetness around, simultaneously kissing her neck. "I brought lunch for 

you." 

I moan and replace my fingers with my cock. "Fuck." I grip her hips and 

set a fast pace. "You cooked for me?" She nods as I pound into her from 

behind. "Oh, yeah? What'd you make?" 

She doesn't answer my question, but that's okay. Instead she starts 

moaning every time my hips slap against her ass. She meets every thrust, 

too, which makes it all rougher. Then she starts rambling shit in Italian—

shit about my cock and how good I feel. Fucking dirty talker. I love it. And 

if she's into that, well… 

"Ti piace il mio cazzo, bella ragazza?" I groan breathlessly. "Ti piace 

quando ti sfondo tutta? Si che ti piace." 

She clamps down on me—so fucking hard—and cries out my name, mixed 

with "yes" and "more" and "please". Crazy damn bunny. This is what I 

wished for, and now I have it. Maybe my life doesn't suck anymore. 

Looking down to see where my dick disappears into her, I decide that 

no…no, my life doesn't suck. At all. Cazzo. And this time there's no glove. 

Without much of a warning, the pleasure builds up inside of me before 

exploding. At the same time, I hear Isabella choke on a gasp as she 

comes, too. I groan and breathe heavily, still thrusting in and out of her, 

though at a slower pace. Almost lazily. 

"So good," I breathe out, dropping my forehead to her shoulder."Mi fai 

godere così tanto." 

"Mmm…" She shivers as I kiss her neck. "Amazing." 



After a few seconds of doing…nothing, really, I pull out of her and tuck 

myself back into my pants. Then I just slump down in my chair, spent in 

the best ways. 

"Aww, Juniuh," she complains, at which my eyebrows rise. "You didn't use 

a condom?" She pulls up her panties. 

I chuckle and hold up my hands. "Slipped my mind." She clearly doesn't 

believe me, so I widen my arms and go for both innocence and defense. 

"Hey, what's with the look? I swear I forgot. It's your—your fault," I nod 

and point at her, "that I forgot." My eyes widen, too. "Your body. It's a 

distraction." 

She shakes her head, amused—a lot better than pissed off—and then she 

walks around the desk to sit down in one of the two chairs there. She's 

also carrying that bag of hers, and now that I've gotten what I first 

wanted, I'm damn starving. So…she got food in there or what? 

"Hungry?" Her smile is teasing as she reveals a lunch box. "I made pork 

chops." 

Oh, hell yeah. 

I accept the food from her and tell her, "Go clean yourself up first. Then 

we'll eat." 

~20~ 

That night, twenty minutes past seven, I enter the condo, and I'm met by 

a full house. 

Felix, Heidi, Emmett, Angela, and Alec are already here. It smells fucking 

delicious, and I grin to myself when I hear laughing kids and a cursing 

Isabella. 



Stealthily, I make my way to the kitchen, and I stay hidden. 

They're all in there, since the kitchen is pretty big, and I hear Felix, Em, 

and Alec chuckling and talking about sports, whereas the women appear 

to be with Isabella at the stove, 'cause I hear plates, pans, and glasses 

clinking and clattering. I can only assume that Nicola and Lucia are 

running around somewhere in the middle. I haven't met them yet, so all I 

know is their names and that Nicola is five and Lucia three. 

"Look at them—so adorable." That's Angela. Nice woman, I guess. Lives in 

Reno, though I suspect Emmett will move her to Vegas soon. "Emmett, 

don't you want a little bambino with me?" 

The guys laugh, and Emmett says, "Like I don't already have two other 

kids to worry about? And—don't be cute." 

Then there's something crashing to the floor, maybe a pan. 

"Stop running!" Isabella shouts. "I almost knocked you two over. You 

should go wash up. Dinner's almost ready, and Junior will be here any 

minute." 

I chuckle under my breath. 

"Sorry, Aunt Bella," I hear a sweet voice giggle. Must be Lucia. 

"Yeah, sorry, Aunt Bella." And that must be Nicola. 

Bella. Well, that's accurate. 

Said children come running out of the kitchen then, but they don't see me 

by the wall. They just run past, and all I see are two heads with dark 

curls. 

I figure my eavesdropping is done for the night and walk into the kitchen. 

And it's a wonderful sight. The men are sitting at the table, drinking beer 



and playing cards, and the women are by the stove, 

doing…making…cooking and shit. Heidi's chopping vegetables, Angela's 

stirring something, and Isabella…God. I watch as she bends over to get 

something from the oven. 

"Oh!" Emmett shouts. "Look what the cat dragged in!" 

Everyone turns to me, happy smiles on their faces, and this moment feels 

perfect. 

~21~ 

Madonn', Isabella can cook. Seriously, like a chef or some shit. Her 

lasagna? Fuck me. And her side dishes…the stuffed artichokes and 

mushrooms, they make my mouth water, and the homemade zucchini 

bread? Forget about it. Everything's delicious. She even has her own 

special seasoning that she makes. 

We all sit around dining room table, eating, talking, drinking wine, 

laughing…eating some more. I have Isabella on one side—Lucia and Nicola 

following—then Alec on my other side. Felix is at the other head of the 

table, Heidi on one side, and then Em on the other with Angela between 

himself and Alec. Food all around. This is how it's supposed to be. 

"Can I go to play now?" Nicola asks. Despite being what seems like a 

mischievous little kid, it's clear that he adores Isabella. He shows great 

respect, but he's not shy. Since I got here, I've spoken to him a little, and 

he's been grinning and talkative. 

"Not yet, topolino." Isabella shakes her head. "You need to eat more. That 

goes for you, too, Lucia." She kisses the top of the girl's head. "I'm sick of 

seeing you two so skinny." Lucia giggles when Isabella pinches her 

cheeks. "No more skin and bones." 



She's a mother in my eyes. She's been taking care of Nicola and Lucia for 

a year now. And with meager pay, since she mostly worked at Felix's club 

during the day. The tips aren't as good then. 

"You should've told me you were having trouble before, Isabella," Felix 

comments, looking pretty upset, though he's hiding it well. "I would've—I 

would've given you a raise or better shifts…" 

Felix has a thing for taking in strays and helping them get on their feet. 

Not for nothing, of course; he helps, and then people owe him. But I'm 

nodding with him, because I agree in this case. 

However, Isabella shakes her head dismissively and waves him off. "It 

wasn't that bad. I just… It's better now." She gives me a quick smile, one 

that I return. I also squeeze her thigh under the table. "Now I can make 

sure everything smells like food again. I love cooking." 

That sounds amazing to me. 

~22~ 

Over the next few months, we all settle into our new routine. Basically, it's 

my routine. For Isabella, Nicola, and Lucia, it's more of a new life. There's 

always a home-cooked meal waiting, whether it's breakfast, lunch, or 

dinner. There are new toys, new clothes, and new bikes for the kids. I 

gotta say I cracked more than a few smiles when I saw Lucia on her little 

tricycle. And…Isabella. I spoil her, and she spoils me in return. She 

doesn't ask questions, but she sees if I've had a bad day and she offers 

massages, sex, meals, support… Anything and everything. And I love 

taking her out on the town. Dinners, shows, walks… 

Meanwhile, I keep up the act in front of my family on the weekends. We 

go to dinners, to church, to a few "social functions", and then when we get 

back to the big house, Jane and I part ways. No pretense. Okay, I admit, 



she doesn't avoid me like I avoid her, and she has been trying to engage 

me in simple conversations, but I'm just not interested. 

She has her own life out there, plenty of friends, and she loves spending 

my money, but I don't care—I've set a limit, and God help her if she 

spends more than that. I'd wring her fucking neck. 

Jane is a headache. 

Isabella is the medication. 

I live for my weekdays when I'm in town. Granted, I've had a few 

business trips, but it's all good. I do my job, and when I'm at the club, 

Isabella's waitressing until she has to pick up the kids from kindergarten 

or preschool. 

The nights are my favorites—the nights I spend with my hummingbird. 

The holidays, a couple of months ago, I dutifully spent Christmas with the 

family, but I was with Isabella for New Year's. Felix, Heidi, Emmett, 

Angela, Alec, and his new bunny—Kate—were there, too. Dinner, drinking, 

toasting… Good times. And then when everyone had left, Isabella and I 

spent the entire night in bed—not sleeping. 

I guess there's only one thing I never expected. 

I never thought I'd fall in love with Isabella. 

How wrong was I? 

It's nothing I can act on; it wouldn't be fair, because I can't give her 

marriage—and it does suck to feel trapped and unable to fully be with the 

one I want—though I'm almost certain that Isabella knows already. I can't 

hide that shit. There's a lot I can hide, almost everything in my life, but 

not that. So, I may not use the words, but I show her. 



~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Ti amo per sempre = I love you forever 

Il mio bell'uccellino = My beautiful little bird 

Mamaluke = slang for idiot 

Tesoro = Treasure 

~23~ 

I enter the condo quietly, mindful when I close the door. I don't switch on 

the lights. After the three days I just spent in Chicago chasing down some 

mamaluke who tried to scam Felix, I'm exhausted. I barely even had the 

strength to go down to Twilight and get the rest of my cut. I did it, mind 

you, though it sure was tempting to say "fuck it" and do it tomorrow. 

Stifling a yawn, I drag my ass up the stairs and into our bedroom. 

The room is dark, but the city lights still allow me to see Isabella's 

sleeping form in our bed. 

Once I've removed my clothes, I'm quick to join her in bed. Slowly, I peel 

off the covers and start kissing my way up her body. She's wearing dark 

blue satin shorts and a matching camisole. Nothing provocative, but still 

more than enough to turn me on. Her new curves also help. Her hips have 

widened slightly, her breasts are bigger, her ass is fucking flawless now, 

and her stomach is slightly softer. Just a size or two make a phenomenal 

difference. She's healthy and so gorgeous. 

"Ti amo per sempre," I whisper, knowing that she's still asleep. My lips 

brush over her chest, and I gently nudge her legs apart. 



I reach her neck and add slight pressure to my kisses, my hands roaming 

her body, and after a few moments, she begins to stir. 

"Isabella," I murmur as I slip my hand under the fabric of her camisole. 

Her skin is soft and smooth under my touch. She hums, causing me to 

smile as I kiss her jaw. "Il mio bell'uccellino." 

"Mmm…" She threads her fingers through my hair. "You have an 

obsession with birds, tesoro?" Now she's teasing me. I chuckle quietly, lips 

ghosting over her mouth. "Hi." 

"Hi." I kiss her pouty lips. 

"You're home," she sighs softly, and it's my turn to hum—in agreement. "I 

have something to tell you." 

I lick my lips and peck her a few times. "Oh, yeah?" 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Mannaggia, sei così bella = Damn, you're so beautiful 

~24~ 

Kneeling between her parted legs, I pull her up into a sitting position and 

tug on the hem of her top. Lifting her arms, she lets me pull it off her, 

revealing her amazing tits. Then she plops back against the mattress, and 

I swallow a moan as I watch her breasts jiggle a little. 

"What do you have to tell me?" I ask, moving on to her shorts. With 

another tug, I pull them down and toss them…somewhere. "Mannaggia, 

sei così bella." 



She smiles as I cover my body with hers. I kiss her deeply, groaning when 

our tongues meet. 

"Ciccino," she whispers, pecking my lips. "I'm pregnant." 

One might think I didn't want to hear that, or that I'm shocked… Who the 

fuck am I kidding? I am shocked. Or maybe…yeah, surprised is more like 

it. I should be neither, since we haven't used protection. Regardless, I can 

only smile. It feels good. Better than I can explain. 

"Good," I whisper back, giving her chin a little nip. I can see the relief 

rolling off her, so I add, "You're gonna be the best mother to our 

children." 

That makes her laugh. "As in more than one?" 

"Oh, yeah." I grin and kiss her forcefully, needing her. "Lemme have you, 

hummingbird." 

She kisses me and nods, and then I sink into her with a low moan. 

It's unhurried. We take our time—I even stop to kiss my way down her 

body—and I send a silent prayer to God for blessing us with a child as I 

kiss her belly. 

The only thing missing is that I want her to feel the same I do. 

But I say nothing, because it won't happen. 

~25~ 

Approximately eight months later, Isabella gives birth to our son. 

It's bittersweet, because I can't love them more than I already do—at 

least that's how it feels—but I can't give Isabella my name. Only my son 

has my name. 



I name him Anthony Jasper Maisano—Jasper because it matters to 

Isabella, and I'm fine with that. He's her family. And the look in her eyes 

when I told her I'd honor her wish was enough to live on. So much 

gratitude. 

I admit to shedding more than a few tears when I hold my son for the first 

time. He looks just like me, too, which fills me with pride. If we ever have 

a girl, I want her to look like Isabella. 

Isabella's brother, who was released from prison a few months ago, is out 

in the waiting room, along with Felix, Heidi, Alec, and Kate. It feels good 

to have them here, because they know what I'm going through. Okay, 

Jasper doesn't. Not really. He doesn't know that I love his sister, but the 

rest have figured it out. They also know that our lives are the same. Heidi 

is also pregnant, and Felix hates that he'll be separating his child—it'll be 

his third in all, but his first with Heidi—from Heidi by name. And Alec sees 

his own future. Carlisle and Dad have found Alec's future wife, and it sure 

as hell ain't Kate. 

It's some broad from Sicily—one who can't speak a word in English—but 

she comes from a very powerful family, and Carlisle sees a lot of scratch 

coming in if we form an alliance. Said family is big in heroin, and with this 

alliance, we will be the distributors stateside. 

It's life. 

Another thorn in my fucking side is the wife. She's made it abundantly 

clear that she wants me, and though I make the rules—therefore making 

it easy to make sure she keeps her distance—it's only a matter of time 

before my family begins to wonder why Jane isn't pregnant yet. So…her, 

it's easy to push away. Carlisle—if he finds out that I'm not even being 

intimate with my wife? Not so much. He'd see it as a threat, as me 

dishonoring the alliance with Jane's family in New York. He doesn't care 



who I fuck on the side, of course, but he sees children as a way of 

strengthening bonds. 

A child is a powerful pawn—his words. 

It'd be my word against Jane's if my wife spoke up, and my word is what 

matters, but a small seed planted would be enough to make Carlisle 

suspicious. 

"Hey." Isabella's whisper brings me back to the present. "I fell asleep?" 

I smile at her then look down at Anthony who's sleeping in my arms. "It's 

been a long day," I chuckle quietly, looking back to Isabella. "Get some 

more sleep." 

She shakes her head. "There are people waiting to come in, no? It's 

okay." 

I hesitate, so protective of my loved ones. "You sure you're up for it?" 

"Yes." 

I relent. 

Soon, we have our friends joining us in Isabella's hospital room, 

congratulating us. 

I wouldn't admit to it out loud, but I wish my parents and my sisters were 

here, too. 

~26~ 

After church, on the way over to Carlisle and Esme's house, it feels like 

God is testing my restraint. 

"Edward," Jane whines. 



"OH!" I shout. I slam down on the breaks, making us skid to a halt, and 

turn to glare at her. "Cut that shit out!" 

She's been on and on about this since I got back to the house yesterday 

morning. 

"I'm your wife, dammit!" she cries out in fury. "What husband doesn't 

want to be with his wife?" 

My grin is sinister as I waggle my finger at her. "Watch that fucking mouth 

of yours." I point to my temple. "A piece of advice? Don't push it, 'cause I 

just might snap." 

It'd be so easy to just fucking backhand her. 

She sniffles. "Are you seeing someone else?" 

"No," I laugh. 

"Oh…" 

The rest of the ride is quiet, and I use the time to think about Isabella and 

our son. 

Time passes too quickly. Anthony's already seven months old, and he 

does new things every day. Nicola and Lucia—who live in the condo next 

door with Jasper—love coming over to fuss over my boy. Which they do 

often. Now that Isabella's not working anymore, she usually ends up 

taking care of Jasper's kids, too, especially when he's out of town. 

He works for Felix now. Nothing serious yet—he has to prove himself, 

make his bones—but he's a good low-man, eager to work. And he's smart, 

too. Fast and sneaky. He doesn't talk back, but he's still fierce. I like that. 

When we get to Carlisle's house, Jane is quick to leave the car and slam 

the door shut. 



~27~ 

When we get to Carlisle's house, Jane is quick to leave the car and slam 

the door shut.  

"Ungrateful brat," I mutter under my breath as I follow her. By the time I 

reach her, Esme opens the door to invite us in. The house doesn't smell 

like food yet—they left the church only ten minutes before we did—but I 

know that much has been prepared since earlier, so I doubt we'll have to 

wait long. 

"Your father, Carlisle, and Felix are in the den," Esme tells me as I enter 

the house. "We're just waiting for a few more." 

I nod in understanding and leave the hallway to seek out the men. 

On my way—as I pass one of the guest rooms—I accidently hear 

something coming from one of my sisters. It's Brianna, and she's 

whispering—which definitely piques my interest—to Alice. More than that, 

I heard her mention Isabella's name. Since the door isn't closed 

completely, it's not hard to hear what they're saying. 

"…remember? She took care of her niece and nephew while her brother 

was in prison," I hear Brianna whisper. My brows knit together. "And when 

she was at work, I used to babysit the children. Then one day, out of the 

blue, she doesn't need me anymore." 

"Yeah, I remember," Alice responds quietly. "What about her?" 

Brianna lowers her voice even more, but I can still hear. "I saw her last 

night in town. After the movie?" She pauses. "Get this, she wasn't alone." 

I pinch the bridge of my nose, hoping to God Isabella wasn't with 

Anthony. 



"Who was she with?" Alice asks. 

"Some dark haired guy—little curly, just long enough to be in a ponytail. 

He had a small scar next to his eye." Jasper, of course. "But there was 

someone else, too. A baby." 

"Shit," I groan under my breath. 

"And, Alice? He looked…Just. Like. Edward." 

Fuck. 

~28~ 

With a fake grin plastered on my face, I walk into the guest room where 

Brianna and Alice are. 

They look shocked, to say the least. 

"What's going on in here?" I ask, twirling my finger in a circle. Brianna 

knows the grin on my face—the one I put on when I'm really fucking 

furious. "You don't wanna be rude, do ya? I mean—talkin' about 

me…shouldn't you let me be here then?" 

Brianna holds her hands up. "Junior-" 

"Fucking save it," I hiss then widen my arms. "Gossiping about your own 

brother?" 

"No! We were just—just talking, a-and-" 

"Non me ne frega un cazzo!" I shout, telling her that I don't give a fuck, 

but then I lower my voice, because I don't want to attract a goddamn 

crowd. "If you got something to say, Brianna, say it to me." I poke my 

chest and glare at her. "Don't disrespect me and go behind my back. 

Capisce?" 



"Oh! You wanna talk about disrespect, big brother?" She returns my glare 

with one of her own. "How about taking your own advice, huh? How about 

being honest!" 

I laugh at that shit. "I don't have to answer to you, sis." 

"But I have to answer to you?" 

"You do if you're talking about my life!" 

The little brat gets in my face—well, she tries to; she's really short—and 

shakes her fist at me. "Family concerns me, Junior," she practically 

growls. It's cute. Had I not been pissed at her, I would've kissed her on 

the forehead and called her adorable. God knows I love my sisters, and 

they have so much fire in them, but they can be annoying as hell. Not so 

much Victoria, but this one? I shake my head. She's way out of line, and I 

could just slap her. "And that little boy is your kid, isn't he?" 

I don't reply. While it's none of her business, I can't deny my own son. 

"He looked just like you," she whispers harshly. "Know what else? I heard 

Isabella calling him Anthony. That's your middle name!" 

Reining in my temper, I put a sinister smile on my face and cup her 

cheek. "It's none of your business, Brianna. Nor is it Alice's." I jerk my 

chin at my quiet cousin, and Brianna slaps my hand away. "Ay! Watch it." 

She huffs. "I want to meet my nephew." Then she smirks. "Or else…" 

My eyebrows rise as I stare her down. "Is that a threat?" 

"No. It's a promise." She nods and points at herself. "I'll tell Mom and Dad 

that you got yourself a mistress and a son." 

I could laugh at her childish antics, but I don't. 



Dad wouldn't care, despite what my sheltered sister seems to think. Mom 

would, but that doesn't matter. However, if it got back to Carlisle—Alice's 

fucking father—things could get ugly in the future. I can't be punished, 

but Carlisle could very well ruin things between Isabella and me. 

He's a threat. 

He's also my boss—the boss. 

I have no say. 

~29~ 

On Monday, I leave my club early, only to drive out to my parents' house 

to pick up Brianna and Alice. 

While Brianna's beaming brighter than the sun, my lips are pressed 

together in a grim line as I drive us toward what I call home. Alice also 

looks happy, though not as much as Brianna. Alice isn't supposed to be 

here, but my sister insisted she come, too. Plus, since Alice knows 

everything, I just said "fuck it" and allowed them both to tag along. 

I'll make them regret it if they talk. 

"I thought you sold the condo before you married Jane," Brianna mentions 

pensively. 

I tighten my grip on the steering wheel, hating, dreading, fearing. Now, 

there's not much in life I fear—I'm a killer with no qualms about it—but 

the life I share with Isabella and Anthony? That's everything to me. My 

safe haven. And the thought of mixing my two lives together… 

I sigh. 

I know that Brianna and Alice won't tell anyone—unless they want to 

suffer—but that doesn't calm my fears completely. Just the idea of 



someone close to Carlisle finding out about Isabella makes my blood run 

cold. I don't count the guys, of course, seeing as most of us lead double 

lives, Felix most of all. Much like me, he can't stand the sight of his wife 

and has even talked to Carlisle—his own father, mind you—about a 

divorce. Yeah, that didn't go over very well. However, Felix already has 

two children with his wife, so there's not much pressure on him, other 

than that he has to stay with his wife. Divorce is not accepted. The mere 

word is a curse. Sort of like mentioning Jane's name in the condo. It 

doesn't happen. She doesn't exist when I'm with Isabella. We have our 

little bubble. 

Speaking of… "No talk about Jane or family when we get there." I give 

both girls a look in the rearview mirror that says how serious I am. "Not a 

single word." 

"I promise," Brianna says with a nod. 

Alice follows, also nodding. "Prometto." 

Still wound up and agitated, I pat my pockets for my smoke and light one 

up. 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Piccolo tesoro = Little treasure 

~30~ 

When I open the door to the condo, the first thing I do is breathe in. It's 

what I always do, and it always smells so damn delicious. The next thing 

is the smile on my face. Also automatic. Though I'm still pissed off, 

Isabella's presence works wonders with me. And this time it's the sound of 



her voice. I know that she's in the kitchen preparing dinner—most likely 

with Anthony on her hip—and she's singing softly to him. 

"Isabella," I call, heading for the kitchen as loosen my tie. With my sister 

and cousin removing their scarves and cardigans and whatnot, I figure I 

have a few seconds before they join us in the kitchen. 'Cause I haven't 

told Isabella about our company tonight. And I was right. My 

hummingbird is standing by the stove, gently swaying Anthony from side 

to side as she adds herbs to the sauce she's making. She smiles when she 

sees me. "I'm home," I say dumbly with a silly smile, walking over to 

them. I wrap my arms around them both, eager to have them close after 

the weekend I've had. "God, how I missed you two." 

Anthony giggles and grabs my face, at which I make growling noises 

against his cheeks. 

"Look at Daddy being all funny," Isabella chuckles as I pepper his cute 

little face with noisy kisses. "Oh, so now it's okay to smile, huh?" 

"That's 'cause Daddy's home." I grin and playfully nibble on his nose. 

"Isn't that right, piccolo tesoro? 'Course it is." With a final kiss, I focus my 

attention on Isabella. "Has he been cranky today?" I tuck a piece of hair 

behind her ear. 

I know that he's teething, and my boy can scream like no other. Aside 

from that, though, he's fucking perfect. He's mature for his young age, 

already crawling, pushing himself up when he has something to hold onto, 

and he's said "Ma-ma" several times. 

This is one of the many moments throughout my day that I want to tell 

Isabella how much I love her. She's so amazing with Anthony, and… And 

nothing. Why wish for something you can't have? It's pointless. 

All I can do is tell my son that I love him—something I do often. 



"Understatement," Isabella responds…before stiffening in my embrace. 

Right. We have company. And I'm willing to be that both Brianna and 

Alice are standing behind me in the doorway. 

~31~  

I sigh and give Isabella an apologetic smile. "I tried calling you earlier," I 

say quietly. "I'm—I'm sorry for the ambush. My sister saw you with 

Anthony—on Saturday? Here in town, and she put…" I rub the back of my 

neck. "She put two and two together." 

"Oh," she breathes out, relaxing, if only a little. Her eyes are still trained 

on the two women behind me. "I see. Well, I suppose it's a good thing I 

always cook for a football team, huh?" She smiles, but I can see that she's 

nervous. 

I smile and cup her cheek. "Hummingbird," I whisper, leaning down a 

little. "This is our home, yeah?" She nods minutely. "Good. Be yourself." 

Her smile widens slightly, and I breathe out in relief when I see how she 

squares her shoulders—my strong and fiery girl appearing again. 

With that, I scoop up Anthony—'cause I miss the little man—and then I 

turn around to face Brianna and Alice. Can't say I'm surprised to see my 

sister's eyes welling up. She's an emotional one. 

"Brianna, Alice, this is Isabella, and," I chuckle as Anthony hides his face 

in the crook of my neck, "this is Anthony." I look down Isabella and 

squeeze her hand. "Isabella, this is my sister and cousin—second 

cousin…no matta'." 

I know that Isabella and Brianna know each other already, but this feels 

more official. 



"So nice to see you again, Isabella," Brianna gushes, and I think she 

surprises all of us when she comes forward and hugs Isabella tightly. It 

feels good, though. Very good. The tension shifts, and by the time the 

greetings are over, Brianna and Alice insist on helping Isabella with 

dinner. They talk, start getting to know each other, and I sit back with a 

beer and cuddle up with my little boy. 

And later that night, after making love to my hummingbird, she tells me 

that she's pregnant again. 

Despite the…nuisances…surrounding me, everything is still good in life, 

and I can't wait to see Isabella's body changing with a pregnancy again. 

~32~ 

In order to make calculated decisions, I'm not supposed to let moods and 

feelings affect me, and I'm definitely not supposed to allow them to be 

reasons for a decision. But Isabella brings it out of me. Now, for instance, 

when she's six months pregnant with our second child and riding my 

cock…I want to tell her that I love her. The room is dimly lit, creating 

shadows. Her stomach looks more protruding, her breasts look larger than 

they already are, and… 

I need to tell her that I love her. 

"Fuck," I gasp, instinctively thrusting upward when she becomes tighter. 

So slick and hot, so fucking perfect. I can't take my eyes off of her. Sitting 

up, I crash my lips to hers. My hands knead and grope her tits, which 

makes her moan, whimper, and arch into me. 

The week I've just had… I clipped three men, I almost got shot, I was at a 

sit-down that almost ended in a bloodbath, and I dodged my mother's 

questions about why Jane's not pregnant yet. The week has been fucking 

awful. But then I come home to Isabella's lasagna, Anthony running into 



my arms while yelling for Dada, smiles… We sat down together with 

Jasper, Nicola, and Lucia and had a great dinner, after which Isabella 

rubbed my neck and I talked to her stomach… 

"Baby," I moan, shivering as her fingernails dig into my shoulder blades. I 

kiss her again—it's the only way to make sure I don't say those three 

fucking words—and then I'm suddenly close. 

"Yesss," she hisses and rolls her hips. Oh Madonn', so good. "Close, 

ciccino. Oh…aahhh…" 

I slip a hand between us to massage her clit, and it doesn't take many 

seconds before she's clamping down on me, a silent scream leaving her 

mouth. And with a strangled groan leaving mine, I follow. 

I'm going to tell her. 

Decision's made. 

~33~ 

The morning after, when I've showered and dressed for the day, I find 

Isabella and Anthony in the kitchen. 

"Dada!" 

"Morning, tesoro." I grin and pick him up. With him on my hip, I walk over 

to Isabella plant a real one on her luscious lips. "And how are you this 

morning?" I kiss her nose as I rest my free hand on her baby bump. Only 

three months to go. "Sleep well?" 

"Mmhmm," she hums, smiling. "All's good. You?" 

"Molto bene." I chuckle when Anthony squishes my cheeks together. "You 

bein' funny, little guy?" 



"Take your seats, boys," Isabella laughs quietly, pointing at the table. "I'll 

bring you breakfast." 

Before sitting down in my usual spot, I sit Anthony in his highchair. He 

giggles, occupying himself by banging his sippy cup on the table, and I 

occupy my own time by watching Isabella flit around the kitchen. 

No time like the present? 

"Hummingbird?" I ask, clearing my throat. And she hums, winking at me 

over her shoulder. It relaxes me, and…she feels the same, right? God, I 

hope so. "I…" I blow out a breath. I have her attention now; her eyes 

show curiosity. "Um. We've been—I mean…" How long has it been for us? 

"A little ova' two years," I say, waving a hand between us, "since we 

met." 

"Yeah…?" she responds slowly. 

I nod. "And we have a child together." 

Isabella could walk out of my life now if she wanted to—the condo, the 

car, jewelry worth thousands would be hers—but Anthony's not going 

anywhere, which means Isabella won't leave, either. If she did? I shake 

my head internally. I'd hunt her down. 

"Is something wrong, Juniuh?" she asks, confused, concerned. 

I shake my head no. "Nothing's wrong. I just-" I stop abruptly, nervous as 

hell, but then I force myself to go on. 

"I love you." 

There. I said it. 

I exhale shakily. "I'm in love with you. Have been for…" I laugh, not 

particularly amused—more anxious. "…for a long fucking time." 



She stares at me, eyes wide, lips parted. 

She loves me, too, right? 

~34~ 

BPOV 

When I was little, my mother told me that girls should always guard their 

hearts. 

"In the world we live in, bella bambina, we need to be careful," she'd say 

softly while tucking me into bed. Her eyes were kind. She'd smile down at 

me and caress my cheek. "Love passionately, but love yourself the most—

only give your heart to your children. Take care of others, but make sure 

to take care of yourself first." 

My mother wasn't selfish; she just had life experience. 

Her father—my grandfather—was a cop, but she didn't bat away Dad's 

advances—despite the reputation Dad had in our neighborhood. My 

grandfather was furious, and I'm pretty sure—to this day—that his death, 

which occurred around the time Mom and Dad got married, was far from 

accidental. Dad wanted Mom and went after her. In turn, she embraced 

the life my dad gave her. He was a made man—Mom told me, and… I 

guess that's the only thing she did that was wrong. She didn't look the 

other way, and she didn't pretend to be stupid. As I grew up, Dad 

divulged more and more about "work" to Jasper, and Mom divulged to me. 

Dad prepared Jasper—Mom prepared me. 

She had no right, but she did it anyway. 

She always made sure that I never resented my father, but she also gave 

me the truth. It was just how the world—how things worked…functioned. 



Still does. She wasn't in love with Dad, but she cared for him deeply. She 

gave him everything except for her heart. 

That way, when Dad lied and told Mom he was going to work when he was 

really going to see his other woman, she wasn't hurt. When he came 

home with tacky lipstick marks on his collar, she didn't break. Instead she 

focused solely on Jasper and me. She surrounded herself with good 

friends, she was kind, she managed the household, she put on music and 

danced with me in the kitchen, and she did things for herself. 

When I got a little older, she'd also say, "Listen to what I say—I say it 

because I care and because it's how I feel—but you make your own 

decisions. What I feel might not apply to you. But listen first." 

I did listen. 

I learned to be happy with what I had and to not be greedy. 

It keeps me content and my chest light. 

Now, since my parents died a few years ago, I've formed my own 

opinions, but they don't stray far from Mom's. You can't help who you fall 

in love with, because it's nothing you can simply decide. You can, 

however—in my opinion—try to avoid it. And while it would be so easy to 

fall in love with Edward Maisano—the amazing man I've now shared my 

body with for two years—there are things I need in order to surrender. 

Commitment. Affection. Fidelity. Passion. Love. Comfort. 

Junior gives me many things, but commitment and fidelity are two things 

he can never promise. 

I see what I have and I'm happy with it, but I still know reality. I'm not 

stuck in dreamland. I know that he's married, I know that his job is far 



from a legal one—I've sure heard of the Coluccis, and I bet he's a made 

man, too—and for all I know he has children with his wife, as well! 

How should I know? His wife's name is never uttered in our house, and I 

never see him wearing his wedding band. Same goes for his work. I know 

that he's not an upstanding citizen, but it's nothing we talk about. I know 

the Junior who lives here, but I don't know the Mr. Maisano he is as soon 

as he's out the door. 

No, I have what I have, and that's it. What I don't have is what keeps me 

from falling in love with him, for which I'm thankful. Because I don't want 

a heavy heart, and I don't want feel broken. 

And now he's just confessed that he loves me. 

Like I said…it'd be so easy to fall for him. He's an amazing father, a 

perfect lover, and…a lot of things. But I can't. I just can't love him. 

He's not mine. 

"Can you say something, hummingbird?" he asks anxiously. 

I draw a shaky breath. 

I'm his mistress, his goomah, his comare. 

The mother of his son. 

Not his wife. 

I'm here to take care of him—to make sure he's happy—and right now he 

obviously wants me to return his sentiment. 

So, I will. Even though I don't really mean it. 

"I love you, too," I whisper. 



~35~ 

EPOV 

I give her a tight-lipped smile—it's all I can muster—because it's obvious 

that she lied. 

She doesn't feel the same. 

Fuck. 

My smile becomes genuine when Anthony reaches for me, though, and I 

spend my morning focusing on him instead. 

Well, I try. 

Truth? That shit hurt—hurts—like a son of a bitch, but there's little I can 

do about it. I just need to count my blessings. So, she doesn't love me—

she still cares. Her eyes say everything, which I should've thought about 

before I confessed my undying love like a fucking fanook. In those eyes of 

hers, I see affection, passion, kindness, fire, compassion, strength, 

and…many other things. 

But I don't see love. 

Counting my blessings. 

She cares, she's the mother of my son—and our unborn child—she's… 

Everything. 

Fuck my life. 

No. I shake my head to myself. I can't let this get me down. I'll take some 

time to let this settle, and then I'll move on. She, Anthony, and the little 

one in her belly are all I want—the goddamn light of my life. 



Things are still good. 

~36~ 

The first cracks in our bubble appear two years later. 

Handling Jane has been easy as hell. She's developed quite a love for 

alcohol and pills, and I may or may not have told her that we've had sex 

on several occasions and that she simply doesn't remember 'cause she 

was too drunk. A couple of weeks ago, for instance, I forced myself to be 

in the same room as her. I pretended to be nice and charming—I even sat 

next to her on the couch. We talked a little about Brianna giving birth—

she got married last year to some lawyer. In the meantime, as we spoke, 

Jane was guzzling down Alabama Slammers like there was no tomorrow. 

And then, when she passed out, I carried her upstairs and put her to bed 

before I dropped my clothes on the floor then left. That way, there was 

evidence of my being in there. 

Like I said, Jane's easy to handle. Plus, she's seriously stupid, and she has 

no choice but to fucking obey me. 

Carlisle is another matter. 

Usually, whenever he wants to see us, we meet up at Felix's club. But 

lately, we've met at Dawn. Isabella doesn't work there—hasn't for years—

but the first time Carlisle came, he came unannounced…and I had a photo 

of my kids on my desk. 

He saw it. 

This was last month, and he said, "Well, at least we know you're fertile, 

Junior." 

The warning was clear. 



I'm definitely allowed to keep doing what I do, but he wants a child to be 

born from my marriage, too. 

I've always respected Carlisle and regarded him with a sense of…this is a 

man I look up to. But when he sat there and studied the photo of my son 

and daughter—my tough guy, Anthony, and my little goofball, Elisa—I was 

angry and resentful. He's the reason I can't introduce my children to my 

own parents. Brianna knows, of course, but that's it, and I haven't allowed 

her to come by too often. A few dinners—that's it. Last week, she came by 

for a while to introduce Isabella to little Colin, my nephew. Alice has also 

been there those handful of times, but when Isabella divulged to me that 

Alice had taken an interest in Jasper—who happened to be at one of the 

dinners—I made sure it was the last dinner Alice attended. He's still just a 

low-man, though he's definitely gained more respect in the past two 

years, but that doesn't matter. It's not a union Carlisle would approve of, 

and the last thing I want in my life is more family drama. 

For a while now, I've paid attention to the subtle hints from Felix. He's not 

as devoted to his father as he once was. He has three children with Heidi 

now—evidently, twins run in her family—and he adores them all. 

But that means shit to Carlisle. 

Just a few days ago, Jane's father bribed a handful of men to make sure 

two of our soldiers out in New York got out of jail, charges dropped. Safe 

to say, there's no way Carlisle would let me divorce Jane. And Heidi? She's 

nothing but a common whore in Carlisle's eyes. Hell, he'd see Isabella the 

same way, though that would stem from Carlisle's dislike for Jersey. 

Isabella's father—I'm not sure how high he ranked, but he was a made 

guy—was linked to the Mallettas in New Jersey. Granted, Carlisle did 

business with Vinny Malletta on occasion, but they often disagreed, 

leaving my father to act as a peacemaker. I hadn't made my bones yet at 

that time, so I've never been present at a sit-down with them, but I 



wonder if Felix has met Isabella's father. All I know is that he died a few 

years ago, and seeing as Felix is five years older than I am, it's definitely 

possible. But again, I don't know how high up Isabella's dad was. 

Anyway… 

Then there's my brother… Hotheaded Alec. He's married now, too—to a 

woman named Maria—and though he actually fucks his wife, Carlisle—

always up in our business—still isn't satisfied. See, Maria's father 

apparently sees her as a real goddamn princess, and I don't know how 

often she's called him to rat Alec out. Okay, so he gets a little handsy; 

sometimes his temper gets the best of him. Especially if he's drunk. No 

matter. She calls up Daddy in Sicily, after which Daddy calls Carlisle to 

yell at him for how Alec behaves. In my opinion? It's not Daddy Dearest's 

fucking business if Alec slaps Maria around. She's Alec's wife, for fuck's 

sake. 

But in the end, Carlisle gets in Alec's business. It's all so ridiculous. What 

happened to separating business from personal life? This isn't how it's 

supposed to be. As long as Carlisle keeps making scratch, he should just 

keep his mouth shut. But see, that's where it gets tricky. 'Cause our 

personal lives—due to our fucked-up marriages—all go hand in hand with 

Carlisle's business. Had Alec not been married to Maria, Carlisle wouldn't 

have his deal with the largest heroin distributors in Italy—Maria's family. 

Had I not been married to Jane, Carlisle's boys back East would be on a 

tighter leash. And had Emmett not been with Rosalie, our shipments down 

in Miami wouldn't have gone through without hassle. 

It's becoming too much. 

I'm losing respect for my boss, which is dangerous. That lack of respect 

could cloud my judgments and cause me to make bad decisions. My 

resentment toward him could also cause me to act out. 



Emmett doesn't care. He's happy with the life he has, but Felix? Felix is 

different. As the underboss, he's hard and calculating, but when he's off 

the proverbial clock—if there was one in our world—he's a devoted father. 

He likes the peace and quiet, much like I do. 

I don't give a fuck about family drama because it doesn't concern me, but 

evidently it concerns Carlisle. 

He wants to control every little thing. 

Fuck it. 

~37~ 

I wake up in the middle of the night when the phone rings. 

Detangling myself from Isabella, I pick up the phone on my nightstand. 

"Yeah," I answer gruffly, rubbing my eyes. 

"It's Felix." 

That woke me up. "Listening." 

"I have a job for you. I'm at Twilight—you have an hour." Cradling the 

phone between my shoulder and cheek, I get out of bed and reach for my 

clothes, all while trying to make sure the cord doesn't get in the fucking 

way. "And don't call Petey or Michael. I only want you on this." 

"Got it," I say, and he ends the call. Since Felix and I are usually more laid 

back toward each other—he's more of a brother than a boss when we get 

together—I know by the tone of his voice that he has a contract for me, 

and there may be problems if the target's name got out within our 

organization. 

After dropping a kiss on Isabella's forehead, I leave our bedroom and walk 

into Anthony's room to kiss him, too. I'd do the same with Elisa, but that 



girl is one light sleeper. Sort of like me, actually. But that's probably the 

only thing she got from me. At the age of two—well, almost—she's a 

Daddy's girl who looks like Mommy. The eyes, the nose, the mouth, the 

hair, the works. All of it is Isabella. Which means she's fucking perfect. 

We'd have a third little one, too, but Isabella miscarried about seven 

months ago—she was two months pregnant, I think—and it broke her 

heart. She also confessed that she was afraid the miscarriage was gonna 

make me leave her. Stupid woman. Sure, it upset me, but it wasn't 

Isabella's goddamn fault. 

And that right there? She was scared I'd leave her? Yeah, that makes me 

wonder if she really doesn't love me. I tell her sometimes—that I love 

her—and she always says it back. But it never feels genuine. Still, I can't 

help but wonder just how much she cares for me. Or why she can't 

fucking love me the way I love her. 

"Fuck," I grunt when I almost trip over one of Anthony's toys in the 

kitchen. In the fridge, I grab a soda, and just as I close the door, the light 

comes on, revealing a sleepy Isabella in the doorway. 

"Did someone call?" she asks, stifling a yawn. She looks fucking delectable 

in that black satin negligee. I have a thing for making sure she always has 

provocative lingerie. "You're dressed." 

~38~ 

I nod and take a swig from my soda. "Gotta work." Then I wave a hand at 

the floor. "Clean up this mess in the morning." 

"Shit," she mumbles, looking at Anthony's toys. "Sorry," she adds 

sheepishly. 



I wave her off, 'cause it's not that big of a deal. She always keeps a clean 

house; this isn't a common thing. I just don't wanna trip over toys in the 

middle of the night. 

"Gimme a kiss before I go," I say. She walks over to me, and I smile as I 

nuzzle her cheek. So fucking gorgeous, and I tell her just that. "Sei 

fantastica." 

"Smooth talker," she whispers with a coy smile. I grin and slap her sweet 

ass. Fuck. It feels so good in my hands. "Always with the hands, ciccino." 

I wink. "You love it." I know she does. In our home, she acts like a lady 

unless I'm pounding into her. That's when she's my freak. She knows her 

place, but she's not a doormat. I just wish I could make her my goddamn 

wife. 

"It's Friday today," she mentions, clearing her throat as she takes a step 

out of my embrace. "Will you have dinner here tonight, or are you eating 

with your wife?" 

"Watch it," I warn quietly, gripping her chin. "We don't talk about her in 

this house. What's with you?" 

She shrugs and averts her eyes, though I'm still holding her chin. "I'm 

just gonna miss you." 

I chuckle and slide my hand up to cup her cheek. "I'll miss you, too, my 

hummingbird, but I'll be back as soon as I can." She nods, pouting a little, 

and I admit that I like it. I want her to miss me. "Kiss me." 

She does, and she puts so much passion into it that I almost lose my 

fucking breath. 

I've said it before and I'll say it again: she's a dangerous woman, who has 

too much of an effect on me. 



After four years with Isabella, she's still the only one for me. I haven't 

fucked around—hell, I can't even fuck my own wife. My hummingbird is 

wicked. She even made me fall stupid in love with her. 

And on my way to Felix, all I think about is her. 

However, as soon as my ass hits the chair in his office, my head is in the 

right place. 

~39~ 

"This doesn't leave this office," Felix tells me, sliding a photo across his 

desk. I lean forward and take it, only needing a quick look before I 

understand the situation. "Make it look like an accident." I nod in 

understanding. "And you have three days to get it done." 

I purse my lips, my eyes flicking between the photo and Felix. 

It's a shot of Marcus Ocello—one of Carlisle's capos from New York. He 

has three out there and three here. 

"You didn't…" I clear my throat and hold up the photo. "This doesn't come 

from Carlisle, does it?" 

'Cause I know that Carlisle likes Marcus. They're the same age—have run 

together since they were little shits in Brooklyn. 

Felix shakes his head no, regarding me from behind his desk, and I realize 

that he's testing me. 

Would he fuck me over? 

Or is this because he wants to break free from Carlisle? 

Then again, I take orders from my boss, and that is Felix. 



So… "All right." I shrug. "And the bunny next to him?" In the photo, 

Marcus is standing with some woman who isn't his wife. 

"Both of them." He nods. "She can just disappear, unless you find them in 

the same place, but he needs to go in an accident. Within three days. Her 

name is on the back of the photo." I flip it over. Jessica Stanley. Then he 

presents a second photo. "This guy, too. I want him to disappear." 

I vaguely remember the man. He's in Marcus' crew. My age, maybe a few 

years older. 

"Is there a reason?" 

He smirks. "There's always a reason, Junior." 

And I get it. He's not going to tell me more about it. 

But then he speaks again, this time with an apprehensive expression on 

his face. "I'll tell you more when you get back, all right?" 

I nod, confused, but pleased that he trusts me. He doesn't have to tell me 

anything, yet he chooses to…even if it's later and not now. 

I just hope I can trust him, too. 

"You're on the next flight out—use another identity," he tells me. "No 

family this weekend. I have your alibi covered." 

After he gives me half my cut, I'm out the door, knowing that next time I 

see him, three people will be dead and I have more money coming my 

way. 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Che coglione = Moron, idiot... 



~40~ 

The following night, I'm parked outside of Paul Notti's apartment building, 

waiting for him to come home. 

Earlier today, I broke into Marcus' home and created a gas leak. It was a 

safe bet, what with it being Saturday and all. He's a family man on 

weekends, much like many others. His wife will die, too, but I called Felix 

earlier and it wasn't a problem. 

Tomorrow I'll deal with the other woman. 

Some have issues killing women. 

I shrug to myself. We're all humans, capable of doing shit. 

About two hours later, Paul finally comes home. 

As he runs up the stairs, I follow calmly, quietly, as I attach the silencer to 

my piece. 

It's when he has just unlocked his door that I shoot him in the back of his 

head. 

Then, after making sure his apartment is empty, I drag his body inside. 

Judging by the interior, I'd say he lives here alone, but I'm not taking any 

risks. 

I tilt my head, curious about the suitcase by the door. 

Going somewhere? 

Shaking that thought away, I pull out the bandage I brought and secure it 

around his head. A baseball cap follows, and then he's ready to go. Down 

the stairs, and when I reach the outside, I pull him up to make sure he 



doesn't look…well, dead. His arm goes around my shoulder, and I thank 

God he's not bigger than he is. He's my height, but scrawnier. 

Once we're at my car across the street, I sit him down in the passenger 

seat. He'll go in the trunk later, but not now when I can't be sure there 

aren't any onlookers. 

When I arrive at Marcus' house, I'm satisfied to see that all the lights are 

out. His car is still parked in the driveway, as is his wife's. I'm not stupid, 

though. I get out of the car, stealthily making my way around their house. 

I scale the wall, grunting a little as I push myself up, and then I can't stop 

the grin that forms on my lips. Marcus and the wife are sleeping soundly. 

I return to my car. 

"Let's create a fire," I mutter to myself. In the backseat, I reach for one of 

my many toys—a crossbow. Idly, I wonder if they're already dead in 

there. The gas has been on for several hours now… 

I shrug and pop some chewing gum in my mouth. 

Then I light up a smoke as I look for an appropriate spot to… "Oh, yeah," I 

laugh under my breath. Fucking kitty door. Excellent. And seriously? 

Those doors aren't safe. How idiotic is Marcus to have that shit? Che 

coglione. 

Shaking my head at his stupidity, I stick my gum to the hardwood arrow—

metal would leave evidence behind—and the lit cigarette follows on the 

gum. 

The gas from inside should linger in the cracks of the tiny opening. 

"Watch how the pros do it," I tell my dead companion as I roll down my 

window. I place the crossbow on my arm, I aim, I fire, I smile, I grab my 

binoculars, I make sure the cigarette's still lit. "Perfect." Returning the 



crossbow to the backseat, I start the car and pull away slowly. Very 

slowly, because I'm not leaving until I see that house go up in flames. 

If it doesn't work out, I can always throw a fucking Molotov cocktail, but I 

do appreciate some creativity. 

"Too bad you're missing this," I chuckle, eyes on the rearview mirror. 

This is better than doing blow. The high is indescribable. 

And boom. 

The entire house is engulfed in flames. 

Two down—not counting the wife—one to go. But first, I gotta make this 

one disappear. 

~41~ 

In upstate New York, I bury Paul Notti in the middle of the woods—far 

away from hiking trails and roads. 

Six feet under. 

When that's done, I'm all but dead on my feet. 

Ha. 

"Dead on my feet." I snicker to myself and start the car again. "I'm a 

funny guy." 

Truth? I need a shower and a few hours of sleep. 

Which I get at a small motel outside the city, and when I wake up, I'm 

ready to track down this Jessica Stanley. It shouldn't be too hard since I 

have her address. I also know where she works as a waitress in Brooklyn. 



~oOo~ 

Sitting at the café across the street from where Ms. Stanley works in a 

diner, I keep my eyes on the little TV in the corner. 

The fire from last night is all over the news. 

Gas leak. Tragic accident. Two dead. 

I sip my coffee. I think about my children. I wait. I follow Jessica when 

she takes her lunch. While she's meeting some friend in a salad bar, I 

make a mental note to pick up a gift for Isabella before I go home. I 

follow Jessica back to the diner, though I wait in my car this time. Then, 

when she's off the clock, I follow her home and give her the same 

treatment I gave Paul. 

Before I know it, I'm on my way back to Las Vegas. 

Yet another job well done. 

~42~ 

While the waitress hands us our drinks, Felix and I stay quiet, but as soon 

as she leaves the office, we're back to talking about the past weekend. 

"Dad and I are flying out for the wake," he tells me. "Mom and my wife, 

too. Alice is gonna watch the kids." 

I nod, figuring they'd go. "And what was my alibi?" 

"You were in LA—contract. Nothing out of the ordinary." He pulls out a file 

from the top drawer. "I sent a buddy of mine—California local—and he 

took care of a problem. If it gets back to Carlisle, it was you who were in 

Cali. Simple as that." He wipes his hands clean. "Now…" He takes a swig 

of his drink then asks, "Any other questions?" 



"Will you answer them?" I grin to show him that I'm teasing. We're still 

talking business, meaning I can't get out of line. "'Cause yeah, I have 

questions up here." I tap my temple. 

He chuckles. "Go ahead. We'll just see if I have answers." 

All right. With a slow nod, I choose my words. The fewer words the better. 

"Why Marcus?" 

He stares at me, unsurprised by the question, but not sure whether to 

answer me or not. 

I'm really starting to wonder if he's flipping on his own dad. 

"Marcus is—well, that's not right," he laughs, leaning forward. "Marcus 

was the capo my old man trusted the most back East." He lowers his 

voice, still watching me closely. "Since we moved out here, Marcus 

became sort of the, uh…" He waves a hand. "…underboss—out there." 

My eyebrows rise. "So, it's personal? You—you wanna be the only one or 

some shit?" 

"Nah," he chuckles with a shake of his head. He also leans back in his 

chair again. "Couldn't give a rat's ass about that, but…" He purses his lips 

and tilts his head. "…when he orders someone to kill one of his capos, my 

capos…out here—it doesn't sit well with me." Now my brows knit together. 

"I wasn't supposed to know—your sister came to me." 

"The fuck you say?" I splutter. My spine goes rigid. "Which one? Brianna?" 

He nods. "She overheard something when she visited Alice last week." 

~43~ 

I nod for him to go on. 



He does. "Brianna stood outside my dad's office when he made a call to 

Marcus." Ah, that nosy little brat. She's gonna get herself killed one day. 

"She didn't fully understand; Dad spoke in riddles." Of course. Over the 

phone, you don't exactly tell someone to whack another person. "But 

Brianna's a smart cookie." He nods and points to his temple. "She's been 

around—she has ears. And when Dad told Marcus to order someone to 

take Alec fishing, your sister grew suspicious." I grit my teeth. "Brianna 

didn't get the feeling they were talking about some sunny day trip out on 

Lake Mead, if you know what I mean." He shrugs. "Your sister was just 

worried about your brother, so she came to me about it. I haven't told her 

anything about afterward." 

I rub my jaw as I try to rein in my temper, though it doesn't work very 

well. Leaning forward, I seethe, "Why the fuck would Carlisle take out 

Alec?" Then I explode. I'm out of the chair, pacing in Felix's office. I laugh 

humorlessly and wag my finger at him. "You know…your father is 

beginning to lose his goddamn mind." I widen my arms. "He's not the 

fucking Don—he's the mother hen!" My guess is that Alec did something 

to Maria, which pissed off Maria's father. "Family bullshit," I spit out. "It's 

none of Carlisle's business!" 

"Lower your voice and sit down," he commands, pointing at the chair. I 

stare at him, livid. I get that we're supposed to separate family from 

business, but Carlisle's doing the opposite, and…Alec's my fucking brother. 

"Sit. Down, Junior." 

I obey. With a curse, I slump down in the chair, and then I down my 

drink. 

"Listen," he says, "there are gonna be changes around here. The only 

thing I need to know is if you're with me." 

I stare at him and ignore the question. "Why Paul?" 



He sighs. "He's the one Marcus ordered to take Alec 'fishing'." 

I nod, remembering the suitcase I saw in Paul's apartment. "And the, uh," 

I wave a hand, "the other one. The bitch." 

"She's the one I got the information from." He shrugs. "I've used her 

plenty of times—she's proven to be useful and trustworthy—but it was 

enough now. She's a sneak, good at getting information, but her loyalty 

can be bought for money. I figured it was best to get rid of her before she 

turned on me." 

"You're taking down Carlisle," I state. 

"Yes." 

~44~ 

May 1980 

Over the next several months, Felix and I make our plans. We talk about 

who we can trust—who we can include—and who to take out first. It's 

official—we're bringing Carlisle down. Felix is taking his own father out—

that's how much he's grown to resent Carlisle. And I'm all for it. Partly 

because I don't agree with Carlisle's methods of running this family, and 

partly because I'm aching to make Isabella mine in every way possible. 

Maybe that'll make her love me. Who knows? But I'm more than willing to 

try. 

So far, Felix and I agree that we can trust the men in his crew—Jasper 

included. We can also trust Alec—we had to physically restrain him when 

he learned about Carlisle's hit on him. And we don't believe it will be long 

before Dad starts showing his real feelings toward Carlisle. It's already 

happening, but too subtly so far—just a few expressions when he doesn't 

approve, but no words. He doesn't speak up. Once he does, however, we 



will tell him about his supposed closest friend's order to kill Alec—my little 

brother, my father's youngest son. 

We haven't divulged anything to anyone other than Jasper and Alec, but 

we will. Soon. And in the meantime, Jasper's clocking Carlisle. After all, 

it's only a matter of time before Carlisle orders someone else to kill for 

him. Which is why Alec has spent a few weekends in New York, following 

some of Carlisle's closest around. 

One weekend in early May, irony strikes. 

Isabella tells me she's pregnant again, with a due date in December; it's 

the reason for the silly smile on my face. And I'm about to tell Jane that 

she's going to pretend to be pregnant. 

It will hopefully give us time, and force Carlisle to get off my back. 

Because if everything goes as planned, he won't be alive for much longer. 

~45~ 

"You want me to pretend what?" Jane screeches. "No way!" 

I take a quick step toward her and slap her across the face with the back 

of my hand. 

She gasps and starts crying, one hand cupping her cheek. "You—you…you 

hit me!" 

"Lower your goddamn voice," I warn, pointing a finger at her. Even 

though we're alone in the kitchen, not to mention the entire house, I 

won't have her raising her voice at me. "You'll do as I say, Jane, or I 

swear to God…" I clench my jaw. 

"But I don't want to pretend, Edward," she cries. "I want it to be real." 



I grin and tap a finger to my chest. "It's not my fault you're not pregnant. 

That's all on you. Hell," I chuckle, "you've been so fucking drunk that you 

can't even remember all the times we've been together." Shame floods 

her features, and I can't believe how easy it's been to lie to her. She really 

believes we've had sex. "Now," I check my watch, "we have dinner at my 

parents' in an hour. We'll tell them then about the pregnancy." I point to 

the stairs. "Go get dressed, and—fix your makeup; you look hideous." 

Dealing with Isabella's hormones is one thing, but crying women in 

general? I hate it. They cry for nothing. 

~oOo~ 

"A toast," Carlisle announces with a wide smile, "to Junior and Jane." 

A choir of "Salute!" rings out. 

Under the dining room table, I squeeze Jane's thigh. She needs to smile. 

"Ow," she whimpers quietly. I give her a pointed look, and she plasters a 

smile on her face before I release her. "Thank you," she tells everyone. 

She takes a breath. "We're so excited." 

"Definitely," I agree, but I'm excited for other reasons. 

The rest of the dinner passes, and Carlisle seems genuinely appeased. 

Before we leave, Felix and I exchange a quick look. 

It's working. 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Angioletto mio = My little angel. 



Piccolo tesoro = Little treasure. 

~46~ 

While Isabella cooks dinner, I sit on the floor with Elisa in my lap, trying to 

get her more comfortable with the puppy I bought for us. It's a Rottweiler, 

and he's only nine weeks old. Anthony's over the moon, playing on all 

fours with the little pup, but my daughter's still apprehensive. 

"Throw it, angioletto mio," I chuckle and kiss the top of Elisa's head. I give 

her the squeeze toy and coax her stop hiding her gorgeous little face in 

the crook of my neck. "Can you throw it for Daddy?" I ask softly, brushing 

a few brown curls behind her ear. "Anthony's waiting." I wink at my son, 

who has his eyes on the toy. So does the dog. 

"Throw it, Elli!" Anthony cheers. 

The puppy whines and huffs, tail wagging. 

"Have you decided on a name for him yet?" Isabella asks, smiling down at 

us. 

I look to Anthony. "Your choice, piccolo tesoro." And I grin as his eyes 

light up in excitement. 

"S'gotta be something cool," he says, nodding. At almost four years old, 

everything has to be cool, otherwise he doesn't like it. It's his favorite 

word. "Mama, you know any cool names? Or you, Daddy?" 

"Hmm," I hum, pensive. "What about Tito? He's gonna be huge one day, 

and Tito means 'giant'." 

"That's a good one," Isabella agrees, grinning. "What do you say, 

Anthony?" 

Anthony agrees, too, and then Isabella tells us that it's dinner. 



I'll work on Elisa's fear of Tito later. I doubt it'll take long, 'cause 

whenever she thinks no one's watching, her curious eyes are on the pup. 

During dinner, I'm content to sit back and just watch and listen. Anthony 

tells us about his day over at a friend's house and afterward when Isabella 

took him, Elisa, Nicola, and Lucia for ice cream. At "ice cream", Elisa 

wakes up and looks fucking adorable bouncing in her seat and asking for 

"ice cweam". 

If Isabella agrees to my proposal in a few months, this will be my life 

soon. Even on the weekends. It's August now, and over the past few 

months, I've barely seen my children, or Isabella for that matter—I miss 

them. She's almost five months pregnant and looking so beautiful with her 

little baby bump. She's also smiling more. But I've missed a lot of it, 

'cause ever since I ordered Jane to fake the pregnancy—back in May—

we've been busy. Carlisle may be more relaxed around me these days, 

but in general? Forget about it. He currently thinks someone is out to get 

him, which is true, but he thinks it's Chicago. 

Jasper, Alec, and I take turns, going to New York to take out the people 

who are loyal to Carlisle, and when we're there, we drive cars with Illinois 

plates—anything to keep our backs clear. We can't exactly have Carlisle 

suspecting his own men. And speaking of men, Jasper's a made one now. 

Felix surprised him last month, and I was there for the ceremony. And 

with that thought, my eyes move to Isabella. 'Cause I'm pretty sure she 

knows. She saw the cut on Jasper's hand and gave him some odd look. 

She never asks questions, but I'm beginning to wonder just how much 

she's aware of and how involved she was growing up. All I know is that 

her father was a made guy and worked with the Mallettas in New Jersey. 

"Something on your mind, ciccino?" Isabella asks softly, bringing me outta 

my musings. 
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I shake my head no and smile as I bring out a cigarette. "Nothing." I light 

it up and lean back in my chair, exhaling slowly. "Thanks for dinner. It 

was fucking delicious." It always is. 

"I liked it lots, too," Anthony says and mirrors my position by leaning back 

in his chair. While I rest my arm on the back of Elisa's chair, Anthony tries 

to do the same, but on the back of Isabella's. He's just too fucking cute 

for words. "Fuckin' delic-cious, Mama." 

"Ay!" I shout, though I'm laughing hysterically on the inside. My little 

tough guy. "Watch that mouth, son." 

"He does anything you do," Isabella tells me then shakes her head at 

Anthony. "Those are words for grownups, okay?" 

My son scrunches his nose. "So, I can't say them?" 

"That's right." I nod at him. 

"But Nico says 'fuck' all the time," he mumbles. "And he's ten—also a kid." 

"I'm not his father—Jasper is," I tell him. "You obey your parents and 

Nicola obeys Jasper. Capisce?" 

He nods. 

"Good." I nod firmly. "Now, eat up. It's almost bedtime." 

Since I spent the past two weeks in New York, I haven't had sex in just as 

long, meaning I need my hummingbird. We just gotta get the kids to bed 

first. 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 



Ce l'ho così duro—solo per te = I'm so hard—just because of you. 

Tu sarai sempre l'unica per me, amore mio = You'll always be the only 

one, my love. 

~48~ 

"I've missed you," she whispers as I hover over her. My hands and mouth 

go everywhere. There's urgency lacing my touches and kisses. I can't get 

enough. Nudging her thighs apart, I swiftly push my cock inside of her. 

"Mmm…oh, yeah…" 

"Fuck," I exhale in the crook of her neck. "Tell me how much you missed 

me." 

Her belly isn't too big yet, so it's not in the way when I press into her. 

"So much," she whimpers as I throw her legs over my shoulders. Then I 

go deep. "Cazzo, Junior!" Reaching down, I start massaging her clit, and 

she begins to meet each thrust. I slide in, she arches into me. "Missed—I 

missed everything… You…" 

I moan. "Tell me, hummingbird." 

"Your cock," she breathes out, and I throb inside of her. 

"Check you out," I chuckle breathlessly. "Dirty fucking mouth on you." 

The next time I slam in, I swivel my hips, and I groan when she clamps 

down on me. Sex with Isabella is always smoking hot, but when she's 

pregnant? It's out of this goddamn world. She's so responsive. 

"I missed more than that," she admits, also out of breath. I release her 

legs and dip down to kiss her. I tell her to elaborate. Right now. Because I 

want to know it all. "Your fingers," she moans, and I add pressure to her 

clit. "Your tongue, ciccino." I push said tongue into her mouth and kiss her 



deeply, hard, relentlessly. More. She needs to give me more. "Mmm, your 

face." I cock a brow at that and place my elbows on the sides of her face. 

In and out of her. Fuck, she's wet. "So handsome and sexy," she 

whispers, kissing my face. 

I groan and close my eyes. "Ce l'ho così duro—solo per te." 

Her breathing hitches. "Only me?" Her eyes are smoldering, but behind all 

the fire, I see something else. 

Fear? 

"When are you gonna get it?" I ask, breathing heavily. I grind into her, 

feeling my insides coil. "I fucking love you, Isabella." Sweat starts to bead 

on my forehead, and I shiver when she reaches up to kiss me. Her hands 

cup my cheeks. "Tu sarai sempre l'unica per me, amore mio." 

She whimpers and screws her eyes shut. "Junior…I love you, too." 

I shake my head and fuck her harder. "Liar," I breathe out. At that, her 

eyes snap open again. "You're a goddamn liar, and I still love you." I'm a 

pussy for this woman, and it's beginning to infuriate me. 

"Ciccino-" 

I clamp my hand over her mouth. "Shut the fuck up." 

Dropping my forehead to shoulder, I pound into her with anger fueling 

each motion. 

The only things I hear are harsh breathing, skin slapping on skin, her 

whimpers, and my groans. 

When my climax takes over, I bite down on my knuckles. 

My cock pulses inside of her. 



The pleasure is still mind-fucking-blowing, but I'm also pissed. 

Completely drained, I only linger inside of her for a few seconds. Then I 

pull out and collapse on my back next to her. I stare at the ceiling, and I 

want to ask her—no, I want to scream at her. I want to know what the 

fuck I've done wrong. I want to tell her that she's a fucking witch for 

making me this whipped. 

"Junior?" she asks in a small voice. 

"I don't wanna hear it," I snap, getting out of bed. I pull on my underwear 

then leave the bedroom. Fucking women. Doesn't matter how much you 

give them. It's still not enough. 

I end up in the game room on the first floor. 

The pool table, to be exact. 

A few minutes later, I know that Isabella is standing in the doorway, but I 

pay her no mind as I sink ball after ball into the pockets. 

"I'm sorry," she whispers. 

I lift my head and grin at her. "You're sorry," I chuckle, but then the 

chuckle dies. "Fuck you, Isabella." 
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She lets out a quiet gasp, quickly followed by her eyes welling up. And 

that right there only pisses me off further, 'cause it's physically painful to 

see her hurt. Which is her fault. I loathe being so obsessed with her, but it 

would've been good—perfect—if she felt the same. 

"Fuck!" I shout, slamming down the pool cue on the table. Isabella 

flinches, and when I see her taking a step back, I'm quick to walk toward 

her. I don't stop until I'm right in front of her. "I gotta know. Level with 



me here, Isabella." I grasp her chin and force her to look up at me. "Tell 

me the fucking problem—why you can't love me." Just saying those words 

makes me feel like my balls have gone missing. "Huh? Just lay it on me." 

"Junior, s-stop," she chokes out and tries to pull away. But I don't let her. 

Instead I back her into a wall, effectively caging her. "Please." 

I shake my head no and squeeze her jaw. "I want the truth." 

"I—I…please, it hurts, Edward," she whimpers. 

That shit makes me laugh so hard that my eyes tear up. "Hurt? You 

wanna talk about what hurts, Isabella?" I guffaw. She sniffles, and it's like 

a flip of a switch—my humor is gone. Completely vanished, and I loosen 

my grip on her jaw. "I'm sorry, I'm sorry," I whisper and brush my lips 

over her cheek. "But do you wanna know what really hurts? Huh?" I place 

a soft kiss on her lips then back away, grinning at her. "No matter what I 

do, no matter how much I fucking give you…" I chuckle and shake my 

head at her. "It'll never be enough, will it?" I cup both her tits and push 

them together roughly. "I have these, yeah? But I can never get inside 

here." I tap her temple. "Or here." I place a hand over her heart. Another 

laugh escapes me, though this one is quieter. "See what you're doin' to 

me? I should hate you for that." 

If my guys saw me now… 

"You haven't given me everything," she croaks, and my eyebrows shoot 

up in disbelief. "I'm sorry, I-I…" She takes a breath. "I can't love you." 

I nod. "No, I got that. Believe me. And I'm starting to wonder if maybe 

you're just a greedy little whore." 

I don't see it coming, but suddenly there's a sting on my cheek. 

She fucking slapped me. 



My eyes flash to Isabella's, and I slam her into the wall. 

"That's one," I hiss in her ear. Internally, I'm struggling to keep my calm. 

"Slap me again, and you'll find out if you can handle the same treatment. 

Am I making myself clear?" 

"Yes," she wheezes out. 

I go on. "And don't even think about walking away." I trail a finger down 

her chest. "You're mine, hummingbird, and…" I grin and touch her 

protruding stomach. "We're a family—we have two kids together, soon 

three. We belong together. You won't ever leave me." 

"You're scaring me," she breathes out. 

I frown, repeating her words in my head, then take a step back. "I don't 

want you to fear me," I say quietly and run a hand through my hair. "I 

think you know what I want. But I don't know what you want." I tilt my 

head. "What am I doing wrong?" 

Her gaze is cold, hard. "Right now? So much." 

I clench my jaw. "Watch your mouth—don't be cute. For once, give me 

the fucking truth." 

I almost expect her to cower away, but she does the opposite. She 

squares her shoulders and looks me dead in the eye. 

She's so fucking beautiful. 

"I don't want to share my man," she says. 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Come ti pare = Whatever you say. 
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She doesn't want to share her man? 

Those words take a second or two to process. 

"You don't…" I shake my head, in a daze. "…want to share me?" 

She swallows, suddenly struggling to remain confident. "That's right. I 

can't—not when you go home to your other family every weekend." I see 

pain in her eyes. "I'm sorry, Junior, but I can't." 

My other family. 

Then it suddenly dawns on me, and it feels like I've been punched in the 

gut. Or that I've punched Isabella in the gut. Which is worse. Since I've 

forbidden all talk concerning my wife here, it's obvious that Isabella thinks 

the worst—that this is my second family…instead of my first and only. 

"You're not sharing me," I admit in a rush, feeling nauseous. "Jesus 

fucking Christ." I fist my hair and look up at the ceiling, and then back at 

Isabella, who's looking a little lost. "Hummingbird…I don't love my wife. 

It's the opposite—I never had a choice about her. Arranged marriage, you 

know?" She frowns, and I grasp her biceps, making sure to keep it gentle 

this time. "We don't have children, either." I bend a little to be at her 

level. "I only have one family—with you." 

"But…" Her brows knit together, and she licks her lips. "I don't…" She's in 

thought, puzzling the pieces together, maybe. What the fuck do I know? 

"I don't get it," she says quietly, making eye contact. "Okay, so you don't 

have children, but you're still married to her." 

I nod. 

She does, too, and adds a sardonic grin. "And you still fuck her." 



"Ay!" I shout. I take a step back, caught off guard by the venom in her 

voice. I narrow my eyes at her, and I'm back in her face. "What the fuck 

is wrong with you?" I widen my arms. "I don't get it! You've known all 

along that I have a wife." 

"And you've known all along that we'd leave our hearts out of this!" she 

shouts back. 

I grind my teeth together, fighting the urge to raise my hand to her. I 

don't want to be violent with her—ever—but I hate how vulnerable this 

woman makes me. And it sure as hell doesn't help that she's right. We 

said from the beginning it had nothing to do with feelings. Evidently, 

feelings change, but…only for me in this case. 

"Touché." I nod with a dip of my chin. "For the record, though?" I cock a 

brow at her. "I'm not fucking her. We consummated our marriage on the 

wedding night, but that's it." 

The first thing I see in Isabella's eyes is shock, followed by…hope? Then 

she settles for skepticism. 

"Sure," she mutters and averts her eyes. "Come ti pare, Juniuh." 

My eyes widen in disbelief, and anger surges through me. I can't believe 

this! I punch the wall—right next to Isabella—causing her to jump. "You—" 

I can barely go on. I shake my head and point a finger to my chest. "You 

think I'm lying?" No response. "Aw, this is just great!" I laugh 

sarcastically. "You say you don't wanna share your man; I admit that 

you're not sharing me, and…" I laugh harder. "…you don't believe me!" 

"Please stop," she hisses. "You're gonna wake up the kids." 

My laughing ceases. "I don't give a fuck about that right now," I seethe. 

Once again, I have her caged in. "I wanna get to the bottom of this—right 

now." I search her eyes. "You say you can't love a man who you share 



with another woman. Well, I'm your man, and you have me all to yourself, 

so…" 

She suddenly looks exhausted, wary, and vulnerable. "Don't do this, 

Junior. I beg you. Don't feed me lies—it'll break me." 

She just doesn't get it. "I'm not lying—I have no reason to!" 

"You're a man," she spits out. "Don't come here and tell me that one 

pussy is enough for you. I know the world we live in—I'm not stupid." 

And then I'm just too tired to argue. She won't believe me, no matter 

what I say. I'm a man, and therefore she thinks I fuck around. I get it. It's 

what many do—not all men, mind you, but it's common—and maybe I'm 

an ass for not seeing what else is out there, but it is what it is. All I see is 

Isabella. 

"Believe what you want," I say tiredly, taking a step back. "You're the only 

one-" I stop there and shake my head. It's not worth it if she's just going 

to ignore the fucking truth. I jerk my head in the direction of the door. 

"Go to bed. I'm sleeping on the couch tonight." She doesn't move—she 

just stares at me, eyes welling up again. So, I point to the door. "I said 

go. Now." 

She whimpers. "Ciccino-" 

"Go!" 

She goes. 
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October rolls around, and Isabella and I aren't as close anymore. But I do 

believe my words had some effect on her. Sometimes, I find her watching 

me, especially when I'm with Anthony and Elisa. I don't know what it's 



about, but I'm willing to give her time. Plus, I'm still too tired to argue 

with her. I miss her, but I can barely look at her? Maybe that doesn't 

make sense though it's what I feel. I also feel wounded, which pisses me 

off. I laid everything out for her, and she didn't accept shit. 

I guess it's both a blessing and a curse that I've been forced to stay away 

from home so much. First there was dealing with Jane's "miscarriage" 

about six or seven weeks ago, and I had to stay in the big house for a 

week to show how supportive I am. Something like that. Thankfully, 

Carlisle didn't react too strongly, but it's a good thing Felix and I are 

almost done with the final stage of our plan. Okay, not the final one, 

because that's actually killing Carlisle, but the shit before that. Which 

leads to the other stuff I've been busy doing these past two months. Hits. 

Jasper, Alec, and I have taken out a handful of Carlisle's men in New York. 

The media is going insane, and every day brings a new headline about the 

ongoing "mafia war". Fingers are pointed, accusations are thrown out, 

rumors are being spread, and the Feds are losing it with all the leads 

going nowhere. 

Carlisle himself never leaves the house without two men flanking him, and 

he has upped the security around his house. That's all fine by me, 

because we won't kill him there. 

When November arrives, all I can think is that it's been a shitty first year 

of this new decade. Last year, Isabella and I had celebrated New Year's 

with Felix, Heidi, their three children, Jasper and his two kids, and it'd 

been fucking great. And at the stroke of midnight, we toasted to 1980 and 

the ten years that would follow. All right, I admit that it's mostly my 

recent fallout with Isabella that has caused this bitterness, but come on. 

Something's gotta give. All I want is for us to be a real family, for her to 

believe in me, and for Carlisle to go to hell. 

Is that so much? 



I sigh to myself and look over at the photos I have on my desk. There are 

three of them now. One photo of Anthony and Elisa, one of Isabella—it 

was taken right before we had that big fight—and though her gorgeous 

belly shows in this picture, her stomach is even more protruding right 

now. She's all belly, and I'm willing to bet we're having another boy. 

Lastly, the third picture. It's of Isabella and the kids. 

I don't have them up when I have associates coming in, but when I'm 

alone, I need them there. They help me separate things. Right outside my 

office door, I run a popular strip club, but in here- 

An ear-shattering scream from the other side of the door interrupts my 

thoughts, and I'm out of my chair in a flash. 
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As soon as I exit my office, one of the strippers almost runs into me, and I 

gather that she's the screamer. For a second, I wonder if something's 

gone bad in one of the private rooms, so I grab her bicep and prevent her 

from running away. 

"Mr. Maisano!" she gasps between sobs. "I saw—I saw…" She points at 

something down the hall. "I was just—smoke break," she stutters, eyes 

wide in fear. "Out back, and, and—" She breaks down. 

Without really comprehending, I walk down the dimly lit hall, the girl—

whose name I can't remember—still in my grasp. She said she'd seen 

something on her smoke break out back, and my guess is she saw 

something she shouldn't have seen. That's why I'm dragging her along. 

We pass all the private rooms, and then we reach the door that leads to 

the back alley behind the club. Once I've pulled out my piece, I kick the 

door open, ready for anything. And what I see is my brother sitting on the 



ground next to a couple of dumpsters. Petey and Mike are also there, and 

as I walk closer, I see that Alec's hands and shirt are bloodied. 

"What the fuck happened?" I ask, using the barrel of the gun to scratch 

my forehead. I'd use my other hand, but Blondie's struggling to get free 

and we can't have that. Not until I know what she's witnessed. 

As Petey speaks, I notice that my little brother is crying. "Another fire—a 

restaurant." I nod. We've had a few fires in Las Vegas recently, but I don't 

understand what it has to do with Alec. "Alec was there with his girl." Ah, 

Kate. "They got out just fine, but when they got to the car—boom." He 

makes his hands widen to demonstrate an explosion. "Kate didn't make 

it." 

"Fuck," I mutter. 

Michael's next. "Alec called us from the nearest payphone—we cleaned up 

the mess." I nod again. "Then when we got back here, this one," he jerks 

his head at Blondie, "heard us talking. I guess she saw the blood on Alec, 

too, and freaked out." 

I raise a brow. "And you didn't think it was a good idea to follow her? She 

was screaming like a banshee in there!" I shout. Then I shake my head in 

disappointment. "You should be lucky I got her before she passed my 

office." 

"I was just on my way," Petey defends, holding his palms up. "That door—

it locks when it closes, so I was gonna go around-" 

I cut him off. "No matta'. Take this and," I push the girl toward Petey, 

"make her disappear." She starts screaming, to which Petey clamps a 

hand over her mouth. "Go on—get outta hea'. I'll take care of Alec." 

Mike and Petey leave with Blondie, and I crouch down in front of my 

brother. 
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"You okay?" I ask quietly. He didn't have the same relationship with Kate 

that I have with Isabella, but I know he cared for her. It was mutual, too. 

No deep love or shit like that, but still. 

"I wanna know who did this, bro," he croaks, looking up at me. His eyes 

are red and brimming with tears. It's not often a man cries, and hardly 

within our, uh…profession. No room for emotions. But if you lose someone 

you care for? Or when you hold your newborn child for the first time? 

Yeah. 

"Can you tell me exactly what happened?" I ask, tucking away my piece. I 

light up a smoke and sit down next to him. "You were out eating—then 

what?" 

He sighs heavily and scrubs his hands over his face. "Nothing out of the 

ordinary. Just dinner, and then—it all happened so fucking fast. There was 

a fire in the kitchen, and everyone ran out. I don't fucking know." His 

shoulders slump. "We got to the parking lot and," he chuckles bitterly, "I 

remember seeing some man running away. But I was too concerned about 

just gettin' outta there, so I didn't stop to think." He taps his temple. 

"Now, though…" 

"You think it could've been the one who rigged your car," I finish for him, 

and he nods tiredly. Well, that probably means the fire in the restaurant 

had nothing to do with the bomb in my brother's car. Whoever did this 

obviously thought he had more time. "All right. And next?" I hold out my 

pack of smokes for him. Then a lighter. 

He replies after taking his first pull. "I was driving my new Mustang. Kate 

wanted to give it a test drive. I let her." 

I nod, thinking. "Did it explode once she turned on the ignition or later?" 



I'm not an expert in explosives—I'm more of a gun nut, or I just use my 

hands, or a wire…whichever, really. I'm not picky, but explosives? Not 

usually my cup of tea or whatever the saying is. Anyway…I know some 

people who are into blowing things up, and I know a thing or two about 

signatures. One of Felix's friends, for instance, is a sadistic motherfucker. 

He draws out the "experience". First, the radio will crackle, and then the 

engine will start failing, and then…boom. Personally, I call that stupid. He 

basically gives his victim a warning. If you know bombs, you have a shot 

at jumping out of the car as soon as the radio acts up. If you don't know, 

however? Yeah, you're dead. 

"As soon as she started the car," Alec chokes out, and then he smiles 

sadly at the ground. "I was thinking of my goddamn car—I didn't want her 

to fucking crash it—so I…" He lets out a labored breath. "I stood to the 

side to make sure nothing was in the way when she backed out." 

I squeeze his shoulder, missing my hummingbird like crazy. We've bitched 

a little in the past, raised our voices, of course, but we've never been like 

this. Months of stilted conversation unless it involves our children. And 

now, listening to Alec…it feels like I've been wasting my time, holding this 

grudge for petty bullshit. 

"It wasn't a big explosion—Mike was able to tow the car," he adds quietly, 

palming his face. "And with the fire at the restaurant, no one noticed what 

went down in the parking lot. Fuck, I screamed, you know? For help." He 

shakes his head. "No one heard." 

"So you chose to make it look like nothing happened?" I guess, flicking 

some ash onto the ground. 

He shrugs. "It was the easiest." 



We're quiet for a while, and I try to come up with ways of how to find the 

idiot who did this. We have so much to do as it is, but if it were Isabella—

God forbid—no one would've been able to stop me. 

I fear that it was Carlisle. He's already tried to take out my brother once 

before, and I don't fucking understand why. 

"We'll figure it out," I tell him. "Now, go clean yourself up—no one should 

see you this way. I'll talk to Felix, all right?" 

He nods with a dip of his chin. "Thanks, bro." 
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When I get home that night, I kiss my sleeping children before making my 

way to the bedroom, though I don't go to bed. Instead I sit down in the 

chair on Isabella's side of the bed, and I just watch her sleeping form as 

countless scenarios run through my head. Again, God forbid if something 

happened to her. Or our kids. I'd show mercy to no one, and then I'd 

probably die out of misery. 

All that's left to do before we take out Carlisle is picking out a good 

location to end him, and then I'll work on making Isabella mine—officially. 

I won't let her refuse me. I'm a selfish bastard like that. But Carlisle's 

death needs to look like an accident, which takes time to plan, so I gotta 

have patience. Especially since we don't want to kill Esme or Alice in the 

process—both of whom are often with him these days. He's paranoid, and 

I'm guessing he keeps them around as human shields? I don't know, but if 

he loved them, he would send them away. On a vacation or something. 

We'd also like to know if we have Emmett on our side, though Felix doubts 

it. We'll just have to see. At least I know my dad won't be too upset. He's 

getting sick of Carlisle's way of running the organization, and both Felix 

and I have noticed a tension between the two at family dinners. See, 



Dad's always said, "This thing of ours—these friends of ours…they don't go 

hand in hand with what we have at home. There's family and there's 

family. Keep 'em separated." 

And Carlisle's done the opposite. 

Right now, he's on a mission to find a suitable husband for Alice, and it 

needs to be someone he can benefit from. 

Things will probably heat up around here soon, and I wonder if I should 

send Isabella and the kids to a safe place for now. Just 'til things cool 

down. 

Watching my own back is enough as it is. Watching Isabella and the 

children, too… 

I sigh and rest my elbows on my knees, eyes still focused on my 

hummingbird. 

As if sensing my stare, her eyes flutter open. 

"Hey, baby," I whisper. 

"H-" She clears her throat from sleep. "Hi." 

Madonn', she's gorgeous. 

"Is something wrong?" she asks hesitantly and sits up in bed. 

I shake my head no. Yeah, a few things are completely fucked up, but it's 

all gonna work out. 

"You're so beautiful when you're asleep," I murmur. "You always are," I 

wave a hand and chuckle awkwardly, "you know what I mean." I rub the 

back of my neck. 

"Ciccino," she breathes out, followed by her eyes welling up. "I miss you." 



And I cover her body with mine in an instant. 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Sto venendo = I'm coming 

La tua fica è così calda e stretta = Your pussy is so warm and tight 

Bell'uccellino = Beautiful little bird 
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"I miss you, too, hummingbird," I groan as we kiss hungrily. The urgency 

and sheer need almost take my fucking breath away, but instead of 

slowing down, we both go rougher and harder. I need to taste her—taste 

all of her, which I tell her. "Voglio assaggiarti tutta." 

"Junior," she moans as I pull down her panties. I kiss my way down her 

flawless body, her full tits, her swollen stomach, her curvy hips… "Mmm, 

ciccino…" 

Getting comfortable between her legs, I lower my mouth to her pussy. I 

lick her greedily and hard, making her whimper and cry out. She fists my 

hair, guiding me, and I groan in pleasure. Her taste, her scent, her 

desperation—I crave it all, and she gives it to me. For some reason, it 

feels like we're on the same page or some shit. I don't fucking know. 

When I suck on her clit and finger-fuck her deeply, she starts convulsing. 

She also gets louder. This is how she always is, but there's still something 

that makes it even better when she's pregnant. Everything is intensified. 

"Madonna mia," she cries out. I moan against her soaked flesh. "Sto 

venendo!" 



Like some teenager, I almost lose my shit. Her voice, that tenor, the 

pitch…it's rich yet breathy…and it makes my cock impossibly harder. 

Her orgasm hits her hard, and I lick up the drops of arousal that trickle 

down from her pussy. I don't stop until she tugs on my hair, which always 

means the same—time to stick my dick in her. And I do. After crawling up 

her body again, I shove my cock deep inside of her. Unfortunately, it's not 

enough for either of us. Her belly is in the way, so we roll over, and then 

she starts riding me. 

Sitting up, I kiss, lick, and nip at her luscious tits. "La tua fica è così calda 

e stretta," I moan. 

She hums and covers my mouth with hers. Her fingers go to my hair 

again, pulling, twisting, as she continues to move over my cock. My own 

fingers dig into her hips. Fuck. Deeper and harder. Long strokes. She's so 

fucking wet for me. 

Our breathing becomes labored, and after a few minutes it can't really be 

called kissing. Our lips touch, but it's more about exchanging breaths than 

anything, and it's smoking hot. I taste and feel her everywhere, which 

makes my abs tense and insides coil. That's just what she does to me. 

And then more—she swivels her hips and constricts around me. At the 

same time, her noises become lighter and more hurried. Fuck, I'm close. 

"That's it," I groan breathlessly and slam her down on me. "Come on my 

cock, bell'uccellino." 

"Yes!" Her head falls back, and she starts trembling and tensing. I suck 

hard on her neck. "God, ciccino. Only you—solo tu…ahhh!" 

Only me? I can't help but wonder how deep that goes—how much she 

means that. But before I can ponder further, Isabella falls apart above 

me, taking me with her. The climax surges through me, rendering me 



stupid, breathless, and speechless. I grit my teeth together, still coming, 

and my eyes are squeezed shut. 

In the end, we're a tangled mess of limbs on the bed, and the only thing 

you can hear is our panting. 

Then I ignore the exhaustion and push myself up. It's been a while since I 

gave her stomach attention, and it's all I want now. I kiss it, I pray for 

another healthy little one, and much like I did when Isabella was pregnant 

with Anthony and Elisa, I promise the baby in there that I'll do my best at 

being a father. I might not be the most affectionate man in my everyday 

life, but I love my children with all my heart. 

"You're so sweet, Junior," Isabella whispers, and I look up at her. "What 

are you doing to me, huh?" It doesn't sound like a question she expects 

an answer to, and that's good, 'cause I don't know. "I promised myself—

fought to keep myself from…" She trails off, her head landing on her pillow 

again. 

I don't know what the fuck she's on about, so I return to kissing her 

stomach a little. 

And then, the next day—after I've talked things over with Felix—we send 

our women and children to live at the MGM Grand for a while. Just 'til this 

shit has blown over. No one followed us over there, so it should be safe. 

We also ordered Jasper to watch them. His own kids are there, too. 
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November 20th 1980 

A Thursday, a couple weeks later, the capos and a few out-of-town friends 

of ours meet up with Felix at Twilight to talk money, shipments, and other 

shit. Well, the capos talk. Out-of-towners come to pay tribute, and then 

they leave. It's what we've done for years now, though we usually do it on 



Tuesdays. But it was Carlisle's order to have it done today instead—two 

days later. Otherwise, Tuesday is now the day I always come home late. 

Because I don't just linger for the shit that only concerns me anymore. 

Instead I've turned into Felix's right-hand man, and I stay as long as he 

does. I'm also tagging along tomorrow for breakfast when Felix hands 

Carlisle his money for this week. 

"Good week," Felix comments when it's just Emmett, Alec, and me left in 

Felix's office. "But we should probably let the money from Jared's heist 

circulate for a while." I nod at that. Jared—a guy who's closest to 

Emmett—is a risktaker, and this week he robbed a money transport 

outside ofReno. The money could be marked. 

"You're meeting Dad tomorrow at eight, right?" Emmett asks his big 

brother. 

"As always," Felix responds as he hands me an envelope. I know the deal; 

I don't let the money circulate in places we own. Casinos are good places, 

which is why he hands Emmett an envelope, too. Gambling is his thing. 

"He asked me to be there, too," Emmett mentions before taking a swig of 

his scotch. Felix and I exchange a look. 'Cause…why would Emmett be 

there? "Don't ask me why." He shrugs. "Probably just paranoia." 

It could be that, yeah. Carlisle never meets up with anyone nowadays 

unless he has several guys with him, but…this is Felix—his own son. Does 

that mean Carlisle suspects something? 

Feels like it. 

"Well, we'll see you guys tomorrow morning, then," Felix finally says, 

locking eyes with Emmett. 

"We?" he questions. 



Felix nods. "Junior, too." 

Emmett looks to me, but says nothing. 

I think it's clear that we wouldn't—won't—have Emmett's support in taking 

care of Carlisle. 

I guess it's a good thing Felix and I won't tell him anything. 

An hour later, I make my way back to the very empty condo. I'd go over 

to the MGM, but it's three in the morning, so… Plus, I gotta feed Tito. 
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BPOV 

"Stop it," I tell the boys for the hundredth time. I knew a sleepover wasn't 

the best idea, but Heidi and I wanted to spend some time together 

tonight, so here they all are—Heidi and Felix's three, Jasper's two, and 

Junior and my two. Oh, and let's not forget the kicker inside of me. 

Elisa and Lucia are asleep, but the boys? Forget about it. 

"If you don't pipe down, I'll call your father," I warn Anthony, and his 

crooked grin is wiped off his face. Oh yeah, he knows that Junior is one 

hell of a disciplinarian. He loves our kids something fierce—which he 

shows—but he's not one to back down when Anthony or Elisa act out. 

"Same goes for the rest of you!" Heidi shouts from the living room area 

here in my suite. "Francis, Luca, and Angelo, do you hear me!" 

Another three grins are gone. 

"You too, Nico," I tell my nephew. As much as I love the guy, he's also 

getting on my nerves. He's ten years old, and none of the rest is older 



than four. The shit he can teach them… "Jasper is just two doors down. 

Want me to get him?" 

He shakes his head. 

With a firm nod, I leave the master suite and join Heidi, who has two Long 

Island Iced Teas waiting for us. 

"Grazie," I sigh and get comfortable in my chair. I sniff my drink, making 

sure there's not too much alcohol in my drink. But it's okay. Just a little. "I 

don't get it, Heidi—three boys? How do you survive?" 

She lights up a cigarette, a wry smile on her lips. "I pray a lot." 

I laugh. "Can you imagine?" My eyes widen. "Juniuh wants one more right 

after this one." I place a hand on my belly. I refrain from adding that I 

adore children and want more myself. 'Cause sometimes I'm in a bitchy-

vent mood. This is one of those moments—moments where everything is 

the men's fault. "But he's not the one who hauls them all over the city 

when he runs into trouble." I shake my head and give the ceiling a quick 

glance. "God knows what they're up to now." 

"I think it has something to do with Felix's dad," she whispers. 

I nod, having heard of Carlisle Colucci plenty of times, especially growing 

up. Dad didn't like him. Jasper doesn't, either, but he's loyal to Junior, and 

so am I. 

"Does Felix ever tell you anything?" I ask and take a sip from my drink. 

Madonna mia, so good. "About," I lean in a little and keep my voice low, 

"about work." 

I'm not stupid; I know Junior is a made man—so is Jasper—and I know 

my brother works for Junior. Or Felix. I also know that the "business trips" 



Junior and Jasper go on—sometimes Alec, too—aren't for promoting the 

clubs they own here. 

"Not really. He keeps everything separated." She exhales some smoke 

then smiles a small smile. "He did let me meet his sister last week, 

though." 

I know. Junior told me. "Alice, right?" She nods, and I do, too. "She's nice. 

Had a crush on my brother—so Junior made sure she stopped coming 

around. Something about Carlisle not approving. Brianna comes 

sometimes," I rant. "Not often—a few dinners every once in a while. I like 

her. She's sweet. She had a little boy last year—so cute." 

Brianna even expressed that she wanted me to be Colin's godmother, but 

we both knew Junior wouldn't allow it, so… 

"Haven't met them," Heidi mutters, looking a little wary. I know she is—

we both are—but we brush it off as best we can. We won't be part of their 

closest family—it is what it is. We're there on the side. In the background. 

I think I have it better than Heidi, though. Junior told me only has kids 

with me, and I think I believe him. But we know that Felix has two 

children with his wife. 

"Junior told me he doesn't sleep with his wife!" I blurt out. 

It's something that has been eating at me for months now. 

Heidi looks at me like I've gone insane. 

I fear she's right. 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 



é una stronzata = bullshit 

Questa é una fottuta pazzia = This is fucking crazy 
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"Am I nuts for wondering if he's telling the truth?" I ask anxiously. Then I 

take a big swig of my drink, followed by Heidi offering me a cigarette. I 

take it. I need it. "It's been five years." I pause to light the smoke. "Five 

years. Haven't felt a thing for him—okay, é una stronzata." I laugh 

nervously. "I care for him—I have cared for him, but now?" Fuck. I take a 

deep drag and let it out slowly. "I'm in love with him." I tap my temple. 

"Which is fucked up." 

Junior, after our big fight, set some shit in motion, I think. I watched him 

after that, and I wanted…want…to believe him. That I'm the only one for 

him. That he only loves me, fucks me, kisses me. And then…the way he is 

with our children? So sweet and amazing. He's both loving and strict, 

giving and demanding. Elisa has him wrapped around her little pinky, but 

when she throws a fit, he takes care of it. Sure, he sometimes just hands 

her over to me, but not always. Not even most of the time. And when 

Anthony puts on his tough-guy act, Junior takes him down a peg or two. 

Our son idolizes both Junior and Nico—he forgets that he's only four years 

old. But Junior knows. He's a good dad. 

"I'm in love with Felix, too." Heidi shrugs. "You can't help who you fall for, 

sweetie." 

I chuckle bitterly. "My heart wasn't supposed to belong to him, but then—

then he says shit like that?" I place a hand over my heart. "How can I not 

fall? He promises what I crave: devotion, fidelity, love." My lip quivers, 



and I hate it. "But I'm afraid to believe him—fuck!" I take another pull 

from my cigarette, and I don't really smoke. What a mess this is. Stupid 

feelings. Stupid emotions. "Questa é una fottuta pazzia." Now I'm losing 

it. Dammit. "L'amore e cieco—Love is blind," I laugh humorlessly. "My 

mother—God rest her soul," I do the Sign of the Cross, "would laugh at 

that crap." 

Heidi looks amused. 

"What?" I ask, irritated. 

She laughs. "You know I don't understand what you say, right?" 

Right. She's German. Ugh. "Doesn't matta'," I say, waving it off. "I'm just 

rambling." 

"That, I know." She grins. "But be serious, Bella-" 

"Junior doesn't call me that," I mention for no reason at all. "He calls me 

Isabella. I like it. Love it. Love him."  

I palm my face and peek through my fingers. "I'm going nuts!" 

She rolls her eyes. "Good God. Now," she gives me an impatient look, 

"have you told him you love him?" 

"Hell no!" I shout then clamp a hand over my mouth. "Sorry." I put out 

the cigarette. "No. I haven't told him." And I start another rant. "Well, I 

have, but he knows I've been lying—smart fucking man," I mutter. "He 

told me when I was about six months pregnant with Elisa, and I said it 

back, but," I shrug, "he saw through me, I guess. And now…" My 

shoulders slump. "Now I know that I really am in love with him, and—and 

I'm terrified." 

She cocks a brow. "Ah-huh, and why?" 
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"Because I'm twenty-six years old," I place a hand on my chest, "and I'm 

already so tied to Junior. Two kids, another on the way—only three weeks 

to go—and he just…owns me. In just five years, I've gone from stripper 

slash fucking whore-" 

"You were never a whore!" 

I shrug. Technically, I was. Heidi and I both were. We entertained several 

of Felix's customers before we got snatched up by our men. Our men—

what a joke. Not that I give a shit about what I did before, but…eh. "No 

matta'." I wave her off. "What I'm saying is that in just five years, so 

much has happened. I was a twenty-one-year-old nobody, and now I'm 

Junior's supposed big love? And we're a family. Come on. How much more 

does he need?" 

"I don't get it." She lights up another cigarette. "So what if you're a 

family? You're both in love—embrace it." 

I shake my head. "He'll break my heart. If, in five years, he can take so 

much of me, how will it be in another five years?" I hold out my glass as 

she pours herself another. "It's only a matter of time." I smile in thanks 

and take a sip from my refilled drink. 

Ugh, my back is killing me. Don't even get me started on my feet. 

"Only a matter of time before what?" she huffs. "You're acting like things 

won't work out." 



Obviously. Growing up, I learned that men aren't satisfied with just one 

woman. And if I give in to Junior, if I tell him that I'm devastatingly in 

love with him, he will have everything. Then when he's had his fill and 

moves on, I will be crushed. 

"For God's sake, Bella!" she cries out. "Stop being a brat—let the man love 

you." 

"I'm not being a brat," I say defensively. 

She nods. "Oh yes, you are. Look at you." She waves a hand at me. "You 

sit there in that expensive dress—Junior only makes you buy the nicest 

brands. You have a purse full of cash. And the jewelry he gives you? 

Please, girl." I look down at myself, at what I'm wearing. A simple black 

cotton dress—the kind that sort of wraps around you? It's a thin material. 

'Cause I'm pregnant and sweating like a pig. And my jewelry…the gold 

bracelet, the diamond necklace, the earrings… "On top of all that, he tells 

you you're the only one, Bella. You're acting like a brat." 

"It's not about the fucking money," I hiss, shaking my fist at her. And, for 

the record, Heidi wears the same kind of expensive clothing. "It's about 

whether or not I can trust him. Do you trust Felix? Huh? Do you trust that 

you're the only one he puts his dick in?" 

"Yes. He told me, and I trust him." 

"Well…" I scoff and lean back in my seat. "Must be nice to be you." 

She sighs. "You've told me about your mother—how she grew up, what 

she believed was right… And maybe it was the truth for her, but it doesn't 

have to apply to you. Or Junior. Just because your father fucked around…" 

She trails off. 

I feel drained, weary, and weak. I hate weak. 



Luckily, I catch a break when there's a knock on the door. Since it's past 

midnight, I assume it's my brother.  

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Chi non risica, non rosica = Nothing ventured, nothing gained. 
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"You should be in bed," is the first thing Jasper says when I've opened the 

door for him. 

I roll my eyes. "Yes, Father." 

"Cute." He jerks his chin at me. "And stop with the eye-rolls, sis." Then he 

lets himself in. "My kids asleep?" 

"Yeah." I follow him back to the living room. "Lucia went out a while ago, 

and Nico maybe half an hour ago. They've all been hopped up on sugar." 

He chuckles and gets a beer and some macadamia nuts from the bar. 

"Well, if you stopped spoiling them with candy…" He lets out a contented 

sigh as he sits down on the couch across from Heidi and me, where we sit 

in two chairs. He nods at my stomach. "How's my niece or nephew?" 

"Good," I say, smiling. "And the kids, they need sugar." I shrug. "I don't 

want them to be skin and bones." 

God, how I miss cooking. After weeks living in a hotel, no matter how 

fancy it is, it gets to be too much. All I want is to go home, cook a nice 

meal, and put my kids to bed—their own beds. 



I don't ever wanna go through what we did, starting when my parents 

died. Things suddenly got tough, and then Jasper was arrested out here…I 

moved, too, and supported Nicola and Lucia on a bullshit salary. We don't 

come from a wealthy family, but we still had what we needed. And then it 

just wasn't there anymore. Hospital bills from when Mom and Dad were 

sick…paying off the house, the cars… Plus, Dad had some gambling 

problem we didn't know about, and Jasper had to settle the debt after we 

buried our father. 

As a result, I've been spoiling my niece and nephew—and my own kids, of 

course—ever since Junior walked into my life. 

Besides, Jasper spoils them, too. 

His children's mother—Mary, that stupid cunt, I hope she rots in hell—got 

herself killed when Lucia was five months old. Well, the official story is 

that she disappeared. The unofficial story—the truth—is that she was a pill 

popper who didn't care for her children. And one day, when my brother 

came home after a weekend out of town, she was passed out in the 

bedroom…while Nico and Lucia were in the next room…crying their eyes 

out. They hadn't been fed, changed, or anything. They were also 

dehydrated. So, Jasper lost it. Once Mary was released from the hospital, 

she went missing. 

I'm pretty sure my brother killed her. 

"I spoke to Felix earlier—he's staying at the condo tonight." Jasper tells 

Heidi then looks to me again. "Junior's probably staying back, too." 

I nod. "Okay." 

"So…" Jasper makes a bubble face and pats his stomach. "Anything to eat 

around hea'?" 



Suddenly tired, I accidently yawn as I respond. "No—sorry. There's always 

room service, though." 

He nods. "Go to bed. Juniuh doesn't like seeing you tired—he'd want you 

to get your rest." He nods again, this time seemingly to himself. "He's 

good for you, sis—treats you well." He looks down. "I wish he could make 

you his wife, though." 

Yeah. Wife. Like that'll happen. 

Regardless, I believe I have a lot to think through. Am I being smart, or 

am I being a brat? 

I don't fucking know. All I know is that I don't want to get hurt. 

After all, Junior hasn't promised me a future. I'm his secret. That's it. 

Pardon me for being cautious. 

Then again…Chi non risica, non rosica. 

But it's a hard decision to make. 

What I don't know right now…is that my decision will be made tomorrow 

morning when I wake up and we're trapped up here. 

How ironic, death surrounding me will make me appreciate life. 
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The morning of the fire... 

EPOV 

At a little before seven the next morning, Felix and I drive out of town to 

meet up with Carlisle for breakfast at his house. 



The ride is silent, but we don't need to discuss anything. We know that 

the air will probably be thick with animosity when we arrive, but we also 

know that nothing will happen in their house. Not with Esme, and 

probably Alice, so close. The only thing we don't know is how much 

Carlisle suspects. It can't be more than suspicion, though, because Felix 

and I have been so careful. We haven't even included my father yet, 

which was what we had planned to do. But in the end we decided to leave 

him out of it. So, it's just four people who know. Felix, me, Alec, and 

Jasper. It's three too many in my opinion, but at least they're people I 

trust. And whenever we've been out of town, we've had our alibis covered. 

"Here we go," Felix mutters as I drive onto Carlisle's street. "You think he 

brought more than Em?" 

I shrug and flick some ash from my smoke out the window. "Probably 

Nick, Tony, and Frank?" They're his usual guys when it comes to security. 

Always nearby—always ready. Their car should be here somewhere. Even 

if they're not in the house, they're not far away. "Yeah, over there." I 

point straight ahead, seeing their black Cadillac. 

Felix nods, and I stop the car when we reach the gates. 

Some guy lets us through, but with the intercom crackling, I couldn't quite 

hear, though it might've been Emmett. 

"I don't think Emmett knows a lot," Felix says thoughtfully as I park, and 

that's the last thing he says before leaving the car. 

Esme greets us with a beaming smile when she opens the door for us. 

"Carlisle told me you were both coming," she says, holding her arms out 

for Felix. "Come here; give your mother a hug. I don't see you often 

enough." 

Felix smiles and hugs Esme, and then it's my turn. 



"You too, Edward—not often enough." She gives me a squeeze before 

letting go. "I've set up breakfast in Carlisle's office—he's waiting for you." 

Carlisle, Emmett, and I guy I don't recognize are there when we enter the 

office. 

"There you two are!" Carlisle says with a grin that is way too wide and 

forced. "Come in, come in. Let's eat." 

Oh, he's certainly up to something. 

"Joe was just leaving," he adds, motioning at the stranger. 

And without a word, Joe leaves. 
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"How are the kids, son?" Carlisle asks Felix as we take our seats around 

the large table. "How many kids do you have now—five?" 

A couple of forks clatter and everyone goes silent. 

One of Carlisle's rules has always been not to mention certain things in his 

house. The names of goomahs and bastard children to name a few. He 

doesn't even bring up Michael and Petey in this house, even if they're part 

of my crew—meaning they're involved in the organization. 

And Felix only has two children with his wife—Gianna—yet Carlisle 

mentioned five. 

"Everyone's good," Felix says casually, and I mirror his stance. 

I lean back in my chair, acting as if I don't have a care in the world, and 

take a sip of my coffee. 

"Molto bene."Carlisle claps his hands together, still with a grin on his face, 

then turns to me. "And you, Junior, how're the kids?" 



I stare at him blankly. "All good, Carlisle." 

"Good! Glad to hear it. Children—a beautiful thing." He nods to himself 

and digs into breakfast. "You have one of each, yes?" 

Narrowing my eyes, I study him for…I don't know what. But this isn't my 

game. I hate beating around the bush, and I don't do well with fake 

bullshit. 

"Yes," I eventually answer, and he nods for me to go on. I sigh. 

"Anthony's four, Elisa's almost three." 

His smile widens. "And you have another on the way?" 

I grit my teeth together, anger making my pulse quicken. 

"Hey, Pops, what's this all about?" Emmett chuckles nervously, which 

makes me smile internally. Either he really doesn't know—like Felix said—

or he's just…I don't know. 

This is all fucked up. 

"Nothing in particular," Carlisle answers Emmett. I want to wipe the smirk 

off his face. "Just…catching up a bit." 

Catching up. Right. Go fuck yourself. 

"Speaking of family…" Carlisle clears his throat. "Jane visited Esme last 

week, and then Esme came to me." 
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I remain calm. "Oh, yeah? What'd she have to say?" 

I'm honestly curious. By now, Jane has to know that if she opens her 

mouth about certain things, I will give her the mother of all beatdowns. 

Hell, I'll fucking kill her. 



"She confessed to Esme that she was never pregnant in the first place," 

he says lightly. My blood runs cold. "Imagine my surprise, huh?" Aside 

from his fake amusement, the room is silent. "At first, I didn't believe her. 

I'm not blind or stupid." He points to his temple. "I've noticed her little 

problem with alcohol." 

"Pills, too," I hear myself saying. "But then you believed her? Her word 

mattered more than mine?" I smirk. "Nice." 

And his smile is gone. "What are you insinuating, Junior?" 

I hold up my hands. "Just sayin'." 

He stares at me for a long while, and in my periphery, I can see Emmett 

squirming in his seat. It leads me to believe that Felix was right; Emmett 

doesn't know anything. He's on his father's side so far, but he's not 

involved in the current plans that are most likely running around in 

Carlisle's head. 

"Hmm." Carlisle hums. "Well, it's done with now." He points his fork in my 

direction. "Don't lay a hand on Jane. If she's gone, so is our arrangement 

with her family—I won't have that." 

"He won't touch Jane," Felix lies, knowing very well that I'm going to kill 

her. 

She disrespected me by going to Esme about that crap. Plus, divorces are 

a drag. I want her gone. Pronto. Which will be possible the second Carlisle 

dies. I will also make sure we still have Jane's father in our pocket. 

Carlisle laughs. "Oh, I want him to touch her!" Sick son of a bitch. "But no 

harm comes to that woman." 

Or else? 



Then there's a knock on the door, and once Carlisle has told whoever it is 

to enter, Esme appears. 

"What is it, amore mio?" Carlisle asks her. 

Esme looks torn and a bit shaken. "In the kitchen—I was listening to the 

radio…" I frown when I see tears in her eyes, but then again, both Esme 

and my mother are emotional people—even for women. "It's all over the 

news—another fire." 

I calm down some at that, 'cause that's not news to me anymore. I don't 

know what the fuck is going on, but there have been several fires in this 

state over the past couple of months. They seem too random, though, and 

no one has been targeted. No one from our family has even been close to 

being harmed, unless we count Alec. There was a fire at the restaurant he 

was at, but with his car being rigged at the same time, it seemed as if the 

fire wasn't planned but the bomb was? Something like that. I rarely 

believe in coincidences, but in this case it's just too far-fetched. 

We're watching our backs, especially Alec, but we don't think the fires are 

linked to us. Besides, a fire like that isn't a sure way of killing anyone. 

"Where is it this time?" Emmett asks as he starts slicing an apple. 

"The MGM Grand." 
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All air leaves me in a whoosh, and I suddenly feel nauseous. I also feel 

like I've been punched repeatedly in my gut…all while someone's been 

stomping on my chest. 

"The G-Grand?" Felix chokes out. 

"Oh no, that's a travesty," Carlisle mutters. "Such a beautiful hotel." 



I blink. 

I can't fucking breathe. 

Slowly, I turn to Felix as Esme goes on about the fire that is currently 

raging over at the Grand, and I vaguely register that my hands are 

shaking. In my head, three names go on a loop. Over and over. Isabella. 

Anthony. Elisa. Isabella. Anthony. Elisa. 

"We need to—" My throat closes up and I jerk my chin at the door. 

Felix nods silently, eyes wide. 

"Wait—what's wrong, boys?" Esme asks, concerned. 

I shake my head and stand up. My knees almost buckle, and I don't know 

how the fuck Felix and I are going to drive the forty minutes to town. Oh, 

God. Fuck. No, she's okay. I shake my head again. She has to be. They're 

all fine. Maybe Esme's exaggerating. The fire could be small. The media 

could be blowing this up. 

"Emmett," I grit out, refusing to break down when I know nothing. "Can 

you-" I release a breath. "Can you drive us?" 

He frowns in confusion. "Where? Now?" 

"I don't understand—what's going on?" Carlisle asks. 

And I explode. "My fucking kids are there!" I scream, panicking. I fist my 

hair, easily ignoring Esme's loud gasp. "Isabella, I have to—I have to get 

to her." With panic comes action, and I can finally move. "God forbid, God 

forbid." I run out from the room, Felix following. "Emmett!" I shout. My 

hands are still shaking, and it feels like everything is crawling inside of 

me, ready to burst through my skin. 



"They're fine, they're okay, we're worrying for nothing," Felix rants to 

himself. "Oh God, they have to be okay." 

Emmett runs out, too, and then we drive away in his car. 
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On the way into town, we listen to the radio, and if I was panicking 

before, it's nothing compared to now. We listen as they report of fire 

throughout the casino on the second floor—something about restaurants, 

too—and that the fire has trapped everybody inside. 

Right now, there are helicopters evacuating people from the roof, and I 

pray to God that Isabella and our babies are three of them. Or that they're 

already out. Yeah. And not a hair out of place. Oh, fuck. I palm my face, 

scared shitless for the first time in my life. 

Then there's Jasper and his kids. Jasper. "Jasper's there," I croak, nodding 

to myself. "He'll get them out—fuck!" I punch the seat. "I should be there, 

I should get them out! They shouldn't have been there in the first place!" I 

rant then swallow down a sob. I press my knuckles to my mouth. 

Emmett floors it, and when I look out the window, I can fucking see the 

smoke coming from the Grand. 

"They're okay," Felix says firmly, but his voice breaks at the end. "They're 

okay." 

"Five minutes," Emmett says quietly. 

Patting my pockets, I quickly locate my smokes and light one up. It takes 

a while, 'cause my fucking hand can't stop shaking, but… "Cazzo," I 

exhale shakily. I take drag after drag, and my eyes are glued to the pillar 

of smoke in the distance. I can't see any fire, 'cause there's shit in the 

way. 



By the time my cigarette is gone, Emmett pulls over. The entire block has 

been closed off, so we're on foot now. 

"Emmett," I say, getting out of the car. "Go find a phone; I want Alec at 

Dawn—tell him to call all the hospitals…" I swallow thickly. "We'll contact 

him there—at Dawn." I run a hand through my hair. 

After a quick goodbye, we split up. Felix and I run toward the hotel and 

casino, and Emmett heads to the nearest payphone.  

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Elisa, piccola mia—sta bene? = Elisa, my baby—is she okay? 

Devi dirmi tutti, Alec! = Tell me everything, Alec! 
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Two hours pass without answers, and I almost get arrested for assaulting 

a cop, but Felix manages to pull me back. It's damn infuriating, 'cause no 

one offers answers. We stand there, looking like complete idiots, and we 

feel useless, helpless, and powerless. Not that we can get too close, but 

close enough to see the smoke, to hear the sirens, to smell the 

destruction… 

I can't say that I'm close to breaking down or anything, but I am, 

however, ready to slit some throats in exchange for some fucking 

answers! 

And whenever we call Alec from a payphone, he has no news. 

"Let's call your brother again," Felix sighs heavily, and we have nothing 

better to do, so I don't argue…even though we called him twenty minutes 

ago. 



We enter a soda shop, and Felix pays the girl behind the counter a twenty 

for letting us use their phone. 

Alec answers on the first ring. 

"Anything?" I ask, both weary and ready to explode. Felix leans in to 

listen, too. 

"Just got off the phone," he says in a rush, and I tense. "Jasper called 

here—Elisa's been admitted to the hospital-" 

 

"Oh, God. Elisa, piccola mia—sta bene? Is Isabella there? Anthony?" My 

free hand flies to my mouth, and I squeeze my eyes shut. "Devi dirmi 

tutti, Alec!"I scream and punch the wall next to me. 
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I'm in a daze as Emmett drives me to the hospital. There's no word on 

Heidi and the three boys yet, so Felix is sticking around, waiting, hoping, 

going fucking crazy. Alec's at his beck and call. And right now, the only 

thing I have to keep me sane are Alec's words about my family being 

okay. Elisa's coughing and rasping after inhaling so much smoke from the 

fire, but she's stable. It's just a precaution that she's there, but it's still 

enough to bring me to my knees. 

When Emmett finally pulls in to the hospital, I'm out of the car and 

running toward the entrance. 

After a minor shout-fest, I get clearance, and then I run again. The 

elevator is too slow—too many people—so I take the stairs. 

Each step brings me closer, but each step is also a chink in my armor. I 

feel weaker and weaker, and the thoughts running through me are the 



worst kind. Thoughts of what could've happened…they almost fucking 

cripple me. 

I finally get to Elisa's room, and right before I push the door open, I have 

to take a second to calm down. But then I know it's not gonna happen. I 

swallow convulsively and give the door a push, and as soon as I spot my 

family, my eyes well up. Elisa's in the hospital bed with a some fucking 

mask covering her gorgeous little face, and Isabella's sitting in a chair 

next to the bed—she's crying silently—Anthony in her lap. 

I see grime and soot all over their clothes and skin. 

"Daddy!" Anthony sees me first, and he squirms down from Isabella and 

runs to me. That's when I break. Tears spill over, and I catch my son as 

he jumps. 

I hug him to me so tight, crying openly when I smell the smoke on him. 

His hair is greasy, his clothes are smudged—it's his pajamas, I notice—

and I can't believe how close I got to losing them today. 

With Anthony clinging to me, I walk over to Isabella. I kneel down on the 

floor, between her slightly parted legs, and snake my free arm around 

her. Then I pull her to me, effectively burying my face in her stomach, 

and I start sobbing like a baby. 

"Ciccino," Isabella cries. "I-I…" 

I squeeze them both harder. "You're okay," I croak, looking up at her. "I 

love you—God—you're okay." I cup her cheek and brush my thumb under 

her eye. Shit, the soot, the grime. "God forbid." I hold on to her as I start 

peppering kisses on Anthony's face. "Mio piccolo tesoro. I love you—ti 

amo tanto." He whimpers and tightens his hold on my neck, and I look up 

to Isabella again. I almost lost them. I almost lost them. "You-" I choke 

up again and shake my head. "The doctors—have you?" I palm her 



protruding stomach. "Is everything okay?" Then I press my knuckles to 

my mouth and look over my shoulder where Elisa's sleeping in the 

hospital bed. She looks so tiny and fragile. "Oh, angioletto mio." I look to 

Isabella once more, pleading with my eyes. "She's okay—t-tell me she's 

all right." 

She nods. "She's fine—we're fine, thank God," she whimpers and cups my 

cheeks. "Junior…you're here." She throws her arms around both Anthony 

and me. "I was so scared." 

I can't even imagine. "I'm here, baby." I kiss her hair. "My hummingbird—

I love you." 

She releases a breath and sinks further into my embrace. "I love you, too. 

So much." 

I go rigid. 
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I shake my head, slowly backing away a little. "Isabella…" Not today. I 

don't want that lie thrown in my face today. "Please just…don't." 

"Oh, ciccino!" she gasps and cups my cheeks again. "I'm not lying, I'm not 

lying." She shakes her head furiously, tears streaming down. "And this 

isn't something—just… Not because of the fire. I love you. I know—I've 

known for weeks. I'm sorry." She gulps, and my vision gets blurry. "I 

think—I don't know. Maybe for longer, but since the fight? You got under 

my skin." Her face crumbles. "I can't deny it, and—I talked to Heidi last 

night. Heidi!" She starts crying, sobbing. "She has to be okay. We were 

supposed to meet for breakfast!" She does the Sign of the Cross, and I 

swallow hard. "She has to be okay—and the boys. Oh, God." 

"Hummingbird," I beg. 



As important as Heidi and the boys are, I'm a selfish prick, and I need for 

her to get back on the fucking track. 

"Right, right." She nods and nods and nods, and then laughs through her 

tears. "I love you, Juniuh. I told Heidi—asked for advice, or I vented. No 

matta'." I can't help but grin; she sounded so much like me there. "I was 

scared to tell you," she admits in a whisper. My humor is gone. "You'd 

have all of me—you do have all of me. And now you know it. Just…don't 

break me," she pleads. "Anything you want from me—it's yours. I'll take 

whatever you offer. But don't…" She looks so sad that my fucking heart 

hurts. "Don't leave me behind." 

I understand her fear, but she has nothing to worry about. 

"I'm so fucking yours that it's not even funny, hummingbird," I chuckle 

through my own tears. I can feel a huge weight lifting off of my shoulders, 

and I know why. To know—to see it in her eyes—that she loves me. 

Finally. At last. There are no words. 

"I won't ever take you for granted," I promise, holding her hand to my 

heart. "I love only you, Isabella, and our children, and…" I take a breath. 

"You'll be my wife. Say you will." 

She stares at me, not saying a word. 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Ti amo tanto, tantissimo—solo tu = I love you so, so much—only you. 

Ti amo. Il mio cuore è tuo = I love you. My heart is yours. 

Bimba mia bella = My beautiful baby. 
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"I won't take your wife's place," she whispers, shaking her head. 

My eyes widen. "No!" I'm shaking my head, too. "Never, Isabella. My one 

and only, okay? We'll get a new place—a house, not too far from town. 

You'll see me every day—every night I will be there. Not when I'm outta 

town, but you know. You're my only one, and my wife won't be an issue 

much longer," I rant, and Anthony starts fussing in my arms. He reaches 

up for Isabella, and she takes him, all while watching me with 

apprehension and doubt written over her features. I can't blame her. "I 

will prove it, bell'uccellino. Ti amo tanto, tantissimo—solo tu. We'll be a 

real family—I'll give you my name, my everything." 

She's still hesitating, and again, I can't fault her for that. It only means 

she's smart. After all, she's been my mistress for five years now, knowing 

that I have a wife. But I will prove it to her. Now that Carlisle's days are 

numbered, nothing can stop me from getting rid of Jane. I admit, she is a 

victim here, but I don't care. 

"It's the five of us," I say, nodding. "You, me, Anthony, Elisa, and this 

little guy." I splay my hand over her belly, wishing I had Elisa in my arms, 

too. "And any other children we'll have—God willing." 

She sniffles and chuckles a little, though I can still see wariness. But I will 

get her to say yes to me soon. "It could be a girl, you know." 

I shake my head. "You looked just like this when you had this one." I kiss 

Anthony's cheek. "I know." I point to my temple. "No one knows your 

body like I do. You'll see." 

"Okay, we'll see," she giggles then sniffles some more. We sober at the 

same time, and I kiss her softly on the lips. "Ti amo." 

"Fuck, that feels so good." I sigh contentedly. "Say it again." 



She smiles. "Ti amo. Il mio cuore è tuo." I steal another kiss, feeling so 

happy. "Now." She grins and points behind me. "Go to Elisa. I know you're 

dying to." 

I laugh through my nose and stand up. "You know me well." And with two 

more kisses—one for Isabella, one for Anthony—I walk over to Elisa's bed. 

She's still asleep, but it can't be any deep sleep. I know my little angel, 

and when she's not still, she's about to wake up. "Bimba mia bella," I 

murmur, brushing a piece of hair from her forehead. "Does she need this 

crap?" I ask, worried, and point to the mask. And suddenly, more 

questions rush out. "I need to know everything—can you tell me?" I look 

to Isabella. "Where's Jasper? Nico and Lucia? What happened—how close 

where you? Heidi and the boys—Felix is losing his mind—fuck!" I need to 

call him, or call Alec. Shit. "Everyone's okay, right?" 
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She tells me. She tells me everything. How Jasper busted the door, 

waking them up, and told them there was a fire. The front desk had called 

him and said he had a message he needed to come down and get right 

away. It was urgent or something. But the fire started when he got there, 

so he went up again to warn them. "There was smoke everywhere, and so 

much screaming," she cries quietly. "At first—I thought the fire was 

close." And she goes on to tell me about the smoke billowing out from the 

stairwells, even the fucking elevator shafts. They were literally trapped for 

a long time, and they hid in Isabella's suite. They were in the bedroom, 

soaked bath towels on the floor, by the door, to make sure smoke didn't 

get in. "And Jasper went in and out, trying to find Heidi and the boys." My 

eyes well up, and I'm thankful that Anthony has fallen asleep in Isabella's 

arms. They lived through it, and I can barely hear about it? Fuck. "They 

were supposed to be with us—we had a sleepover. Well, the kids did. 

Heidi went to her suite around two." Then she continues and says that the 

boys weren't there when Jasper woke them up the next morning—this 



morning. "I don't know how long we were in there—me, Anthony, Elisa, 

Nicola, and Lucia. And the crying…God, we were so scared, but I refused 

to let it show—I couldn't. We prayed. Then Jasper came back again—said 

that there were firefighters who were gonna help us get to the roof." 

"Christ," I whisper thickly and look down at Elisa. 

"Jasper took Lucia and Elisa—carried them both—and I held Nico's hand." 

She breaks down and sobs. I tell her to pause, to breathe, to relax, to 

wait, but she shakes her head and goes on. "A firefighter carried Anthony, 

and we went up… There was so much smoke—hysteria. Crying and 

screaming, everyone tried to run up. The firefighters were cursing and 

yelling—something about the elevator shafts and stairwells basically 

coaxing the smoke to travel up." She breathes. "We ran into more 

firefighters, and they had masks for us. Then we continued—we reached 

the roof." 

I remember they said on the radio, something about helicopters 

evacuating people. 

"Then we were rushed here," she croaks, wiping her cheeks. She also 

pauses to hug our sleeping boy to her. "Elisa was coughing so much-" She 

chokes up, and I feel myself doing the same. "She was crying and 

coughing, which made it hard for her to breathe." 

Leaning down, I press gentle kisses to our daughter's forehead as I blink 

back tears. 

"She's okay now?" I ask, eyeing the oxygen mask. 

"Yeah," she exhales shakily. "They're going to check her again when she 

wakes up—she should wake soon—and then we'll probably be discharged 

right away. The doctor said it got worse because she was crying—like she 

was panicking?" I nod. "But it's better now." 



"Good." I nod again. "That's so good." I kiss Elisa's forehead again. 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Dammi una mano, per piacere. Non voglio che stia male. Sono un 

maledetto idiota = Help me, please. I don't want her to be in pain. I'm a 

fucking idiot. 
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A few minutes later, Elisa wakes up, and we call the doctor to get in here. 

"Daddy," she rasps softly, and I lift off her mask. 

"Hey, you," I murmur and caress her cheek. "How's my little angel?" 

She gives me a toothy grin that relieves me. "Good. Where's Tito?" She 

coughs a little. 

I shake my head, both amused and overwhelmed. "I remember when you 

were so scared of him, and now he's the first one you ask for?" 

"No, nevuh scared." She pouts and shakes her head. "I wanna go home—

not the hotel." Her lip quivers. "Was a big, big fire," she whispers, and my 

heart just breaks. "I didn't like it." 

"You're not going back there—I promise." I lift her hand to kiss it. "How's 

your—does it hurt? Anywhere?" My finger ghosts over her throat, which 

probably tickles because she giggles…before she coughs, and I feel like an 

ass. "Fuck, I'm sorry, piccolina!" I help her up and rub her back while she 

coughs. "I'm such an-" I groan and look to Isabella. "Dammi una mano, 

per piacere. Non voglio che stia male. Sono un maledetto idiota." Then I 

face Elisa again, relieved that her coughing has ceased. "Daddy's so 

sorry," I whisper. 



"S'okay," she rasps, smiling. Her eyes are shining, too. I sigh and slump 

down again. "Daddy?" 

"Yeah?" 

She gives me another pout. "Can I have new puppy? Tito always wiv 

Anthony. And Tito—no puppy now. He's big." She holds her arms out 

wide. "This big." 

And that's how I know Elisa's gonna be okay. 

I let out a breathy chuckle. "Check you out." I playfully nudge my fist to 

her chin. "You know I won't say no, don't you?" 

She shrugs, still grinning. 

Shortly after that, the doctor comes in, and I step back while he gives 

Elisa a checkup. 

In the meantime, I speak quietly with Isabella, again asking where Jasper 

and his kids are. And she tells me that he took them out for ice cream. 

Apparently, that's good for their throats—ice cream and tea—so I decide 

to do that, too, later when we're outta here. But before that… 

"So, no word on Heidi?" I whisper. 

Isabella shakes her head sadly, tears spilling over. "Jasper tried finding 

them… God, they have to be okay, Junior. I hope they're in another 

hospital." 

I hope so, too. Christ, Felix has to be freaking out. 
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A week later, without giving Brianna a reason, I ask her to watch Anthony 

and Elisa at one of the apartments Felix owns here in Vegas. She's not 



allowed to tell anyone where she is—not even her husband—and I picked 

her up before, making sure no one followed us. 

Then I attend a funeral with Isabella. 

Heidi, Luca, and Angelo didn't make it. 

Francis was found, and he's miraculously okay, but the rest… 

They died of carbon monoxide poisoning—smoke inhalation. That same 

shit killed seventy-five people. Eighty-five in total died. 

We guess that Heidi and the boys were on their way down to The Deli—

which happens to be the restaurant where the fire started—for breakfast. 

I hug Isabella to me as she cries. 

We're so much closer now—closer than ever before. I opened up to her 

about my marriage and told her that I was forced, that I was never 

attracted to Jane, and that I didn't have the choice to divorce her. I think 

Isabella believes me. I hope so. And I told her once again that I want her 

to be my wife, at which she asked why I can suddenly divorce Jane. I 

clammed up for a while, not really knowing how to answer. Then I just 

told her that things were changing and left it at that. 

I will get her to say yes soon. I need my family. I want us together, 

sharing the same last name, and I want to introduce her to my parents. 

I can and I will, but one man won't ever have that opportunity. 

Felix stands stoic, holding his crying four-year-old son in his arms. Francis 

lost his twin brothers and mother. Felix lost the woman he loved and two 

sons. 

I know he's looking for someone to blame—hell, so am I. It makes 

everything easier, but I'm not sure there is a guilty party. We'll look, but… 



After the funeral, we hold a small wake at a restaurant—one that a guy in 

Alec's crew owns—and Felix remains silent. The women, Isabella, Angela, 

and a few others, share memories. They also take care of the few children 

who are here. The men, Emmett, Alec, Jasper, Mike, Petey, a couple 

others, and I talk about nothing. Insignificant bullshit. 

Felix says nothing. 

Until we're ready to leave. 

As I straighten out my jacket, outside the restaurant, he leans in and 

whispers in my ear. 

"My father did this." 

I stare at him. 

He nods. "Meet me at Twilight tomorrow—we'll talk." 
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Around nine PM the next night, I walk into Twilight and head straight for 

Felix's office. 

It's funny how being a father sometimes takes it out of me more than 

whacking a fella. With my being a little paranoid and more than a little 

protective, I won't allow Isabella to take the kids back to the condo. It's 

not safe—not until we have all the answers and we know if there was a 

fucking mark on them. I still doubt it, but you never know. So…we're all 

cramped up in that little apartment—in which building Felix owns—and I 

make sure no one knows where we are. 

The kids get bored easily, hence my being drained, but at least they're 

alive. Francis has been staying with us, though, so at least Anthony's 

happy. They're the same age—my son is only a couple months older—and 



he's been able to distract Francis. Elisa is another story. She can't wait for 

her new puppy to get here—yeah, I caved; no fucking surprise there—and 

I think, while she's waiting for the pup, she wants everyone to be as 

miserable as she is. 

With a shake my head, I get rid of those thoughts for now. 

As soon as Felix lets me in, I take a seat across from him. 

He doesn't waste time. "Jasper was the target at the Grand. Our families—

collateral damage." He shrugs, eyes dead. It's like he's shut off. As he 

speaks, my mind spins. "You remember that man who was at my father's 

house—the man who left when we got there?" I nod, frowning. "I've done 

my homework." He pulls open a drawer and reveals a small stack of 

paper. "The day before yesterday, I broke into Dad's office." 

"Damn," I mutter, surprised. 

He shrugs again. "I was there anyway—Mom had us over for dinner. When 

we left, I—I didn't really leave. I snuck back in. Easy." I nod for him to go 

on. "Right. Well, I found this in his office." He slides one piece of paper 

toward me, and I pick it up. It's a photo. "His name is Joe Ricci. And he's 

from Jersey." 

I raise a brow. "Affiliated?" 

"Sort of like Jasper—he is, but he isn't? Joe's dad ran with Jasper's dad 

and so on. Anyway, I did some digging—I also asked Jasper for 

confirmation…" He releases a breath. "Jasper knows of Joe, but Joe was in 

prison back then, so neither was close. Long fucking story, but to make it 

short… Jasper got married at eighteen to Joe's half sister." 

"Shit." 

I don't know what else to say. 
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"Yeah, and Jasper's ex-wife isn't exactly someone we know of." 

I purse my lips. I do know. But only a little. "Isabella told me that what's-

her-face disappeared." And I know very well that the word "disappear" 

means something else entirely. "Mary, I think her name was." 

Felix nods. "And Joe got outta prison last year—has looked for Jasper ever 

since." 

All right, a fucking vendetta. I see it. "And he found Jasper through 

Carlisle, or…?" I scratch my nose. "That doesn't make sense. Carlisle 

hates Jersey." 

"Ah, but see, Joe hates Jersey now, too." He smirks. "Joe went to Vinny—

the Jersey boss—and wanted the 'okay' to ice Jasper. Vinny said no, 

'cause he's not sure he believes that Jasper killed this Mary, and… Thing 

is, Jasper's only done a few things for his father—that's it. So, Vinny 

hardly knows Jasper—he was never really in. But Vinny was supposedly 

pretty close with Jasper's dad, so Vinny wants Joe to let it go—it happened 

more than eight years ago." 

"So, Joe flipped," I say flatly. "He turned to Carlisle." 

Felix nods. "My guess? Joe contacts my father, tells him some bullshit 

story about Jasper really working for Jersey—and we know my old man is 

a paranoid fuck—bam, Dad believes that shit and has a reason for wanting 

Jasper gone." 

I purse my lips, thinking, letting things settle. 

The timing fits. If Joe recently got out of prison…and Carlisle has never 

had an issue with Jasper before… 'Cause Carlisle hasn't known about 

Jasper's link to Jersey. We haven't had a reason for telling Carlisle, 'cause 



it would've only had caused unnecessary drama. Jasper's father's dead—

the only real link between the Savonas and Jersey—but Felix and I both 

know that Carlisle wouldn't have looked past that. He's a petty man. 

So, Joe divulges about Jasper to Carlisle. 

One question, though. "How did Joe find Jasper out here? How does he 

know Jasper works for us—Carlisle?" Okay, two questions. "And why 

would Joe show his face at Carlisle's when we were there?" Make that 

three. 

I get why Joe came to Carlisle; when he found out Jasper's with us… Yeah, 

Joe doesn't want trouble. He just wants Jasper. And killing him without 

Carlisle's permission—or whatever I'm going to call it—might've caused 

him…well, death. So, he feeds Carlisle lies, and in return, Carlisle hands 

over Jasper on a silver platter. 

I don't fucking know. 

And I wonder if Vinny knows that Jasper's with us. 

"Jasper hasn't exactly been hiding." Felix shrugs. "Doesn't take a genius 

to find people. And we've had the girls at the Grand for a while. A small 

mistake is all it takes… Joe finds out and starts clocking him." 

True. "But why would Carlisle get involved? There's gotta be something in 

it for him—more than getting rid of Jasper." I get up from my chair and 

start pacing. "And to start a big fire like that? Granted, Carlisle doesn't 

give a fuck about how many die, but still." I shake my head. "It's too big. 

Huge hotel… And again," I stress, "why would your father get his own 

hands dirty? If I were him," I point to my chest, "I would've just sent 

Jasper on a fake gig and have Joe waiting for him—pop one in his head—

that's that." I wipe my hands clean. 
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Felix looks pensive. "You're right. A fire like that—it's too much for just 

one person." 

I'm already shaking my head, 'cause I know what he's thinking. "As 

fucked in the head as your father is, I don't think he put out hits on not 

only Isabella and Heidi, but seven kids—also counting Jasper's two. Sorry, 

but I don't see it. He wants me to fuck my wife—well, fuck him. But he 

wouldn't kill my comare. Or yours, for that matter." 

It's practically a rule: we don't go after children. 

"But we agree that Jasper's the target?" 

I nod. "That makes sense." I snap my fingers, just remembering 

something. "Fuck yeah, Jasper was called to the front desk right before 

the fire started. An urgent message was waiting for him. Isabella told me. 

He was down there and rushed up, so…" My mind starts spinning again, as 

does my pacing. "That could be it. Maybe they didn't mean for the fire to 

cause such destruction." I fish out my smokes and light one up. "We read 

the papers the days that followed—remember? That stuff about the 

elevator shafts and stairwells practically being a fucking freeway for the 

smoke. And it was smoke inhalation that killed most people—not the 

actual fire. So…" I blow out some smoke. "Technically, the fire wasn't 

huge. And it's a smart idea—if you think about it." I tap my temple and 

nod. "There have been several fires in Nevada the past couple of months. 

This could be just another one. Nobody would think this one is different 

from the others. Carlisle would get away with it and everyone would think 

the fire was an accident." 

Smart idea, like I said, but again, a fire like this isn't a sure way to take 

care of the one you have your eyes on. 

Felix nods slowly, his fingers tenting on the desk. 



"And like you said," I continue, anger running through me, "our families 

could be collateral damage. Not real targets, but…" I shrug. 

"Madonn'," he curses. "I've had it. Screw making it look like an accident—

I'm ready to whack him right now." 

I smile. 

"Looks like we have work to do," I muse. 

My trigger-happy finger twitches. 

"Dad and Joe—who else?" 

I nod and think for a moment. "We have to do it soon. Joe might try with 

Jasper again soon—which reminds me: maybe we should send him away 

for a while. As for others…" I puff out my cheeks before exhaling. "I'm not 

sure there are that many. You have most guys in your pocket already." 

It's the truth. I can't think of anyone who wouldn't follow Felix when he 

steps up. "There are a few old-timers, but…I don't know. We've cleaned 

up the shit back East—those who worshipped the ground Carlisle walks 

on." 

He nods. "Jane?" 

I smirk. "I have plans for her." 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Quanto amo la tua fica = I love your pussy. 

Ti piace cosí, amore mio? = You like that, my love? 

Ah, non ti fermare—non…non fermarti mai = Oh, don't stop—don't…don't 

stop 
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It's past four in the morning when I finally return to the apartment, and 

I'm fucking exhausted. 

We've made our plans, though, so it's all good. 

Jasper will be here tomorrow morning to drop off his kids, and then he's 

off to Florida for a job. 

Passing the living room where all the kids sleep, I make my way to the 

little bedroom down the hall. 

"Isabella," I whisper as I remove my clothes. I usually don't wake her up 

when I come home late, especially not when she's pregnant, but 

nowadays she often asks me to let her know when I get here. I love that. 

As soon as I'm naked, I sneak under the covers and kiss my way up her 

body. "Hummingbird." I kiss her soft thighs, squeezing them a little. I just 

can't get enough of her curvy body. After two kids and one on the way, 

she's even more perfect than she was before. "Damn," I groan under my 

breath when I reach her panties. Red lace—she's trying to kill me, I'm 

sure of it. I'm also sure that she's awake, because as I tug on the skimpy 

lace, she lifts her hips an inch or two. 

All I want to do now is eat her pussy. 

And then fuck the shit outta her. 

She lets out a sleepy giggle when I toss her panties somewhere around 

me, and it's quickly followed by that humming noise I love so much. Then 

it's a moan when I bury my face in her pussy. 

"You're lucky I'm always so fucking horny. Insatiable man." 

"Oh, yeah," I breathe out, nuzzling her wet clit. "Only for you." 



Both her previous pregnancies have been very similar when it comes to 

her sexual appetite. The first two months are a no-go, and she gives me 

blowjobs instead. She just doesn't feel it, but it's okay, 'cause she turns 

into a freak after that, which lasts 'til the homestretch. Right now, with 

only two weeks to go, she's horny but uncomfortable. So, as long as I 

make it comfortable for her, she's all for it. Hell, she demands it. 

Soon she won't let me go near her for a while, but again, it's okay, 

because she still satisfies me with her mouth. Not that I demand head 

when she's waddling all over the place; she gives it anyway. I stopped 

demanding shit when I fell stupid in love with her, yet she's acted as my 

mistress—the woman who always puts out. 

I hope that shit changes when I make her my wife. 

Okay, not the putting out. The rest of it, though. I want her opinions. She 

has a choice. Within reason. 

"Quanto amo la tua fica." I suck her clit into my mouth and slam two 

fingers inside of her. She gasps when I curl them upward. "Right there? Ti 

piace cosí, amore mio?" 

"Ah, non ti fermare—non…non fermarti mai… Ungh…yes!" she cries out. 

I moan and lick her hard. Fuck, how I love her taste. She doesn't have to 

tell me not to stop, 'cause I'm going anywhere 'til I'm done. Needing 

more, I slip my tongue inside of her, groaning. My fingers rub her clit. 

"Junior…oh, God…I'm gonna…gonna…" 

She stiffens, and I speed up and add pressure. 

More moans and groans follow from both of us as she rides out her 

orgasm, and I'm eager to lick it all up. 



By the time she relaxes, my cock is ready to drill a hole through the 

goddamn mattress. 

I kneel on the bed, one hand stroking myself. "All fours, hummingbird," I 

say huskily, wiping my chin. Jesus. I watch her positioning herself for me, 

and the sight of her… "Gorgeous—so sexy," I whisper. My hands slide up 

her thighs, over her perfect ass, and then I give her ass a smack. 

She hums. "Mmm, fuck me, ciccino." 

"That's the idea," I chuckle and align my cock with her opening. I grab her 

hips, letting my fingers dig into her soft flesh. Then I push. Hard. "Christ." 

I go rough, fast, and I hear how my hips slap against her ass cheeks. I 

also hear how wet she is, which is another thing about Isabella being 

pregnant. She's always so fucking drenched. She's usually slick and hot 

for me, but this…this is more. Arousal trickles down, a drop or two every 

once in a while, whenever I hit a particular sweet spot inside of her. 

"I love you—fuck, so much," I moan, looking down to where my cock 

disappears into her. 

"Damn, you too," she whimpers and pushes back. "Love—love you. I love 

you." 

I'll never get tired of hearing that. 

Sitting back on my heels, I pull her with me. This is a position we both 

love. She bounces up and down my cock while I rub her lower back with 

one hand—the other reaches around her to palm a breast. 

"Oh, yes," she groans. 



Goddamn. I start panting into her neck. She feels so good. And her 

tits…those sensitive nipples… I moan and buck my hips, meeting her when 

she slams down. Close. 

"I'm there, baby," I grit out. Desperate and wanting her to come once 

more, I slide my hand over her stomach and down to her pussy. "Fuck—so 

wet." I rub her hard with my middle finger, pausing once or twice to 

stroke her pussy lips. She digs that, and fuck, I do too. Her skin is smooth 

and warm, neat, with soft curls. "Oh, Isabella, I need you to-" I grunt and 

fight back my orgasm but, thankfully—before I explode—she stiffens 

above me and cries out. 

With a low groan, I let go and follow. I thrust lazily, head tilted back, eyes 

partly closed, jaw slack, and cock pulsing inside of her. 

"Oh, my God," she breathes out. 

"Yeah," I pant then swallow. "Fuck." 

We both collapse on the bed, legs and arms tangled together. 

It's the best way to fall asleep. 

~77~ 

"Lucia, nooo!" Elisa screams. "My puppy, my puppy!" She pushes her 

cousin away, or she tries. "Go!" 

I chuckle and sip my coffee, eyes on the gazillion kids who are playing on 

the kitchen floor. Okay, so they're not playing so much as they are trying 

to get the new puppy's attention. I brought the little guy home early this 

morning—a Jack Russell—and Elisa's ecstatic…if only she wasn't 

surrounded by aforementioned gazillion kids. Jasper dropped off Nico and 

Lucia around six before he left for Florida, and Francis is here, too. Felix 

should be here soon for lunch. 



Isabella is preparing said lunch, and this kitchen is pretty tiny, meaning 

she almost falls over every once in a while when the children get too 

close. 

Speaking of… 

"Ay!" I shout, watching as Anthony and Lucia nearly ram into Isabella. For 

Christ's sake… "Watch what you're doing!" I point to Isabella. "You want 

her to fall and hurt herself, huh? Apologize." 

"Sorry, Bella," Lucia whispers. 

"Sorry, Mama," Anthony mumbles. 

Isabella winks at them. "It's all right, sweethearts." Then she blows me a 

kiss. 

I smile. 

She's too good to them all. Sure, she raises her voice and yells at them 

sometimes, but she lets them get away with too much. 

"Go bother Nicola instead," I tell them, pointing to the door. 

"I heard that, Uncle Eddie!" Nico shouts from the living room. 

"Good!" I respond, chuckling. Kid's always watching TV. That shit didn't 

exist when I was little. And even if there's nothing on, Nico's glued to the 

damn thing. 

"Go, go!" Elisa shoos both Anthony and Lucia out of the kitchen, looking 

so fucking cute. "Only Fwrancis and I play with Lucy." 

I can't help but laugh. Since Elisa got the puppy, she's changed its name 

ten times. 

"Lucy is a girl's name, angioletto." I grin at her. "The puppy is a boy." 



"Oh…" She frowns at the dog. Tiny little thing. It fits in my hand, really. 

Those dogs are always small, but as a puppy? Forget about it. It's more 

like a rat. But it's cute, though, and perfect for Elisa. 

"Daddy, I need boy name." She pouts and walks over to me. "Help me?" 

Picking her up, I place her on my lap, and one of her hands goes to the 

hair on the back of my neck. 

"Mama's good with names, too," I say, kissing her cheek. "She had a dog 

when she was little." Looking over at Isabella, I ask, "What was his name, 

again?" I only remember that she and Jasper named their dog after the 

town in Sicily their dad comes from. 

"Milazzo," she chuckles, but then she winces and rubs her belly. It's weird 

how I both hate and love that. My son is a wild one, and I love touching 

her stomach when he kicks, but he also has the tendency to plant his foot 

to her ribs. 

"You okay, hummingbird?" I ask, worried. "Maybe you should sit down." 

Twelve or eleven days 'til due date, I think. 

She smiles. "No biggie." She waves it off. "Where does your family come 

from? I only remember my father's family—Milazzo. That's it. They fled to 

America after Mussolini sent Mori to clean up Sicily." I nod, having heard 

many stories of that kind from Mrs. Coppoletta, not to mention my own 

grandparents before they died. "I know my mother was Sicilian, too, 

but…not the town her family's from." 

"Mil-zo!" Elisa cheers. 

I laugh and kiss her noisily. "Molto bene!" My girl is good. "God, I love 

you, baby." 



"Love you," she sings. "Mm-to-bene!" 

This girl cracks me up. "Means very good." 

"M'tay, I wanna play wiv Lucy now." And she jumps down…to play with 

Lucy, the boy dog. 

Isabella just shakes her head in amusement. 

I return my attention to Isabella's question. "My mother's family's from 

Sorrento. They came here at the turn of the century, so they've been here 

a while." I hum, trying to remember where Dad's family is from. This is 

new between Isabella and me—we've never discussed family before. But 

now is different. In the past week or so, we've opened up about pretty 

much everything—everything that I'm allowed to discuss, that is. "My 

father's family came here from Sicily the year he was born." My brows knit 

together. Something about…Adrana, Adrio… "They're from…Adrano? Not 

sure." 

She nods and gets something from the fridge. "There's a small town near 

Etna—it's called Adrano." 

"Daddy!" Elisa's screech has my attention once more. "Boy name!" 

I suck my teeth. "So demanding. Can you ask nicely?" 

Ah, the pout again. "Boy name for Lucy, pwlease?" 

"Better." I nod. Since we have Tito, which means "giant", I'm about to 

suggest "piccolo" or something else equivalent for "little", but there are 

four rapid knocks on the door, indicating that Felix is here. "That's your 

father, Francis." I smile at him and stand up. 

"Up, up!" Elisa holds her arms out for me, so I pick her up again and take 

her with me. 



Tito and…um, Lucy…follow. 

I was right. It's Felix. Only, he's not alone. 

My dad is standing there, too. 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

E' un piacere conoscerla, Signor Maisano = Pleased to meet you, Mr. 

Maisano. 

~78~ 

I've known for a while that Dad's aware I have children, but it's nothing 

we talk about. Ever. Whenever our guys have brought girlfriends and 

mistresses to various clubs—and Pops has been there—I haven't brought 

Isabella. She and my children have always been my safe haven—my 

secret. It's the way I've wanted it, needed it, in order to cope with all the 

bullshit that otherwise fills my everyday life. 

"Good to see you, son." Dad smiles carefully, eyes flicking between Elisa 

and me. "So, this is your daughter?" 

I nod with a dip of my chin, a bit happy that Elisa's hiding her face against 

my neck—something she always does around strangers. 

"And what're you doing here?" I ask. 

"He knows everything now," Felix replies pointedly. "He came to me this 

morning…" 

"I'm just done," Dad says tiredly. "Victoria's next." I know he's talking 

about more matchmaking. "And Carlisle's found a husband for Alice in 

Kansas City. He wants to expand even more." 



"Shit," I mutter. That means Alice is moving. We'll put a stop to that, 

though. "All right, so you told him?" I look to Felix, and he nods. "Okay. 

Come on in. Lunch is almost ready." 

As they shrug out of their coats in the hallway, I lean in to my father. 

"Isabella is going to be my wife," I say quietly. 

She just has to say yes first. 

He surprises me by smiling. "Don't worry." He clasps my shoulder. "I will 

treat her with respect. And I already know—Felix told me about Jane." 

Well, that's not really Felix's business to get involved in. 

"I asked him for advice," Felix explains, keeping his voice low. "He is the 

consigliere, after all, Junior. And I want Jane's father to still be with us 

after this." 

"That won't be a problem," I assure them both. "But let's talk about this 

another time." 

They both nod their consent, and I head straight for the kitchen, knowing 

that this is another occasion I won't have enough time to prepare Isabella 

for meeting parts of my family. 

"Felix here?" she asks, smiling. 

"And my father," I add, walking over to her. She stiffens, just like I 

expected, and I repeat the same words I once used when it was Brianna 

and Alice coming over. "I didn't know he'd be here. But you're going to be 

yourself, yeah?" I kiss her cheeks. "I only want you, hummingbird, so be 

yourself." 

"Okay," she breathes out. "But I'm not dressed for-" 



I cut her off. "You look perfect." Heavily pregnant, she often complains 

about heat no one else feels, so she's wearing a black cotton dress. But 

it's modest and classy, sleeves ending at her elbows, skirt reaching her 

knees, and a subtle cleavage. She looks exquisite. 

"I love you." I kiss her nose. "Want Elisa?" 

She nods and holds out her hands. "I love you, too." Then she smiles and 

looks me in the eye, and I see confidence, for which I'm glad. "Come 

here, piccolina." She hugs Elisa to her just as Felix and Pops enter the 

kitchen. 

"Isabella," I give her a wink, "this is my father—Edward Senior. And, Dad, 

this is my Isabella." 

"E' un piacere conoscerla, Signor Maisano," Isabella offers politely. 

"Oh, look at that," my father says to no one. His smile is wide. "Such a 

beautiful young lady, Isabella." He cups her cheeks. "And call me Ed. I 

hear we'll be family soon." 

Isabella blushes—something I've never seen her do before. 

"All right, Pops," I chuckle. "Let the woman go. I'll introduce you to 

Anthony." 

My chest feels light as I take the lead to the living room. 

Felix stays behind in the kitchen to be with Francis. 

"Now that I know who she is—cazzo—she looks just like her mother," Dad 

comments, which makes me come to a halt. "Renee—God rest her soul." 

He does the Sign of the Cross, and I stare at him, shocked. 

"What'd you just say?" I whisper-shout in disbelief. 



~79~ 

Standing there in the hallway between the kitchen and the living room, 

Dad explains everything in a hushed voice. He tells me that Felix has filled 

him in on Jasper and Isabella—mostly Jasper since we believe he was the 

target at the Grand—and when Felix mentioned Jasper's ties to Jersey, 

Dad asked curiously how he was linked to them. In turn, Felix told him 

about Jasper's dad and that Charlie Savona worked for one of Vinny 

Malletta's capos—something Jasper has divulged only recently. And that's 

when my father had pieced it together, 'cause he grew up with a woman 

named Renee, who later got married to a Charlie. 

"Renee left Brooklyn in middle school—I'm a few years older," Dad 

whispers. "Moved to Jersey with her family. After that, I heard it through 

the grapevine—she got married to a connected guy out there…Charlie. I 

just didn't remember his last name." 

I'm still stunned, but then again, if you're born in the same neighborhood, 

you know each other. That's just how it is. Your neighborhood is your 

world, basically. 

He continues. "The few times Carlisle conducted business with the 

Mallettas, I was there—fucking had to be, to smooth things over." I 

snicker, knowing very well that while Carlisle hates Jersey, Dad never had 

issues with them. "I even met Renee once at some restaurant. She was 

pregnant…must've been with Jasper—I get that now." He chuckles under 

his breath, wistful. "I hear they moved around a lot—between Jersey and 

New York." 

I'm kinda eager to tell Isabella all this. Shit, had it not been for her 

mother leavingBrooklyn, maybe I would've known Isabella growing up. 

Then again, we moved to Manhattan when I was only five years old and 

then out here to Vegas when I was nineteen. 



"What a small world," he muses. "I can't believe Jasper, who's been in 

Felix's crew for years now…it's the same Jasper! And Isabella…gorgeous 

girl." He nods. "You're lucky, son. She'll make an excellent wife." 

I smile wryly. "You said that about Jane." 

"Now, that's a lie." He wags his finger at me. "I said the union would be 

beneficial for the family—never said she'd be perfect for you." Okay, that's 

true. "And I apologize, son." He shakes his head, looking solemn. "I 

should've put my foot down a long time ago-" 

"And then Carlisle would've made sure you ended up in a ditch," I finish. 

Carlisle demands loyalty, but he's not exactly loyal himself. 

We know that now. 

"I'm ready to leave all that behind me," I mutter, running a hand through 

my hair. "Hell—I've been ready to do that for years." 

He nods. "You love her very much." 

"I do." 

"Good! I'm glad you'll have what I have with your mother." 

I don't comment, but I'm glad to hear it, nonetheless. 

"Speaking of your mother…" He grimaces a little. "Esme managed to spill 

to her about your children before Carlisle and I could tell her to keep that 

to herself." 

I'm not too surprised; she and my mother are very close. And that 

dreadful morning, when I screamed out that I had children at the MGM 

Grand, I didn't exactly give a fuck that Esme heard me. 



"I take it Mom wants to meet my children." I give him a tight-lipped smile. 

It's not that I don't want the same, I'm just afraid Mom won't approve of 

Isabella. My mother would never voice her opinions, out of respect, but 

there's no hiding the fact that Isabella has been my goomah. 

"She wants to meet Isabella, too." 

"Can't wait," I say sarcastically. "But it'll have to wait 'til all this blows 

ova'. Not now." 

With that out of the way, I usher my father into the living room where 

Nico's watching TV and Anthony and Lucia are trying to teach Tito new 

tricks. That's Isabella's smart thinking. 'Cause when "Lucy" arrived, Tito 

was abandoned for a few hours…until Isabella told our son that the puppy 

was too young to learn tricks, whereas Tito wasn't. So, now Tito's the 

coolest ever again in Anthony's eyes. 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Che bel giovanotto che sei = What a handsome boy you are 

~80~ 

"Madonna mia, he looks just like you, Junior," Dad whispers. "But his hair 

is darker." 

That's true. Anthony looks so much like me, but his hair has darkened a 

few shades, meaning he has his mother's hair now. 

I smile. "Anthony, come here." 

He looks up and grins crookedly, though it fades a little when he sees my 

father. 



"Who's that, Daddy?" he asks, holding out his arms for me. 

I take the hint and pick him up. "This—this is my dad." 

"I'm your grandfather," Dad says, actually looking emotional. His eyes are 

shining as he places his hands on my son's cheeks. "Che bel giovanotto 

che sei." He looks at me. "Give Isabella our name," he says firmly and lets 

go of Anthony. "This is something to celebrate." 

I grin, relieved and agreeing. 

~oOo~ 

Lunch is fun, a welcome break in our now somewhat uprooted life. While 

I'm sure Anthony will one day have questions as to why he hasn't met my 

pops until now, I'm not too worried about it. We'll deal with it when the 

time comes. 

Aside from Heidi's death, which is written all over Felix and Francis, we 

talk, shout, laugh, and act carefree. Anthony seems to like my dad, and 

I'd say Isabella thinks the same. He's a sly fucker, my old man, and he 

loves to flirt—innocently, of course. That was never me. I'm not nice 

enough, nor do I care. The only one I've wanted to pursue or be nice to is 

Isabella, and after five years I've finally claimed all of her. I'm not going 

anywhere. I'm set for life. Done. 

Dad, on the other hand, charms the shit outta Isabella, making her giggle 

and blush. 

It's amusing. And a little frustrating…but I let that crap go. 

She's happy—happy on a whole new level—and that's what matters. 

After lunch, Isabella tells the kids to stay with her in the kitchen, which 

means I have privacy with Dad and Felix in the living room. We speak 



quietly, in hushed whispers, about our new plan, which will be executed in 

exactly four days. It won't be an accident. There's no time for that. 

Before, we didn't know when, but with my old man in on the plan, we do 

know. He's Carlisle's closest, and he can guarantee what we need—a time 

and place. 

Carlisle won't go down in an original way. 

Like many before him, his closest will take him out. 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Sei scimunito = Are you stupid? 

yak, blow = slang for cocaine 

c-note = hundred-dollar bill 

Reference to Alec's joke: from The Godfather, "Leave the gun. Take the 

cannoli." 

~81~ 

Three days later, Jasper returns from Florida. 

Tomorrow, Carlisle will be gone. 

And right now, close to midnight, Jasper, Alec, and I are in a private 

garage outside city limits. It's where we're keeping the car Jasper brought 

with him from Florida. A car he stole—as ordered—from a few Cubans who 

are fucking with our business down in Miami. Nothing major—nothing we 

can't handle. Two of the mentioned guys are here, too. Very dead. In the 

trunk. 



"How'd you clip 'em?" I ask curiously, looking down at the two bodies. 

There are no marks of them whatsoever. Alec moves to touch one of 

them, so I smack the back of his head. "Ay! Sei scimunito? Back off." 

Alec scowls and backs away. There's a reason he ain't a hitman. Every 

day, the Feds get better at finding evidence, and Alec doesn't know how 

to be careful. He's killed before, obviously, but I wouldn't exactly trust him 

with the cleaning. 

Jasper smirks and pulls out a bag of…ah, coke…from the chest pocket in 

his leather jacket. "I held them at gunpoint and made them snort line 

after line. Then I got bored—they kept passing out, so I suffocated them." 

He shrugs. 

I point to the bag. "Good shit?" 

"I should hope so!" he laughs. "It's ours—so yeah, it betta' be good." 

"Oh, it's good," Alec huffs and points his thumb at his chest. "I only get us 

the best products. Pure—very little laxative." 

"Okay." I laugh through my nose and jerk my chin at the blow. "Wanna do 

a line?" 

It's been a while since I hit the yak, and I could go for some. In fact, it's 

been more than a year. I've done it every now and then when Jane's been 

a particular pain in my ass. Whenever she's bitched about something, I've 

smacked her on the mouth then gone to my guest room where I've kept a 

small stash hidden. But lately, a phone call to Isabella and the kids has 

helped more. And even more recently, I've barely even seen Jane, so… 

"Sounds good." Jasper nods. "So, what've I missed—anything new?" On 

the hood of the car, he prepares six lines. "My kids good?" 

I nod. "They all met my pops a few days ago. Went well." 



"Yeah? He liked Bella?" 

"Definitely," I chuckle. "He knows I intend to marry her." 

"Good. Good." He points at me. "She deserves the best." 

"I know—and get that fucking finga' outta my face." What's with people 

nowadays? The nerve… "You know I love her," I tell him. "Have I given 

you reason to doubt me?" I widen my arms. 

He holds up his hands. "No disrespect. My mistake. Still…" 

And I nod, 'cause I know where he's coming from. Isabella's his little 

sister—I get it. 

"She's my only one," I admit, rolling up a c-note. "Unlike you—how many 

bunnies do you have?" I chuckle. With a dismissive wave, I wordlessly tell 

him to take a step back, and he does. "Alec." I jerk my chin at him. He 

goes first. 

"A few." Jasper grins. "Gotta keep my mind occupied until I get a chance 

with your cousin again." 

I don't respond. 

It's up to Felix, or even my father, if they approve of Jasper for Alice. 

A few years ago, I interrupted shit before they could even start, but 

Isabella told me that their attraction was mutual. Not that I give a fuck—

ain't my business. But I knew Carlisle wasn't gonna like it, so… Eh, no 

matter now. 

Jasper does the next hit, and then I follow and snort my first line. 

"Ah, cazzo." I swallow convulsively and tilt my head back. I sniffle, too, 

and try not to cough. Alec was right; this is good shit. It's like the best 



wake-up call—not counting Isabella sliding down on my cock or putting 

her mouth on me, of course. Now, that's a good way to wake up in the 

morning. 

"We spending the night here?" my brother asks. 

"Yeah." I lean back against the car. "I booked us rooms at the motel down 

the road—I've already checked in. And Felix will call me tomorrow 

morning from Twilight when he gets the green light from Pops." 

Felix will meet us on the way, coming from the opposite direction, and he 

will have Michael and Petey with him, too. 

"Mannaggia, I'm starving," Alec mutters and rubs his stomach. 

That makes me think of Isabella's ravioli from last night. 

I groan under my breath. 

"What?" Jasper asks. 

I chuckle. "Thinking about Isabella's cooking. Her ravioli?" I kiss the tips 

of my fingers. 

"My favorite is her lasagna," he replies. 

I nod. "Also a winner. Everyday, it seems, it's something new. And it's 

more than dinners. Side dishes, desserts, drinks…" I palm my face, 

suddenly aching for my family. "Her fucking biscotti? Jesus Christ!" I kick 

a tire. "I can't get enough." 

"Her chocolate/orange cannoli," Alec supplies with a faraway look on his 

face. Then he laughs. "That's something to leave the gun behind for!" 

I snicker. "She uses the orange peels—then dark chocolate-" I groan 

again. 



This isn't how I imagined our night would go, but we spend the next few 

hours doing blow and talking about my hummingbird's cooking skills. 

It's like we're women. 

Fuck. 

~82~ 

The next morning, Felix calls to tell me that everything is still on for 

eleven AM. 

After that, I wake up Alec and Jasper. We eat, we bullshit for a while, and 

then we get ready. 

We may not get all the answers to our questions, but we will kill that son 

of a bitch today. That's what matters the most. 

Before we leave, I stand in the bathroom and stare at myself in the 

mirror. 

There's a sinister grin on my face—one that I hope Isabella or my children 

never see. And it's weird, because…because I'm so fucking aware of it all. 

I know when I lose it. I know when I distance myself from feelings. 

There's still some semblance of control left in me. But the thing is, in this 

case, I'm not distancing myself. I want to feel this. I want to be the last 

one Carlisle sees in life. It makes me feel good. Which means I'm so 

fucked in the head. I'm not a good person. 

It is what it is. 

Although, I'm pretty sure Felix will be the last one he sees in life. 

With my eyes still on the mirror, I straighten out my jacket. I fix my tie. I 

run a comb through my hair. I check my jaw, making sure I didn't miss 

anything when I shaved earlier. I attach my watch to my wrist. I stare 



down at my open palm, thinking back on when I got my button eight 

years ago. 

"You've always made me proud, Junior," Carlisle told me after the 

ceremony. "You and my oldest—you and Felix… You're both made for this 

life." 

He was right. 

Felix and I are made for this life, which now means it's the end of 

Carlisle's. 

Ten minutes later, Jasper, Alec, and I reach the garage. 

"You drive," I tell my brother, tossing him the keys. "Jasper—in the back, 

behind me." 

And we're off. 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Non posso andare più veloce di così! = I can't go any faster! 

~83~ 

Carlisle's POV 

After receiving that phone call from Ed, I let Esme know that I'm heading 

out for a bit. 

Tony and Nick go with me and Frank stays behind. 

I rarely leave the house unless it's necessary, but Ed insisted that I come 

down to Twilight, and he couldn't divulge more over the phone. 



It better not be more trouble, because I have enough of that as it is. 

My biggest headaches are Jasper Savona and Alec. 

Joe, the wise guy from Jersey, contacted me and told me all about that 

Savona. 

Jasper thinks he can snake his way into my family and then kill me? I 

shake my head. He will get his. Soon, hopefully, and Joe better not fuck 

up this time. Everything was supposed to be taken care of in that fucking 

fire at the Grand, and then I was gonna take care of Joe. I'd tell Felix or 

Junior to do it for me—say that the associate in my office that morning 

was here on business and flipped on us or something. 

Junior with his love for guns wouldn't hesitate. 

But that didn't happen. 

Instead my son's comare and two children died. That wasn't the plan. I 

can't say that I care too much, but it still wasn't the plan. I knew Junior's 

whore lived there—who happens to be Jasper's little sister—and 

she…yeah, she can die for all I care. Ever since Junior took her in as a 

mistress, he's been softer, and I can't have that. 

That's why I've tried to take out Alec. Twice. He's trying to get out—leave 

our thing—and escape. I just know it. I've seen it in his eyes at family 

dinners—Alec doesn't want this. But again, things didn't go down as I 

planned, and instead I ended up with a pile of bodies back East. Marcus 

died, Jim died, Notti died… And the last time I tried to take Alec out, only 

his whore died. 

Kathryn? Karen? Kate? Something. 

It's clear that someone is out to kill me, and I have two suspects. Either 

it's Chicago…or it's Junior and Alec. 



I pray it's Chicago. 

With a sigh, I try to clear my head and enjoy the ride for a while. Since 

I'm going down to Twilight, maybe I'll have time to see Mina—one of the 

whores I've visited a few times in the past year. Because I won't ever take 

a goomah again. The last one became a headache. First, she gave me two 

bastard children, and as if that wasn't enough, she was always 

complaining about something. Oh, and she wanted me to leave my wife. 

I laugh under my breath at that absurdity. 

In the end, I made her disappear, and after that, I've stuck to faceless 

pussy. 

"What's that?" I hear Nick ask from the passenger seat. 

Looking up, I try to see…anything, something. We're in the middle of 

nowhere, desert surrounding us, so it shouldn't be too hard to spot 

something that stands out- Wait. I squint my eyes. 

The road is blocked by two cars. 

"Turn around!" I shout, and Tony slams down on the brakes. The cars are 

still far away, so we should be able to get away. 

As Tony skids the car around, I reach for my heat. Just in case. 

My heart starts pounding. 

Tony revs the engine, and we're off again. 

And that's when I see another car coming toward us. 

Not only that, but it's close. We're boxed in. 



"What the hell?" Nick shouts. "Drive, drive, drive!" Now we have two cars 

behind, and one in front of us. Shit. "Out there!" He points at nothing—the 

desert. "Make the turn!" 

I grit my teeth, making sure my gun's loaded. It's been a while since I've 

used a gun, but that doesn't mean I don't know how it works. At one time, 

I had to make my bones, too. 

Tony floors it, and we're not on the road anymore. "Fuck," he spits out. 

"Non posso andare più veloce di così!" 

With guns ready, all we can do is bide our time. 

This can't be it, can it? 

Looking over my shoulder, I try to see the two cars closing in. Two, not 

three. I don't know why the third car stays behind. Correction: I try to see 

who's in them. But I can't get a good look, and when I see the cars 

parting, it doesn't matter who they are anymore. What matters is that 

they're catching up…and that they're trying to trap us. 

Closer. 

Closer. 

Closer. 

Panic sets in. 

We're fucked. 

The sound disappears. I no longer register the bumpy ground or Nick's 

and Tony's shouting. 

It feels like everything is in slow motion as I turn to my left. 



In that car, I see Felix and two men from his crew. I see my son's cold 

eyes. 

Turning to the right, I see Junior, Alec, and Jasper. 

Junior's smirking and holding up his piece. 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Che peccato = What a pity 

~84~ 

EPOV 

Just as I aim for the front tire, Tony raises his gun and pulls the trigger. 

Luckily, with the cars skidding, it's not easy for him to hit a damn target. 

"Jasper, get the tires!" I bark out, and then I aim for Tony. "Fuck!" I miss 

the first shot, getting the windshield. But my second shot hits Tony in the 

neck. With him gone, I aim for Nick, who's firing at Felix's car. 

"Felix!" I hear Carlisle scream. "Don't!" 

"The front fucking tire, Junior!" Jasper shouts. "Alec—eyes on the road!" 

Several shots ring out, and Nick almost gets me. 

"Son of a bitch!" I yell, enraged, and then I fire again. 

The car—our car—swerves. 

"Finish it!" Alec shouts. 

Another shot and Nick is dead. 



I take a quick glance back to see that Carlisle has been shot. Good. Then I 

remember what Jasper said and fire off a few shots at the tire closest to 

me, which makes the middle car finally come to a stop. 

My chest feels light. 

Felix is the first one to get out of the cars, but I'm a quick second. 

Carlisle, who's been shot in the shoulder and neck, is coughing up blood in 

the backseat. I smile when I see his gun on the floor—out of reach for 

him. 

"May I?" I ask Felix. 

He purses his lips. "Jasper and Alec, too." 

A minute later, the four of us point our guns to Carlisle's head and fire. 

"That's that," Felix says. "At last—dead." 

"Che peccato," I chuckle, wiping my forehead with my sleeve. 

He grins in return. 

"Should I go get the car?" Alec asks, referring to the third car we have, 

which is parked on the road…a couple miles away. Shit. I hate walking. 

So, I nod. "Yeah—go get it." 

The thought was for Mike and Petey to be here, too, but apparently Felix 

changed his mind. His half-brothers are gone, along with Joe. Chopped 

up. Out of mind. The past. My pops helped him early this morning. 

"All they wanted was my old man's approval. With Dad gone, I can't trust 

them," Felix had told me. Instead he chose to bring Jimmy Buck—earned 

his nick because he'll do almost anything for a buck—and Marco from his 

crew. 



No matter. 

Popping the trunk of the Florida car, Jasper gives Felix a saccharine smile. 

"I'm sorry for your loss." 

I snicker and shrug out of my jacket. This is fun and all, but we have a job 

to finish. 

Once I've rolled up my sleeves, I get started with one of the Cubans. 

'Cause the thing is, we only have about twenty minutes to be done and be 

gone. After that, the three pigs Felix has on his payroll will open up the 

road again. It doesn't take a genius to figure out that a lot of traffic has 

been stopped. But right now, unknowing people believe there's been an 

accident out here. 

"Jimmy!" I jerk my chin at the other dead guy. "I want Cuban number two 

in the passenger seat." 

He nods and gets to it, while Jasper pours gasoline on Carlisle's car. 

"Fat muthafucka'," I grunt and haul Cuban number one to the driver's 

seat. With Marco's help, we manage to get him behind the wheel, though. 

When all this is done, we'll have two Cubans in a car from Florida…and the 

car Carlisle rode in. 

Everyone in our family—who isn't here—will think the people in Florida we 

have a minor issue with drove up here to ice Carlisle. 

"We ready?" Felix asks as Alec pulls over in the third car. 

I nod at Felix. 

A few minutes later, we set the Florida car and Carlisle's car on fire. That 

will take care of any fingerprints we've left behind. 

Then we pile in to the other two cars and drive away. 



Time to book it. 

We're splitting up. I will go to Jane, Felix will be with his wife, Pops is 

working, Jasper will help Isabella move back into our condo, and Alec's 

gonna hang out at our folks' home. 

Now it's basically a waiting game. 

Just waiting…to get that call saying that Carlisle Colucci has been killed. 

~85~ 

When Felix has dropped me off at the big house, I sneak in without 

alerting Jane or Mrs. Coppoletta to my presence. The idea is to create an 

alibi, and I won't have that if I stomp in. So, as stealthily as possible, I 

make my way upstairs to the guest room I call mine. 

I grab a quick shower, and then I do nothing. 

I fall asleep on the bed. That's it. 

And I'm woken a few hours later by Mrs. Coppoletta shaking me. "Edward, 

wake up." 

I crack one eye open. "Hey," I yawn, actually eager to get back to sleep, 

though I know that won't happen. Not when I see the tears in her eyes. 

I guess good news travel fast. 

"When did you get home?" she asks, sniffling. 

I sit up and rub the sleep outta my eyes. "Um, around noon?" I lie. Truth 

is that I came home around two or three. "Late night—went to bed as 

soon as I got here." I jerk my chin at her. "What is it?" 



She wipes her cheeks and draws a shaky breath. "I just got off the phone 

with your mother." I raise a brow, playing stupid. "Carlisle's been 

murdered." 

"No," I gasp, getting out of bed. I fist my hair. "You're kidding." 

She shakes her head sadly. "Ed and Liz are on their way over to Esme." 

She frowns. "You really came home around noon?" 

"Yeah." I nod and reach for my button-down. "I should go over there—

God. He's dead? I…I can't believe it." I speak as I get dressed. "Have Felix 

or Dad said anything? Do they know…? What'd the police say?" 

"I don't know—you should ask your father," she cries quietly. "Oh, poor 

Esme." 

Poor Esme? I almost snort at that. She'll have it better now. 

~86~ 

Carlisle's funeral six days later is an odd affair. It's business. The only 

ones truly grieving are Esme, Emmett, and Alice. My mother and my 

youngest sister—Victoria—are a little upset, too, though it's mostly for 

show. The rest of us pay our respects, but we know this is more about 

Felix's first appearance as the Colucci family's new boss. 

I stand beside him as people from all over the country come to kiss Felix's 

cheeks and hand. 

Pops is on the other side of Felix. 

Jane's parents are here, too, and it's easy to see that Mr. Wilkins is more 

than a little uncomfortable. Obviously, he wants to make sure our 

business relationship is still intact, despite Carlisle's death. Not that he 



has anything to worry about. He helps us back East, and we pay him well 

for it. Why would we end that? 

He should, however, worry about his daughter. 

When I knocked on her door this morning, she didn't answer, and I went 

in and found her both drunk and hopped up on pills. She was wearing her 

swimsuit, and my guess is that Mrs. Coppoletta helped her up the stairs 

last night. That's all she—Jane—does these days, it seems. She stays by 

the pool, sometimes her friends come over, and then she passes out. 

She will pass out tonight, too, but I'll be different this time, 'cause she 

won't wake up again. 

"Edward," Mr. Wilkins says, coming up to me. "Again, I'm sorry for your 

loss. I'll see you tonight at your house." 

I nod, knowing that I have to suffer through dinner with the in-laws before 

I, well, become a widower. 

Mr. Wilkins moves on to Felix, and I'm itching to get home to my family. 

I saw them yesterday; I go home as often as I can, but I haven't been 

able to spend the night in a while, which I loathe. And the baby is due any 

day now. But it will all be over soon. To pass time, I've been on the phone 

a lot with my Realtor, and I hope Isabella will be happy when I show her 

our new house. 

~87~ 

"This is delicious," Mrs. Wilkins compliments with a careful smile. 

Dinner is uncomfortable. 

I, personally, don't give a shit, and it's obvious that my very drunk wife 

feels the same. 



"I'll make sure to tell Carmen," I say, reaching for my wine glass. Mrs. 

Coppoletta left, conveniently, before dinner, because she's been spending 

a lot of time with Esme and my mother the past week. 

"Edward wanted me to cook when we first got married," Jane giggles, 

swaying in her seat. "I guess that's what you become when you ma-arry a 

wop—a chef. Not that he succeeded with me." She looks proud. "Grease-

balls, the bunch of 'em." 

I clench my jaw and let go of my glass, for fear that I'd crush it. Leaning 

forward and placing my elbows on the table, I stare at her silently. 

She's lost her fucking mind if she thinks she can disrespect me this way. 

"Jane, go upstairs." I jerk my chin in the direction of the stairs. "Now." 

With everything up in the air—with Carlisle being dead—Mr. Wilkins 

doesn't have the balls to defend his daughter. 

"But we're having dinner-er," she slurs, smiling sweetly. 

It feels like the vein in my forehead is about to pop. 

"We should—we should go back to the hotel," Mr. Wilkins decides, 

hesitantly standing up. "Thank you for dinner. Jane, we'll see you for 

lunch—tomorrow." 

I remain seated and keep my cold gaze on Jane. 

With a huff, she leaves the table and stomps away. 

As soon as the Wilkins are gone, I throw down my napkin on the table and 

follow Jane. 

~88~ 



Upon entering Jane's bedroom, I see her sitting on the bed. I also see a 

bottle of vodka on the nightstand. 

"Wanna make love to your wife?" she asks with a sarcastic smile. 

I grin and walk toward and slowly. "No, I'm good." I slip a hand under her 

pillow. She thinks I'm stupid—that I don't know where she hides that shit. 

She probably also don't know that I'm fully aware of who her provider is—

Felix's wife, Gianna. She happens to be a pillhead, too, though she knows 

her boundaries. 

"Gimme those!" She huffs and holds out her hand. I raise a brow, wishing 

I could beat the shit outta her, but that would leave marks. "They're for 

my migraine." 

I chuckle. "I'm sure." 

Christ, she looks horrible. While I've never been attracted to her, there 

was still some sense of…I don't know, but she at least she wasn't ugly 

before. Now I doubt a blind man would fuck her. Her cheeks have 

hollowed, her eyes look sunken in, her skin is dry in some places and full 

of blemishes in others. She's lost more weight—and Jane was always 

skinny. 

"Give them to me!" she screams, and then she jumps up. Unfortunately, 

with how drunk she is, she only stumbles back onto the bed. "I hate you, 

Edward!" She keeps screaming, and I know that this is it. When she 

successfully gets off the bed and tries to reach for the pill bottle, I push 

her back forcefully. "Stop!" 

I let out a humorless laugh as join her on the bed. She tries to claw at 

me, slap me, fight me off, but her movements are way too slow. 

"You never just obey, do you?" I grit out, grasping her left wrist as she 

swings at me. Then she tries with her right hand, and I grasp that one, 



too. "You couldn't just keep your mouth shut—you had to go to Esme." I 

grip both her hands together with one of mine, and my free hand goes to 

her jaw. I squeeze hard. 

"S-stop!" she whimpers. "It hurts!" 

I grin and look up the bed, spotting a pillow, then look back to Jane again. 

"You know, if you'd only behaved, I would've let you go." That's probably 

the truth, too. I fucking told her from the beginning that our marriage was 

business. All she had to do was keep her mouth shut and play along. She 

had friends, she could go shopping whenever she wanted, she had a nice 

house, my family treated her with respect… 

But all that wasn't enough, was it? 

Reaching for the pillow, realization dawns on Jane. 

Her eyes go wide in horror. "Ed-dward," she splutters and chokes. 

"What—what, no!" 

"Look at it this way," I grunt. "You'll never see me again." There's not an 

ounce of remorse in me—my heart is reserved for only my immediate 

family—but I don't need a heart to know that Jane is innocent here. Well, 

aside from disrespecting me and talking back. 

Regardless, there's probably a place in heaven for Jane. 

For me? Not so much. 

That's why I want to make the most of my life on earth. 

With that thought, I press down the pillow over her face. 

I hear her muffled screams, and I feel her body squirming, her legs 

kicking, but her attempts are futile. 



Soon enough, she goes limp. 

I check her pulse, satisfied when I feel nothing. 

Afterward, I throw the vodka bottle on the bed, followed by more pill 

bottles. I also make sure Jane's fingers are the last to touch the stuff. 

It's a clear case of suicide, and with my being her husband, I'll make sure 

there won't be an autopsy. 

Locating the camera downstairs, I run up again and snap off a few shots. 

Then it's done. 

As I leave Jane's room, the phone rings, and it's ironic, because it's Felix 

who calls to tell me that Jasper just took Isabella to the hospital. 

My hummingbird is in labor. 

One life ends and another begins… 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Mi hai aspettato? = You waited for me? 

~89~ 

Before I open the door to Isabella's hospital room, I take a moment to 

just watch them through the little window in the door. Them…Isabella, 

Anthony, Elisa…they're all on the bed, and Isabella's holding a small 

bundle in her arms. My vision blurs. Jasper, he's standing to the side with 

the camera I bought for Isabella last Christmas. And I swear to myself 

that this is the last time I miss the birth of one of my children. In my 

defense, this is also the first time I missed it, but it's still one too many. 



Drawing a shaky breath, I finally push the door open. 

"Daddy!" Anthony grins widely and waves for me to come closer, whereas 

Elisa jumps down and runs toward me. 

"Mama's got new baby!" she squeals. I laugh as I pick her up, and then I 

drop noisy and sloppy smooches on her face. "C'mon!" she giggles. "See 

the new baby—what'sa mattuh, Daddy?" She tilts her head and touches 

my cheek. "You sad?" 

I chuckle and sniffle. "No—God—angioletto mio, I'm so happy." Walking 

over to Isabella's bed, I dip down and kiss her deeply. "I'm sorry I missed 

it," I choke out against her lips. I take a breath. "Ti amo. Fuck, how I love 

you." 

"Don't worry about it," she croaks. She looks both happy and exhausted—

something I remember from her previous births. Her eyes are glistening, 

her smile is wide, but she's so drained. "I love you—you're here now. And 

you were right." That said, she looks down, and I do the same. "You said 

it was a boy." 

I grin and blink back tears as I gaze at my newborn son. In the meantime, 

Elisa squirms out of my embrace and cuddles up on the bed against 

Isabella's leg. 

"Mama wouldn't say his name 'til you gots here," Anthony whines. 

"Really?" I look at Isabella and kiss her lips again. "Mi hai aspettato?" 

She nods, smiling widely. "Of course. So…will you do the honors?" She 

holds up the bundle for me. "Jasper's also curious." 

I hear Jasper chuckle behind me. 



"Christ," I breathe out, holding my newborn for the first time. "I love you 

so much, baby." Curiosity gets the best of me, so I lift the little cap he's 

wearing, and I smile so wide when I see the dark brown tuffs of hair. 

"Christ?" Anthony asks. "Um, Daddy…that's Jesus' last name." 

I look at him, momentarily speechless, and then I break down in laughter. 

Jasper and Isabella do, too, and unfortunately this wakes up the little one 

in my arms. But it definitely doesn't erase any happiness. Hell, I feel 

drunk on happy. 

"Oh, topolino," Isabella whimpers through giggles, and Anthony crawls 

over to her. 

"Be careful," I tell him softly. I'm not really excited about having both 

Elisa and Anthony on the bed—not when Isabella's so fragile—but…I know 

there's no arguing about that right now. 

"The name?" Jasper asks. 

"Right." I nod and look down at my youngest again. He's asleep, but when 

I touch his hand, he still grips my finger. It feels…sensational, 

phenomenal, indescribable… 

"Dominic Edward Maisano." 

Isabella decided Anthony's middle name—Jasper—as well as Elisa's middle 

name—Renee. And I told her she could pick Dominic's first name, but she 

just shook her head and said it was my job, my honor. So, she picked the 

middle name for this one, too. 

Dominic was my grandfather's name. 

"S'hard to say, Daddy," Elisa complains. 



I lift my head and wink at my baby girl. "Then you gotta practice, huh?" 

She huffs and pouts. 

God, I love my family. 

~90~ 

Since Jasper left Nico and Lucia with a babysitter, he leaves pretty early, 

but that's fine with me. And once he's gone, it doesn't take more than a 

few minutes for Anthony and Elisa to fall asleep. Then it's just Isabella and 

me who are awake. Dominic just fell asleep, though we know he'll wake 

up soon enough again. 

Sitting in the chair next to the bed, I hold my sleeping newborn in my 

arms. 

"He looks like you," I muse quietly. Just like Elisa, Dominic has inherited 

many of Isabella's features. "So beautiful." 

"Who will we ask to be his godmother?" she whispers in return. 

I sigh, having no idea. Felix and Heidi are godparents to Anthony, and 

Jasper and one of Isabella's friends—Sandy—are godparents to Elisa. The 

thought was for Felix and Heidi to be godparents to Dominic, too, but… 

"I've gotten pretty close with Angela," she offers softly. 

Unfortunately, I have to shake my head no at that one. If I get my way, 

which I tend to do, Isabella will soon be my wife. She can't socialize with 

goomahs any more then. I don't want that. 

"What about Alice?" I suggest. "She's dying to meet you again—and the 

children." 

She smiles gently and nods minutely. "I'm up for a few changes, aren't I?" 



My own smile is both rueful and wistful. "Does that mean you'll agree to 

be my wife?" 

"Will you ever wear your wedding band?" 

Again with the dodging. 

"I will always wear my-" 

She cuts me off. "Not that one. Your current one. Will you wear it again?" 

Oh. No, I won't- Well… I will have to wear it at the funeral. "Is that it?" I 

tilt my head at her. "Once there's nothing in the way…" She shrugs and 

nods then averts her eyes. I nod, too. "A week, then." Her eyes find mine 

again, and I give her a wry grin. "She's dead." 

"What?" she gasps. 

I look down at Dominic. "She killed herself. After her funeral, I hope you'll 

say yes to my proposal." 

"It'll be your first one," she points out dryly. I narrow my eyes at her, and 

now it's her turn to grin wryly. "You haven't exactly proposed, Juniuh. 

You've said, told, assumed, hoped… You haven't asked me." 

Touché. 

"And don't bullshit me," she continues. "Your wife just happened to kill 

herself? Please." She rolls her eyes. "First Carlisle and now your wife…" 

"Watch that mouth, Isabella," I warn quietly. I love her beyond words and 

I'd give her the world if I could, but she won't be talking back at me. I 

admit that I have a soft spot for Isabella's fire. I love how strong and 

passionate she is, but there are limits. 

Speaking of fire… 



"No, Edward, you listen to me now." She points at her chest. "You want 

me to be your wife? Here are my demands." 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Signora Savona...ti amo così tanto—tu e la tua bocca. Il tuo cuore, la tua 

mente = Ms. Savona…I love you so much—you and your mouth. Your 

heart, your mind, everything 

Adulatore = Smooth talker 

~91~ 

I'm amused, stupid in love, and angry when she basically tells me to shut 

up. 

But I don't want to fight her right now, so I just nod my consent. 

She takes a breath. "I realize that I can't demand fidelity, although it is 

what I need-" 

"I only want you, hummingbird!" I'm not mad at her—I'm pleading for her 

to believe me. "Please, baby…" I sigh. "I want you to trust me." 

She stares at me. "May I continue now?" 

I stifle a growl. "By all means…" 

"First of all," she holds up a finger, "trust comes with time. Second, I want 

a real proposal." She smirks, which lightens the tension a little. I manage 

a small smile, but for some reason I'm nervous. "Third, don't ever lie to 

me." She wags a finger at me, and her eyes are once more full of fire. 

I suck my teeth. 



Lying sort of comes with the job description, sweetheart. 

"If you can't tell me the truth, don't say anything at all," she says with a 

firm nod. That I can agree to, and I find myself exhaling in relief. "I am 

not stupid, Junior, and I was not born yesterday. I know who you are and 

who your 'family' is, okay?" I raise my brow, neither denying nor 

confirming. It's all I will offer. At least 'til we're married. "Okay, I've lost 

count on my—no matta'" She waves it off. "I won't ask about your job, I 

will take care of the children, I will cook, clean, cherish you, love you… I 

will respect you, ciccino, but I expect you to treat me with respect, too. 

No lying, no deceiving—I deserve better than that." She pokes her chest. 

"A happy wife means a happy household, capisce?" She twirls her finger in 

a circle. "What goes around comes around." 

By now, I'm just grinning like a lunatic. 

My little ball-buster. 

Picking up her hand, I kiss the top of it. "Signora Savona...ti amo così 

tanto—tu e la tua bocca. Il tuo cuore, la tua mente." 

"Adulatore," she responds with narrowed eyes. She's trying to remain 

serious, but I see her mouth twitching. "Do you agree to my terms?" 

I withhold my chuckle, because what I'm about to say is serious and 

truthful. 

"I agree, Isabella." 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Ai ragazzi piacerà da impazzire! = The kids will love this like crazy! 

~92~ 



Jane's funeral is my last charade. 

Her parents are devastated, but I don't give a fuck. Felix is quick to whisk 

Mr. Wilkins away afterward, and I know he's showing him the pictures I 

took of his daughter—pictures I'm sure the mighty politician doesn't want 

to become public. It doesn't matter if Wilkins doesn't believe Jane 

committed suicide—as long as we have something against him. And we 

do. Our relationship will remain intact; we will have protection in New York 

if any of our friends get pinched, and Mr. Wilkins will get his money. Now, 

that's business. Without a fucking marriage. I'm sure we'd be able to 

press it further and deny him money—what with us having those 

disgraceful photos of his dead daughter and all—but that'd be too much. 

We need him to be satisfied, to want this relationship. If he doesn't, he 

could get sloppy. 

~oOo~ 

A few weeks later, when Isabella is comfortable enough to leave Dominic 

behind for a few hours, we let Brianna watch our kids. Then I take my 

hummingbird out on the town. Dinner and a show—Frank Sinatra, is all 

I'm saying—and at the end of the night, I give Isabella the proposal and 

the ring she deserves. 

I promise to be faithful, to respect her, to love her, and to cherish her. 

She finally gives me her yes. Many times over, actually. 

At last. 

And I don't waste time. The day after that, I show her our new house. 

"Oh, my goodness, Juniuh!" She throws herself at me. "When can we 

move in—gah! There's a pool!" She starts peppering my face with kisses, 

making me laugh. "Ai ragazzi piacerà da impazzire!" 



And later that night, I introduce my fiancée and children to my parents, 

my cousins, Esme, and Carmen. Felix, Alec, Emmett, and Brianna—even 

Pops and Alice, really—are no strangers to Isabella, but the rest… Mom, 

Esme, and Rosalie are a bit guarded, which I expected. Carmen is happy 

for me, as are the rest, and everyone treats Isabella and our children with 

respect. It doesn't matter what past we have—I demand that they make 

my future wife feel welcomed. 

Truth be told, my mother and Esme relax pretty quickly. Because the 

drama Felix brought to dinner turned out to be bigger. Yeah, he has 

Francis with him…and his wife…and his legitimate children. 

It's not my business, so I make sure not to get involved, but it's clear that 

my mother and Esme disapprove. Not to mention Gianna—she's seething. 

Which I can understand, of course. Felix is basically throwing his affair 

with Heidi in Gianna's face. But then…Francis is just a small child. He 

needs a family, and Felix wants to include him. Again, I get it. 

But I thank God it's not my business. 

"So, when are you two getting married?" Alice asks us when dessert is 

served. 

I smirk and place my arm on the back of Isabella's chair. "As soon as 

possible." 

"My brother will be there," Isabella adds with a sly wink. 

My cousin blushes. 

I laugh. 

Felix has already given Jasper the green light, so… 



"I'd say that a toast is in order," Pops declares with a wide smile. "To 

Junior and Isabella!" 

Raising my glass, I dip down and kiss my hummingbird. 

"Salute!" 

~oOo~ 

Translation: 

Ah, mi stai facendo diventare matta! = Ah, you're driving me crazy! 

Questa è tutta colpa di tuo zio Jasper. = This is your uncle Jasper's fault. 

Mannaggia a quel bastardo—mannaggia a me! = I curse that bastard—I 

curse myself! 

Dannazione, mi sei mancata oggi. = Damn, I've missed you today. 

Chi diavolo osa interrompermi mentre sto per scoparmi mia moglie? = 

Who the hell dares interrupt me from fucking my wife? 

Come ti pare, come ti pare. = Whatever you say, whatever you say. 

~Epilogue~ 

December 1990 

EPOV 

"You remember our friend in Buffalo—the guy who likes to sing?" Felix 

asks over the phone. 

Looking up, I make sure the door to my study is closed. "Yeah, I 

remember," I chuckle, scratching my eyebrow. I'm glad this two-bit fucker 



has been found. The guy gave us a tip that happened to lead straight to 

the fucking Feds. Goddamn rat. Luckily, our guys got off scot-free. 

Buffalo, I write down on a notepad. 

"Yeah, I was thinking you could take him to dinner this Tuesday—show 

him around a little." 

I nod to myself, knowing that dinner is our word for disappear. 

"Got it," I say. "And what abou-" I'm cut off there by the doorbell. "Shit, 

hold on a second." I'm about to call out for Isabella, but then I remember 

it's Saturday and she's at her restaurant 'til four. And we don't let the kids 

open the door by themselves. "Hey, Felix, Isabella's not home. Can I call 

you back?" 

"Sounds good." He disconnects the call, and I leave my study. 

About six years ago, I handed over Dawn to Jasper. It was around the 

same time Felix made him a capo. My brother-in-law got his own crew and 

his own place. It was my idea to give him Dawn, 'cause I wanted to try 

something new, which my hummingbird was the inspiration for. Her 

fucking cooking! Madonna mia. So, now Isabella has her own restaurant. 

Okay, not really, but almost. Since it's a front for illegal activity, the 

business is in my name, but I named it with her in mind and the chef 

follows her orders. They're my wife's recipes. She goes down there twice a 

week—once a week to talk to the chef about the menu and once to sample 

the food. 

She's my star, hence naming the place Stella Mia. 

Anyway…she's talking to the chef now, so that's why she's not home. 

As far as I know, only Julia and Dominic are home. My two youngest, God 

bless them, love to bust my fucking balls. Dominic, who'll be ten in a 



couple of weeks, is such a smart ass. He's testing my limits, checking to 

see what he can get away with. Anthony was the same way at that age. 

And Julia, my little princess who just turned eight a few months ago…she's 

dangerous. She has this dimpled smile and innocent eyes, but she's as 

wicked as her mother, that one. 

I never thought having girls would be that difficult. Hell, it wasn't difficult 

until Julia came along. 'Cause Elisa's an angel. She's gonna become a 

doctor or something one day, mark my words. 

Now, the boys…I can handle those. The girls? Forget about it. I ground 

them, I threaten them, I send them to their rooms, but one smile and I'm 

dead. Thank God Isabella's immune to that shit. 

I shake my head, clearing it, and open the door. 

I sigh. 

It's Officer Crowley; he's on the books, so I'm not worried, but it's getting 

annoying. 

"What did he do this time?" I ask, eyeing my eldest who stands next to 

Crowley. 

"Caught him as he attacked a Cadillac with a crowbar," Tyler tells me, 

chuckling. I shake my head at Anthony. Since I'm only wearing a tank and 

sleep pants, I don't have my wallet here. "He was with Nicola and 

Francis—drove them home before I came here. I had to bring Nicola in, 

though—he's twenty…" 

I nod as Crowley uncuffs my son. "Gimme a minute—I'll be right back." 

With that said, I head back to my study, open the safe, and pull out a wad 

of cash. Then I return to the hallway, and I smirk when I see Anthony 

massaging his wrists. 



Thinks he's so tough. 

"Wait for me in the kitchen," I tell him and wait 'til he's gone. Then I slip 

Crowley some cash. "Thanks for not taking him in." He never does, which 

reminds me… "Next time, though? Let him see the inside of a holding cell 

before you call me—scare him a little bit." 

He knows not to call Isabella. My wife would have a heart attack if one of 

her precious boys fucked up so badly that they got "arrested". Instead, 

Crowley calls the line in my study whenever Anthony's in trouble. And had 

Isabella opened the door right now, Tyler would've come up with some 

bullshit story about breaking up a fight and then giving Anthony a ride 

home. He saves the truth for me. 

He grins. "You got it. Have a good day, Maisano." 

"You, too." I close the door and head for the kitchen, where I find Anthony 

waiting. He's not jittery or anxious anymore when he has fucked up—he 

just waits and takes it. 

"It's my day off, you know," I mutter and reach for the smokes next to 

the coffeemaker. "And then I gotta deal with this shit from you?" I light up 

a cigarette and lean back against the counter. "All right, lay it on me—tell 

me what happened." 

He finally looks up. "Nico told me not to tell." 

"I don't give a fuck about what your cousin told you," I chuckle. I point to 

my chest. "You obey me, so spill it already." And Nicola? He fucking knows 

better than to run with Anthony and Francis. They're fourteen years old—

Nico's twenty. I get that my son looks up to his cousin, but if mentioned 

cousin wants to make it someday, he better stop hanging around with 

kids. He should be here, kissing my ass. 



"Fine—this car…it belongs to some fucko who's stalking Lucia," Anthony 

tells me. "She doesn't want anything to do with this guy, so Francis and I 

offered to tag along when Nico said he wanted to pay this guy a visit." He 

shrugs. "Went over to the arcade where this guy usually hangs out…" 

I look out the window, and then back to Anthony with an incredulous 

expression on my face. "In broad daylight?" I widen my arms. "What the 

fuck is the matter with you?" I shout. "Huh? What's the matter with you? 

Think about it." I tap my temple. 

I'd go to hell and back for my kids, but Anthony knows the neighborhood 

cops hang out around the arcade after school hours and on weekends. It's 

petty bullshit, but it is what it is, and I can't believe Anthony agreed to do 

this. Or Nicola, for that matter. But I guess Nico acted with anger fueling 

him, which means he has a lot to learn. You gotta think before you act, 

dammit. 

"Nothing happened!" he argues. "We got away, didn't we?" 

"OH!" I shout, slamming down my fist on the counter. "Don't raise your 

goddamn voice at me, capisce?" 

"Sorry," he mumbles. "But it's true; we did get away." 

I take a drag before answering. "You got away because I pay the police." I 

shake my head, disappointed. "What if your mother found out? You'd 

break her fucking heart." 

The Isabella card always works, and Anthony looks away, ashamed. 

"Listen, tesoro," I say, calm now, and lean forward to rest my elbows on 

the kitchen island. "You can't keep doing this shit. I get that you wanted 

to protect Lucia—defend her—but you gotta use your head. These things 

you've been doing… Stealing, fighting, gambling, smoking…" I straighten 

up and flick some ash in the sink. To be honest, I don't know what to tell 



him. I did the same thing when I was a kid—that was how I started, how 

most of us started. 

Anthony's insanely smart, like, his IQ…it's high. He gets good grades and 

he treats his mother and sisters well, but he's also too naïve. He counts 

on me to bail him out, which I won't be able to do forever. Neighborhood 

cops are one thing—that's nothing—but what happens when he gets older 

and acts irrationally and gets pinched for real? There's no guarantee I can 

help him then. 

I don't feel comfortable taking him under my own wing, either, just like 

Jasper doesn't want to deal with Nicola. Nico has made shit clear—he 

wants in—but Jasper refuses to do it himself. So, Nico has done some shit 

for me, and some for my brother. 

"You should get a job," I say, thinking out loud. His head snaps up. "On 

the weekends or over breaks—something like that. Christmas break's 

coming up soon. When I was your age, I worked in my grandfather's 

grocery store." I nod, liking this idea more and more. "Start at the 

bottom, and then when you got some scratch, I'll help you turn it into 

more." 

"What do you think I should do?" he asks. 

I smile and take a last pull before putting out the smoke in the sink. Then 

I walk around the kitchen island and sit down on a stool next to my boy. 

"You can help out at your mother's restaurant." I chuckle and ruffle his 

hair. "Starting at the bottom? Be a busboy. I don't fucking know, but I 

wanna get you off the damn streets. There are better ways to make 

money than hustling like some mamaluke. Or you can help Uncle Alec in 

his shop. Eh? All the cold cuts you can eat." I wink. 



Honestly, I was a little surprised when Alec opened a deli last year, but 

he's damn good at it. He still has his club, but he keeps his drug business 

in the basement of the deli now. 

"I think Mom's restaurant is better." Anthony snickers. "Hey, I can help 

her sample the food!" 

I laugh through my nose. "First of all, you do that every night at dinner. 

Second, sampling ain't what I'd call a job." 

I wanna start over with him, help him use his brain. He's too good for the 

streets. Now, street smarts—you need that…but he can wait a little longer. 

And in the meantime, I can help him move up with the money he earns 

legitimately. 

"All right. How do you make your money, Pops?" he asks with a glint in his 

eye. 

I smirk and playfully punch him in the chin. "I'm a businessman—you 

know that." 

He snorts. "Right. The word on the street is that you-" 

I smack the back of his head. Not hard, just enough to make him shut the 

fuck up and listen. 

"Fuck the word on the street, you hear me?" I point a finger at him. "Fuck 

the street, period." 

He nods. "Yes, sir." 

"Good." I give him a smooch on the forehead. "Your mother will be home 

any minute to start dinner—go wash up." He nods again and gets up from 

his seat. "I love you, son. You know that, right?" 

He grins. "You too, Pops." 



"Ah, get outta hea'." I chuckle and wave him off. Kid thinks he's too cool 

to say those three words nowadays. But as long as he says them to 

Isabella, it's all good. 

Alone in the kitchen, I pour a glass of wine and decide to enjoy the silence 

for a while. 

"DADDY!" 

Julia. 

My shoulders slump. "So much for silence." I take a sip of my wine then 

put the glass down. "What?" I shout back. Our house is big, but our 

mouths are bigger. The kids all have their bedrooms upstairs, along with a 

rec room and two bathrooms—one for Elisa and Julia, one for Anthony and 

Dominic—and then everything else down here. Kitchen, living room, dining 

room, Isabella and my bedroom, my study, laundry room, one guest 

room, and two more baths. I fucking love our house. Then we have a big 

pool in the back, a large patio, and plenty of space for the dogs to run. We 

don't have old Tito anymore, but we have Lucy—oh yeah, that name 

stuck, regardless of how many boy names I suggested. We also have a 

Doberman that Dominic named Duke, and a French Bulldog that Isabella 

and Julia named Duchess. 

Fucking circus around here. 

Gotta love it, though. 

"DADDYYY!" 

"Jesus Christ," I groan under my breath. "What is it, Julia!" I shout. "Got 

something to say, come down here!" 

And soon I hear stomp, stomp, stomp, stomp as she, well, stomps down 

the stairs. 



Sometimes I wonder how my hummingbird deals with this every day 

without losing her fucking mind, but I'm thankful she does deal with it. 

"Oh, Daddy, you gotta hear this!" Julia exclaims, storming into the 

kitchen. 

Fuck, she's too cute for words. Now, the day she was born? Jesus and his 

mother…what a day that was. It was almost worse than that fire at the 

Grand ten years ago. Isabella lost blood…a lot of it—she couldn't 

breathe—and it was touch and go for a while. I still thank God every day 

she made it—that they both made it. I wasn't even upset she couldn't 

have more children after that. We're so blessed to have our four babies, 

and I don't take shit for granted. Ever. And hey, four's a perfect number 

in my book. 

"What do I gotta hear, principessa?" I chuckle. She tugs on my hand and 

waves me down, so I squat to be at her level. "Che cosa?" 

Did she punch another teacher? Nah, we would've heard from school. Last 

year when she nut-punched a priest, I thought I was gonna piss my pants 

laughing. But on the outside, I was a strict father…until we came home 

and Isabella had to take over. That was the last of Catholic school for 

Julia. 

"Listen," she whispers in my ear. "I found your beer in Dominic's room." 

"Oh, for the love of all that is holy," I whine and stand up again. When the 

fuck is Isabella coming? She was supposed to be here by now. 

"Should I not have told you, Daddy?" she asks sweetly. 

I'm torn. Yes, no, yes, maybe, I don't fucking know. 

I sigh. 



"Yeah, you should've—you did good." I squat down again. "Gimme a kiss." 

I pucker my lips. 

She giggles and gives a kiss, and then she runs off again. 

"Don't tell Mama, Julia—when she gets home!" I holler. 

"I won't!" she shouts back, long gone. 

"And tell Dominic to get his ass down here!" 

"Okay!" 

Madonn'. I'm glad we don't have any problems with Elisa. 

BPOV 

"And don't forget," I say as I put on my coat. It's mink. Junior gave it to 

me last month—sweet, sweet man. "Sugar in the sauce—works wonders. 

Just like salt does when you bake a damn cake." 

"Yes, ma'am." 

"And not too much garlic." I pick up my purse, spotting Elisa by the 

hostess' booth. "All right." I sigh and smile at my chef. "Have a good 

night, Enzo." 

He smiles back. "You too, Mrs. Maisano." 

With that, I leave the kitchen, and my red heels make clicking noises as I 

walk through the empty restaurant. 

"You're in trouble again, aren't you?" I ask, reaching my daughter. 

She's too much like me, this one. She's a girl, a lady, in the company of 

family, but when she's with her friends? Forget about it. Junior thinks 

she's heaven on earth. She's not. 



Her favorite pastime is to gamble with the boys at her school. They think, 

since she's a girl, that she doesn't know shit. It's basically their downfall, 

'cause Elisa knew poker before Go Fish. Doesn't matter that she's only 

twelve—well, she will be thirteen next week. Dice, cards, no matter, she's 

all for it. 

And…sometimes when she has robbed the poor kids of their lunch money 

or their allowances, they get pissed and Elisa runs over to Stella Mia to 

hide out for a little bit. I'm pretty sure either Anthony or Francis helps her 

if she needs it. God knows she doesn't take it to her parents. I should 

know…since I'm one of them. 

"I don't know what you're talking about, Mom." She winks. 

I chuckle and kiss her cheek. "Okay, let's go home. We're already late." 

Outside, we wait for Sal—my driver—to arrive. My husband and the rest of 

the men have had some trouble lately, so all the wives have drivers for 

now. Which reminds me… 

"Where's Joseph, sweetheart?" Joseph is Felix's oldest, and he's Elisa's 

shadow. 

"I got rid of him." She shrugs. "He's probably still at the mall." 

I shake my head. "What if your father knew this side of you, huh? You'd 

break his heart." 

"But you won't tell, Mom." She smiles sweetly and links arms with me. 

Damn girl is only a couple inches shorter than me. Though, in heels I have 

a few extra on her. The same does not apply to Anthony. He grew taller 

than me when he was twelve. "It's best he doesn't find out." 

"You wanna talk what's best?" I face her. "What's best is that you stop 

this crap. Focus on school—do your father proud." 



She stares at me. "I won four hundred bucks today." 

"No!" My eyes widen. 

Elisa nods with a giddy smile. "Some guys at the mall were taking bets 

on-" 

"Ah, mi stai facendo diventare matta!" I palm my forehead. Oh God, I'm a 

horrible mother. Is that shit in the blood or something? If I did something 

like this growing up, does that mean my kids are gonna do the same? 

"Questa è tutta colpa di tuo zio Jasper," I hiss and point a finger at her. 

"Mannaggia a quel bastardo—mannaggia a me!" 

"Mom—Mom." She grasps my arms. "Calm down." 

I'm shaking with anger as Sal pulls up, and I end up dragging Elisa with 

me and into the car. 

"I should never have kept this from Juniuh," I mutter to myself. "Elisa, 

mia bella bambina," I cup her cheeks, "I have to tell your father." 

"No, Mom!" she pleads, and my God, she looks just like I did at that age. 

It was the age I knew nothing, the age I thought it was so cool when 

Jasper taught me funny tricks. "Don't tell him!" 

I release a heavy breath and slump back in my seat. "I thought Anthony—

or even Dominic—were gonna cause problems, and…" I laugh mirthlessly. 

"Then it turns out that you—Daddy's angel—do this." Anthony doesn't 

wear a halo, but at least he's not doing anything illegal. He acts older than 

his age, but I blame Joseph, Nicola, and Emmett Junior for that. Those 

three are in their twenties; Anthony and Francis look up to them. 

"Okay," Elisa laughs quietly, "whatever helps you sleep at night." 

I narrow my eyes at her. "What's that supposed to mean?" 



"Nothing." 

~oOo~ 

As soon as I open the door to our house, I call out for Junior. "Ciccino! I'm 

home!" 

It's awfully quiet. Not a good sign. 

"You need any help with dinner?" Elisa asks. 

I shake my head and smile. "No, thank you." I shrug out of my coat. "Go 

check on your brothers and sister, all right?" 

"Sure thing." And she's gone. 

But she doesn't go far, because I hear her around the corner. With Junior. 

"Oh hey, Dad." 

"Angioletto mio, how are you today?" I hear Junior ask just as I round the 

corner, too. He's cupping her cheeks, a wide smile on his face. 

"Good. How are you?" She's so polite now. 

"Bene, bene." Junior kisses her cheeks then looks up to see me here. His 

smile widens further. Oh, how I adore this man. He speaks to Elisa, 

though his eyes remain glued to mine. "Angioletto, go upstairs to Julia. 

She wants to talk to you." And Elisa walks away. "You're late," he tells me 

with a glare. But I know he's only teasing. He has his tells. 

I suck my teeth. 

He advances slowly. "It's half past four. You said you'd be home at four." 

I fold my arms over my chest and cock a brow. 



Another step or two. "You should've started dinner by now. We always eat 

early on Saturdays." 

Gah, I love playing with him like this! 

Despite being thirty-eight, it's like his soul has gotten younger with the 

years. He's more carefree and casual nowadays. Always looking proper 

and lethal outside the house, of course, but at home he's a husband and a 

father. Not a…whatever he is for Felix. 

"Oh, yeah? Whatta'ya gonna do 'bout it?" I jut my chin. 

He smirks just as he reaches me. "Hmm, I don't know." He nuzzles my 

jaw, 'causing a shiver to run through me. "But I do know that I'll be extra 

hungry later, so…" He drops a soft kiss below my ear. "Maybe I need a 

serving of your pussy tonight." 

"Jesus," I breathe out, and then his mouth covers mine. 

Kissing me deeply and hungrily, he backs me into a wall and lets his 

hands roam my body. He's rough and greedy, yet there's something in his 

touch that makes me feel…I don't know…but it's as if he thinks I'm fragile. 

Which I'm certainly not, and God knows Junior's capable of fucking me 

into oblivion. All over the house. 

"Dannazione, mi sei mancata oggi," he moans into my mouth as he palms 

my breasts. He pushes them together and kisses his way down to them. 

"Ti amo, bell'uccellino." 

"Please, ciccino," I whimper and tilt my head back. "Your office." 

He grunts. "Fuck, yes-" 

And then we're interrupted by the doorbell. 

"Cazzo!" he curses. 



I place a hand over my heaving chest, my breaths coming out in pants. 

"Chi diavolo osa interrompermi mentre sto per scoparmi mia moglie?" he 

mutters, and I use my thumb to erase any lipstick around his mouth. It 

earns me a wink before he heads for the door. He gives me a chin-nod 

before he opens it. "Straighten your clothes, hummingbird." 

I nod and turn to the mirror, making sure to fix my hair, as well. Junior 

opens the door, but I'm partly hidden behind is, so I take the opportunity 

to reapply my lipstick, too. 

"What the fuck do you want?" he asks…whoever. 

After fluffing my hair a little more, I join Junior and see that it's Joseph 

and Emmett Junior. 

"Hey, boys!" I smile. "Don't you two look dapper." I'm glad they've taken 

their fathers' advice and started wearing suits. Gianna, Alice, Brianna, and 

I went shopping for them a few weeks back. I was out buying Junior a few 

new silk suits anyway, so I offered to help out with these two, as well as 

Nicola. 

"Hello, Mrs. Maisano," they both say, at which I snicker. Around my 

husband, they're kissing ass. When the man next to me isn't close by, 

though, I'm Isabella. 

"Yeah, yeah, what do ya want?" Junior asks impatiently. "And, EJ? Stop 

staring at my wife. You got a death wish?" 

I refrain from rolling my eyes. The hubby doesn't appreciate eye-rolls. 

He always thinks someone's staring at me, the crazy man. 

"I-I wasn't-" Emmett Junior starts to stutter, but Joseph cuts him off. 

"I'm sorry, Mr. Maisano, but we're just here to make sure Elisa got home-" 



My turn to cut him off. "She's fine," I assure him. I don't want him to say 

another word, 'cause then Junior will find out that our soon-to-be thirteen-

year-old daughter shook off her security. It will earn Joseph a beating 

from my husband, and Elisa will get grounded. I'll probably ground her no 

matter what, but she's Junior's angel; I want her to remain that way. "I 

picked her up," I add, lying. "Sal and I did—she was safe the whole time—

so…" I nod. "I should really get started on dinner, boys, but thanks for 

stopping by. Tell Rosalie and Gianna I said hi." 

With that out of the way, I make my way to the kitchen. 

Approximately five minutes later, Junior comes into the kitchen while I'm 

preparing the stuffing for the ravioli. 

"How's your Saturday so far, ciccino?" I ask as I start chopping the 

spinach. 

"Um, good." He pours us some wine. "Julia woke me up at nine, and I 

woke up Dominic. We had breakfast—the waffles you left us." He smiles 

and snatches up an olive. "And then I had some calls to take care of…" He 

pauses to take a sip of his wine, and I reach for the sundried tomatoes. 

"We took out the dogs for a little bit…we had lunch—the leftovers from 

Thursday… That's pretty much it." In my periphery, I see him shrugging a 

little. "Lazy day." 

I grin. "Hence the sleepwear at four thirty in the afternoon?" 

"Hey, this is the latest fashion," he teases. 

"Come ti pare, come ti pare," I chuckle. 

"So, uh, listen…" He clears his throat; the humor is gone. And I have a 

feeling he's going to bring up work. "I have to go on a business trip soon. 

It's just two days, though…" 



I nod slowly, focusing on the stuffing. I never ask what he does on these 

trips, but I'm not blind, nor stupid. It comes and goes, but some things 

are constant. Safes full of cash, guns in the house, "emergency" meetings, 

secrecy, speaking in code over the phone, and don't ask me how many 

times I've heard the sentence, "It fell off a truck" coming from my 

husband. And then there have been a few times when bigger things have 

gone down. Twice, the Feds have shown up to search the house, and four 

times, Junior has sent us on vacation in the Bahamas…for instance. Now, 

a vacation sounds good, but not when you know it's because someone's 

out to get you. Or your husband. 

I know Junior's in the mafia. It was practically what I grew up with, for 

God's sake. I know about made men, associates, soldiers, capos, "friends 

of ours"…all that crap. And our kids aren't stupid, either. Or at least our 

eldest. 'Cause earlier this year when the movie GoodFellas came out, 

Anthony suddenly had a million questions for his father. 

Fun day for Junior. 

That was sarcasm. 

But I take my vows seriously, both the ones I took when we got married, 

and the ones I told Junior in order for me to agree to be his wife. I don't 

ask questions, I don't get involved, I don't snoop around. And in return, 

Junior shows his gratitude. He trusts me with his life, he shows me his 

appreciation, and he's home whenever he can be. This is where he wants 

to be, and he both shows it and says it. Granted, he tells me a few things 

sometimes, but not a lot, and I'm fine with that. 

I trust him. 

But that doesn't mean I don't worry. Hell, I've cried myself to sleep 

countless times over the years. I'm worried sick each time he goes out of 



town on "business". I'm worried that he won't come back…or that he does, 

but with a fucking tag on his toe. 

"May I ask where you'll be?" I ask softly, quietly, holding my breath. 

He cups my cheek and makes me face him. His eyes are soft, so I'm not 

too worried right now. "I'll be in Buffalo," he murmurs and brushes his 

thumb over my lip. "Just two days—nothing to worry about. You know me, 

honey. You know when I'm frustrated, anxious, angry, jittery…you know 

my tells, right?" I nod quickly. "Good. And do I look any of those things 

right now?" 

I blow out a breath. "No." But it doesn't matter. There will still me a rock 

in the pit of my stomach until he returns. 

I'm just lucky these trips don't come too often—maybe once a month, if 

that… It all depends, really. At times, there's evidently a lot going on, so 

he's gone more, but more often than not, things are good. And in his 

everyday life, he goes to work around noon and comes home around nine 

or ten. He spends most days at the restaurant doing God knows what. 

Except for Tuesdays—that's the day he doesn't stumble into bed until 

dawn. And he usually sleeps 'til two or three the following day. 

Have I worried about infidelity? Of course. Especially in the beginning. I 

was afraid he'd go out and find a new hummingbird. I even followed him 

one time, and things did get a little ugly when he caught me outside of 

Felix's club that Tuesday. Then he took pity on me, or showed me mercy—

whichever you prefer—and told me that Tuesday is the day Felix meets 

with all his "business partners" and that he pretty much is Felix's right-

hand man, not counting Ed Senior. 

With time, Junior's shown me how devoted he is to me, to us, and I'm so 

happy we don't have to go through the crap some of our close ones do. 



I won't even go into all that now. 

Too depressing. 

"Smile," my husband tells me softly. 

I try and fail. 

He sighs and kisses my nose. "Everything will be—everything is okay. Two 

days, that's it. Stop with the pout; it's not becoming." 

Right. Two days. "Change of topic, please? How's Anthony—is he home 

yet?" 

"Uh…" He nods. "Yeah—got back a little while ago." 

"Okay." I release a breath and shake off the previous subject. "Everything 

is good with him? He wasn't up this morning when I left, so I haven't seen 

him." Dominic and Julia are the sleepers in our family—and Junior, 

actually. But Anthony, Elisa, and I are early risers. Usually, at least, 

though Anthony was still asleep when I got ready for work today. 

"Yep. All's good." He takes a sip from his wine, and I do the same. "He 

was out with his buddies earlier…" He shrugs. "How's Elisa? She was wit' 

you?" 

I nod and take out the flour, followed by eggs. "She was at the mall close 

to the restaurant, so we picked her up afterward. And Dominic?" 

He chuckles. "I'm a little surprised he hasn't barged in here yet. He's 

usually so eager to get to Mama." He grins and pops another olive in his 

mouth. "He's good, by the way. Julia, too." 

All right, then. "I love you." I smile and pucker my lips. 



"I love you, too." He dips down and kisses me. "My gorgeous 

hummingbird." 

I hum, as if on cue. "My sexy Juniuh." 

A comfortable silence follows, and I cook while Junior insists on sampling 

each and every little thing…several times. 

Overall, I love my life. There are several thorns, but when I have this to 

come home to, this to call mine? I'm blessed. 

As for the thorns—not counting my worry for Junior's work—it's all petty. 

Oh, but there is one thing, though… "Rosalie mentioned something to me 

a few days ago," I say pensively. Rosalie is often fighting with Emmett, so 

I tend to tune out a bit after a while, but this stuck with me, and I know 

why. All those years ago, I knew in my gut that the coincidences were too 

many. Carlisle Colucci is murdered and then on the same day as his 

funeral, Junior's ex-wife happens to drop dead, too? Yeah, I don't think 

so. 

"She told me that Emmett has this idea he can't get rid of. It started when 

he came home from Miami a couple months ago." 

He tilts his head. "Ah-huh?" 

I nod as I roll out the dough for the ravioli. "According to Rosalie, Emmett 

doesn't believe the Cubans killed Carlisle." I give my husband a sideways 

glance. Aside from a slight stiffening of his shoulders, there's nothing. 

"Can you believe that?" 

And it's Junior's turn to hum. "Hmm. How about that?" 

Yeah, how about that. 

To be continued… 



 


